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Ioechst Celanese 

Hoechst 

Our job is making Polarguard', the lightest sleeping bag 
insulation around. Your job is finding a place to appreciate it. 

It's called Polarguard' 
And what it gives you is more warmth, with less weight,than any 

other synthetic insulation out there. (Or should we say up there?) 
The big difference is that Polarguard is made with Trevira® 

Comfort Fil 7TM  Since Comfort Fil 7 is a continuous filament 
fiber, it doesn't tear, pull or shift like cut fibers. This means no 
baffle or scrim is needed to stabilize it, which is what adds 
weight (but not warmth) to other sleeping bags. And since it 

Textile Fibers Group 
Hoechst Celanese Corporation •••••••
Polarguarde and Comfort Fil 7' are trademarks of Hoechst Celanese for continuous 
filament polyester fiberfill. The Hoechst name and logo, and Trevira for polyester, are 
registered trademarks of Hoechst AG. Expect The Best is a trademark of Hoechst 
Celanese Corporation. 

won't separate, it won't develop the lumps or cold spots you 
get with other synthetics or down. 

In fact, continuous fibers hold their loft through repeated 
washings. And that loft is higher than any other synthetic, while 
at the same time, the bag is more compressible. 

So, when you buy a sleeping bag, look for one filled with 
Polarguard. Because the only limits you should have to worry 
about are your own. For a free brochure, call (704) 554-2567. 
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The water twists and roars and rages, lent demonstration of Polarsysten•m  and arriving 63 days later and 35 
spraying you into wet submission. fabrics' indifference to water. Ed pounds lighter in Maui. 

You're either in a Maytag*  during Gifiet chose the latter, leaving For all of those 63 days, he never 
spin cycle, or in a twenty-foot kayak Monterey, California last year with once removed his jacket. 
crossing the Pacffic. not much more than a kayak, a That's because the revolutionary 

Either scenario provides an cxcel- paddle and a Polarsystem jacket, fabrics that comprise Polarsystem 

larsystem fabrics, including PblarlitOn•, iarték", and iarpius®, are made only by Maiden Mills, and can be found in high-perform- 
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warm, but have the uncanny abifity 
to leave you feeling dry, even when 
the fabric isn't. 

What's more, they last. A year 
after his bone-chilling trans-oceanic  

journey•• Ed Gullet reports h&sLstill 
wearing that jacket. 

Now maybe you can attribute it 
to a strange fanaticism on the part 
of Ed GilletL 

But we'd prefer to attribute it to a  

strange fanaticism on the part of the 
scientists who developed Polarsystem. 

polarsysteMO  
The world's most beautiful 

way to keep warm 

ance clothing of outstanding manufacturers such as: L.L. Bean, Lands' End, R.E.I., Columbia Sportswear, Woolrich, North Face, CB Sports. 
0 1990 MaIden Mills. Polarsystem, Pblarlite, Polartek, and Polarplus aretrademarks of Maiden Mills Industries, Inc. 450 7th Ave. NY, NY 10123. *Maytag  is a registered trademark of the Maytag Company. 
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Adventures on (and off) the 
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Sierra Nevada's East Side. 
by John Sherman 

56  Patagonia— 
Land of Tempest 
A look at one of planet Earth's 
most spectacular mountain 
ranges, including awe—inspir- 
ing images of the Cerro Torre 
and Fitz Roy massifs. 
by Gregory Home 
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Learning to Crawl 
A Classic that doesn't 
fit the mold - the story of a 
Canyonlands first ascent that's 
not a crack climb. 
byjeffAchey 

7 0 Tales from the Urban 
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The author revisits his old 
stomping grounds the 
Blue Mountains of Australia 
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by Greg Child 
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rescue on the South Face of 
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Anti000ravity Boots. 
•The true performance of a rock boot can 

tsr our rubber on all types of real rock with real 
climbers. Constructed on scientifically designed 
lasts, Boreal boots are further tested on the feet 
of the world's best climbe, suring you a 
precise, responsive fit. It's laboratory research 
hacked up by real world testing that make 
Boreal hoots the number.one choice of thou- 
sands of demand
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Letters 

Hone your guns 
Although I'd love to think that we 

climbed Howse Peak in three days instead 
of four, I have to point out that one of our 
bivies was missed in the picture on page 66 
of Climbing no. 117. 

In the same issue, Slipstream is given a 
technical grade of 4. Before history is 
rewritten, let me remind your readers that 
every ascent of that route from the second 
on (mine included) has avoided the direct 
finish by copping out to the right and 
gaining the summit icefleld by way of a 
sensational, but easy, arete that divides the 
East and North faces of Snowdome. On 
the first ascent, John Lauchlan led the 
serac direct, not because he and Jim Elzin-
ga didn't realize that they could scamper 
off to the right, but because they wanted 
to make their route harder. 

Slipstream not a grade 6? Hone your 
guns and try the real finish, lads. 

- Barry Blancharci 
('anmore, Alberta, C'anada 

Who's the hero? 
As a historian, outdoorsman, and stu-

dent of Antarctic exploration, I was 
appalled by "What price adventure?" (Per-
spective, no. 118), especially since it was 
written by such a fine adventurer as 
Jonathan Waterman. 

Waterman lionizes Robert F. Scott, a 
negligent naval officer who set off unpre-
pared on a dangerous polar journey with 
inadequate equipment, skills, and knowl-
edge. On the other hand, he shows disdain 
for the polar explorer Roald Amundsen, 
who, in contrast to Scott, spent years per-
fecting his skills and knowledge before 
demonstrating superior leadership on a 
highly successful expedition. The fact that 
Scott and his entire polar party died from 
poor preparation and leadership after fail-
ing in their quest to become the first party 
to reach the South Pole would seem to 
have some bearing on the subject. 

Waterman praises Scott as a scientist for 
carrying 35 pounds of rocks back from the 
pole. The rocks were carried at the expense 
of speed which might have saved Scott's 
party; there were no scientific benefits, 
either, as the work had already been done 
by Ernest Shackleton. Amundsen is also 
condemned for unfairness (as Will Steger 
is) for using dogs. Yet it was the skilled use 
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of dogs and skis that brought his party to 
the pole first and safely home; the use of 
ponies and man—hauling contributed to 
the fiuilure and deaths of Scott's expedition. 

The contrast between the two expedi-
tions goes still further in the favor of 
Amundsen: his careful preparation of food 
and equipment; his years of experience and 
study; his selection of team members for 
their skills and experience; the new route 
that he pioneered; and the small size of his 
expedition all indicate Amundsen's vastly 
superior approach to polar travel. 

Scott deceived himself and generations 
to come when he wrote in his journal that 
"the causes of the disaster are not due to 
faulty organization." It was his incompe-
tence in polar travel that led to the disaster, 
while it was his emotional appeal to 
English nationalism that made him a hero. 

Thus, it is Amundsen and not Scott 
who should be held up as an example of an 
accomplished polar traveler. While I am 
not enthusiastic about the commercialism 
of Steger's expedition, I am in complete 
agreement with his methods. Such an 
ambitious journey cannot be carried out 
without the use of dogs and 
plane—dropped cahes. 

The six men of Steger's expedition, as 
Waterman points out, must still work for 
months under extreme conditions to 
achieve their goal. I hope and believe that 
the Steger expedition is modeled more on 
Amundsen's than Scott's. If a British 
explorer must be held up as an example, 
though, it should be Shckleton who, just 
short of the South Pole in 1909, had the 
sense to turn back rather than take his 
party to their deaths. 

- Richard F Lewis 
Bloomington, Indiana 

Take some responsibility 
The Bureau of Land Management 

(BLM) is responsible for managing public 
lands and resources for multiple use. As 
federal land managers, we are often faced 
with conflicts between public land users 
and resource protection issues. We believe 
that an informed public is essential in 
helping us manage these areas in a respon-
sible and cooperative manner. 

The information supplied in your article 
about the Naturita climbing area in Col- 
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orado (Basecamp, no. 118) was very good. 
However, the Paradox Valley does not 
afford climbers unrestricted access due to 
interspersed private land and a number of 
resource restrictions currently in force. 
For example, access to the base of the 

cliffs in the Atomic Energy Crag area 
requires crossing private land. At this time, 
there is no public easement to guarantee 
access, and climbers driving to the base of 
this area should be aware that they are tres-
passing. We suggest using other existing 
routes into the area, climbing at other 
areas, or securing permission from the pri-
vate landowner. 

Within Paradox Valley, there are sensitive 
resources which could be damaged by 
unrestricted activities. The most significant 
potential conflict lies with peregrine falcons 
and their eyrie, located in the vicinity of 
the Atomic Energy Crag. These birds and 
their habitat are protected by the Endan-
gered Species Act, and climbers should be  

aware that disturbance in the eyrie area 
could result in fines of up to $20,000. 
The Atomic Energy Crag appears to be 

on the boundary of the area that is closed 
by the BLM to all human activity from 
March 1 to September 1. Up to now, the 
closed area has not been posted by the 
BLM, primarily because of its isolated 
location. Colorado Division of Wildlife 
personnel and BLM do monitor this area 
and will be evaluating the magnitude of 
climbing—related disturbances. 

In addition to protected birds of prey, the 
valley also contains populations of the Para-
dox Valley lupine. This plant, which is 
unique to the area, is presently a candidate 
for protection under the Endangered 
Species Act. It is a high priority for BLM to 
protect this species to prevent its eventual 
listing as a threatened or endangered 
species. Such an action would require much 
more restriction on all activities. Therefore, 
we strongly urge climbers to limit their  

areas of impact in the valley to existing 
roads and previously disturbed sites. 
The BLM encourages responsible use of 

resources on public lands and respect for 
public and private property. We intend to 
work closely with the climbing community 
to ensure that accurate information is avail-
able pertaining to access, resource protec-
tion measures, and recreation opportunities. 

Climbers may obtain maps and other 
information from the BLM office in Mon-
trose (Bureau of Land Management, Uncom-
pahgre Basin Resource Area, 2505 South 
Townsend Avenue, Montrose, CO 81401). 

- Allan Belt 
BLM Area Manager 
Montrose, Colorado 

Lower than a snake's belly 
Had Glenn Tempest chucked a wobbly, 

writing about Bungonia "Canyon" (Base-
camp. no. 116)? I doubt it: it's not the 
drum and he's no drongo. 

Maybe you called Bungonia a "canyon" 
and not Glenn. Fair go. It's not a "canyon" 
mate, it's a gorge. Got it: gorge. It's Bungo-
nia bloody Gorge, like it's not the Black 
bloody "Gorge" of the Gunnison. Strewth! 
I know yous coves do a bonza mag but 

be fair dink and don't come the raw prawn 
with Aussie culture. But if Glenn called 
Bungonia a "canyon" (pig's arse, he did), 
well ... the bastard's been crawling lower 
than a snake's belly. 

- WilKim 
.lvfount Victoria, Australit 

Just curious 
I was fascinated by the recent report 

documenting body fat percentages of the 
top performers in the Snowbird competi-
tion (Off The Wall, no. 118). As a gradu-
ate student of exercise physiology at 
Columbia University I am very interested 
in the body fat statistics of the remaining 
competitors. Your readers may find the 
comparison between body fat and athletic 
prowess of further interest. 
Those researchers who fear that these 

levels of body fat may be unhealthy are 
obviously mistaken. Otherwise, where 
would climbers get enough energy to sleep 
with each other's girlfriends, as was also 
reported in Off the Wall? And what does 
the fact that the women climbers have the 
lowest level of body fat of any women ath-
letes mean in this context? 

- George K Soebus 
New York, New York 

Crack helmets, not heads 
Much as I enjoy each issue of (71imbing, 

I have been disappointed with the conspic-
uous absence of head protection in most of 
the magazine's photographs. 

10 
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Whatever the adventure, you rely on ropes, halyards, 
parachute cords and slings for protection. So wherever the 
spirit of adventure lives, whatever the discipline, on the moun-
tain, on the sea or in the air, RIVORY-JOANNY proudly show 
their colours, 

rivory-  à\  oanny 
c.'ordes et sangles pour I'aventure 

Free catalog In color: 
RIVORY-JOANNY - BP 81 - 42402 ST-CHAMOND - FRANCE 

Products of the following companies use the ropes and tap.s of RIVORY-JOANNY with confidence: 
AIR BULLE, AIRWAVE, ALP DESIGN, ANORALP, AN RAFTING, BERGHAUS, BEUCHAT, CAMP, CASSIN, CHAPACK, 
CHARLET MOSER, CHOUINARD, DEGRE 7, EDELWEISS, EMERY, EMS., FIGL, FRENDO, FUS-EUROP, GORE, OYPMILE, 
INTERWIND, i.T.V., KERMA, KOMET, LAFUMA, LA SPIROTECHNIQUE, LOWE, LUTHA, MAC, MILLET, MONCLER, NEW 
ALP, PARACHUTES DE FRANCE, PETZL, RACER, RACKING, SALEWA, SALOMON, SIMOND, SOUBEYRAT, S1YLFRANCE, 
TROLL, T.S.A., VALANDRE, V.C.F., ZODIAC. 
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IN IT* 

BallsTM are the thinnest, strongest active crack protection 
you can get. And now they're improved; they're more 
durable, have more holding power, and are easier to place 
and remove than ever before. 

Available in three sizes, Balls provide protection 
in cracks from 3 to 12 millimeters. So now more than 
ever•• there's only one way to clint thin cracks; Balls 
to the wall. 
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WEAPONS FOR THE WAR ON GRAVITY. 

In the February/March 1990 issue, I 
counted a total of 46 photographs of 
climbers on rock climbs (both in articles 
and advertisements). None of the climbers 
pictured was wearing a helmet! in fairness 
I should add that most, but not all, of the 
ice climbers photographed were wearing 
helmets. Shouldn't Climbing be setting a 
better example? 

While climbers with helmets perhaps 
aren't as photogenic as Lycra—clad extrem-
ists with their hair flowing, a helmet is an 
integral piece of safety equipment and 
should be promoted as such. 

- RiyadAbu—Laban, M.D. 
Banif, Canada 

Himalayan veterans wanted 
I am looking for Americans who have 

climbed above 7000 meters, whether or 
not they obtained a summit, for a research 
project on the long—term consequences of 
participating in a Himalayan expedition. 
Respondents will be asked to complete a 
questionnaire and may be asked to submit 
to a more detailed personal interview. 
Please contact Dennis Ford, 1252 Vista 
Leaf Drive, Decatur, GA 30033. 

- Dennis Ford 
Decatur, Georgia 

Route info sought 
A new rock climbing guide is being pre-

pared for the Salt Lake City vicinity. It will 
cover areas from Parley's Canyon to south 
of Provo, including American Fork 
Canyon. Accurate route data in the form 
of topos will be greatly appreciated. 

Please mail information to Stuart and 
Bret Ruckman, 3698 Golden Hills Ave., 
Salt Lake City, UT 84121, or drop by 
IME in Salt Lake City and jot it down in 
their new—route book. The deadlines is 
July 1, 1990, except for American Fork 
Canyon, which is September 1, 1990. 

Stuart and Bret Ruckman 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

Letters—to—the—editor are welcomed: please 
include full name, address, and daytime tele-
phone nymber. Leters may be edited for clarity 
and available space. Please send to: Letters, 
Climbing, P0. Box 339, Carbondale, CO 
81623. 

Corrections: In no. 117 we listed the incorrect 
phone number for Grit Head modular holds 
("Build your own home gymnasium'); the cor-
rect number is (914) 688-7157. In no. 119, 
our table of contents introduction to '/4 Walk 
in the Sky" cites Broad Peak as the only 
8000—meter peak first climbed by Americans; 
the article is in fact about the 1958 first ascent 
ofHidden Peak. 
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O FWA 1 F1 E Compiled by Alison Osius F the highest rated L L  
new one—hour 
series in syndica- 

Gladiator "Laser"  (left) stops 
a contender from reaching the 

top of "The Wall "  in a new 
syndicated television show, 

American Gladiators. 

Media 
Watchdog 
I Bag the Bercy invitational. 
Forget dieting for the I)anskin 
Rockmaster Series, or practicing 

up for the Pocatello Primp. Get 
ready for American Gladiators, 
where every 13 weeks a dozen 
"contenders" challenge this TV 
show's defending Gladiators 
in eight events - including 
a wall climb. 

If you knock off the other 
contenders to become Grand 
Champion (male or female), 
$35,000 worth of cash and 
prizes, and an option to become 
a Gladiator, are yours. 

American Gladiators, which 
debuted in September and is 
watched by 4 million viewers, is  

tion. It includes 
events such as 

"The Joust" (contender tries to 
knock Gladiator off platform, 
using seven—foot pugel stick), 
"Human (all nonball" 
(contender tries to knock Gladi-
ator off platform, using self, 
swinging on rope), and "The 
Eliminator" (obstacle course, 
includes Gladiators attacking 
from both sides with large 
medicine balls hanging from 
ropes) 

Then there's "The Wall," a 
30—foot artificial climbing struc-
ture (with Entre Prises holds!). 
At the sound of the buzzer, two 
contenders simultaneously start 
climbing. Ten seconds later, a 
bell rings. Two Gladiators leap 
up after the contenders and try 
to pull them off the wall, by the 
legs generally being the most 
effective method. 

Says Rick Bornstein, the 
show's publicity director, 'At first, 
people the Gladiators and 
contenders - looked at this 
30—foot wall and went nuts. 
They said, 'No way.' But they 
really got into it, and it's become 
their favorite event. The audience 
really looks forward to it, too.,,  

Tryouts will be in mid—June. 
Call (800) 421-5743 for infor-
mation. If you're in the L.A. 
area, you can also go and see the 
show being taped, free of charge. 

I Richard Nixon and Chris 
Grover expound. The April 2 
issue of Time magazine, with 
Richard Nixon on the cover, 
contained a story on indoor—
wall climbing as "the latest sport 
craze" on college campuses. The 
story highlights the nation's 
largest wall (30 by 160 feet), 
newly installed at Cornell Uni-
versity, Ithaca, New York, and an 
intended eight—story wall in 
Chicago. Chris Grover, president 
of Entre Prises, the U.S. affiliate 
of the French manufacturer, was 
quoted: "Indoor cliffs appeal a 
lot more to people than the 
macho attitude of, 'Let's see how 
close we can get to killing our-
selves and still be able to talk 
about it in the bars afterward."  

• How not to. A good story in 
Harper's Bazaar on climbing was 
accompanied by a woeful photo-
graph of a model rappelling. She 
carried a rack made of all cara-
biners and no nuts, and wore 
large brown lug—soled boots, a 
brass—buckled leather belt, and 
yellow gloves to protect her 
hands from the effects of the 
most bewildering—looking 
method of rappelling this writer 
has ever seen. The rope went 
through a Figure-8 a few times, 
around her back, again behind 
her back, you name it. Her har-
ness was also interestingly tied, 
one of its key points being a 
multiply—twisted sling, another a 
non—locking carabiner and 
another an unlocked locking 
carabiner. 

I We all have our reasons. In 
the Kansas City Times, an article 
described how at the Kansas 
Institute, a private psychiatric 
hospital at Overland Park, a 
climbing wall has become one of 
the institute's most successful 
forms of therapy for teenagers. 
On the wall, the story said, the 
students gain trust and 
self—esteem; climbing helps stu-
dents with emotional and bchjv-
ioral problems, and those who 
feel they are failures or cannot 
succeed at sports: "After a few 

Overheard 

New contributor, 
proposing an article 
to Climbing editor: 

(C Imjustan 
old—fart climber. 

I know your mother 
actually, I used 

to date her a little. 
That gives you an 
idea of what age 

group we're 
talking about." 
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attempts" the story read, 
patients who once wouldn't 

even talk to each other begin 
shouting words of help and 
encouragement." 

I "Up Against the Wall, Ameri-
Ca" was the headline in a special 
spring edition of People maga-
zine featuring an article on - 
same again - indoor walls and 
a large photo of climbers at Seat-
tle's Vertical Club. By startling 
coincidence, all four of the 
climbers, bouldering in close 
proximity to each other, were 
wearing Vertical Club t—shirts. 

I Derek's diet and beauty tips. 
Somehow, an article on Boulder's 
"Dirty" Derek Hersey ended up 
smack in the middle of the spe-
cial "Women in Sports" issue of 
Rocky Mountain Sports &Fitness 
Magazine. The story focused on 
his ropeless exploits, especially 
the "laps" he did on the Dia-
mond Face of Long's Peak last 
summer. Hersey obediently gives 
quotes about the concentration 
level required by soloing, then 
sounds more like himself in 
adding that he once fell 18 feet 
because he was hungry and 
thinking about a cheeseburger. 

Contacted at home, Hersey 
said that the aforementioned 
climb was Edge Lane (5.1 la) at 
Millstone Edge, England, from 
which he hit the deck. He only 
bruised his heels, however, and 
was able to walk out to the pub 
on his tiptoes. 

Regarding the Rocky Moun-
tain Sports article, Hersey said 
that many friends have asked 
him incredulously, "What are 
you doing in there?!" They 
weren't surprised by the fact that 

v '*.... . 

he 

Derek Hersey 

he was in a womens issue. "No, 
it was that I was in a fitness 
magazine," he says. "Because of 
all the swill I eat. 

"I eat greasy bacon sandwich-
es, things like that. Today Dale 
Goddard and Chris Hill picked 
me up to go out to Eldorado. 
We stopped at the store and I 
got a hot dog and Twinkies. I 
offered some to Dale, and he 
turned white." (Hersey then 
went into Eldo and soloed 15 
hard pitches, including The 
Naked Edge, Le Toit, Rosy Cruci-
fixion, and The center Route.) 

I Checks and balances. From an 
article in the Rocky Mountain 
News on climbing: "Only the 
nation's best, climbers like Dale 
Goddard and Jim Karn, can stir-
vive on sponsorships." Quoted, 
among others, is Will Gadd of 
the Canadian National Team, 
who said, "I'm still sponsored by 
my checkbook." He also com-
mented, "(Sport climbers) are all 
neurotically obsessed with staying 
light. You've never seen some-
thing so funny as 10 guys sitting 
around complaining about eating 
too many brownies." 

I Star Dreck. A pack of climbers 
were involved in stunt work on 
Star Trek V, in which Captain 
Kirk falls off while soloing El 
Capitan but is rescued by Mr. 
Spock. But their efforts didn't 
seem to help the film rise above 
itself. Recently William Shatner 
got three Golden Raspberries 
("Razzies") for the film: worst 
film, worst director, and worst 
actor. Only two other films have 
ever had this triple distinction: 
Rocky IVand Prince's Under the 
Cheriy Moon. 

The Golden Raspberries 
Awards Foundation is made up 
of film critics, film professionals, 
and frequent filmgoers. 

I For the average Josephine 
comes Outdoor Woman, a 
newsletter intended to expand 
into a magazine in the future. Its 
publisher, Patricia F. Hubbard, 
47, is quoted in the Buffalo 
News of New York as saying, 
"There are lots of stories about 
world—class athletes, but very lit-
tle to encourage or help the aver-
age woman who wants to hike or 
canoe or fish or hunt. 

"If you're a famous rock 
climber like Lynn Hill, people  

come to you to test cquipiiiciit 
built for a woman's physique. 
But if you are an average 
woman, there's no central source 
of information, and you have to 
search high and low to find out-
door clothing and gear made for 
women." 

For information on the 
newsletter, write Outdoor 
Woman, P.O. Box 834, Nyack, 
NY, 10960. A year's subscription 
(10 issues) is $30. 

Happenings 
I Game—show star. On New 
Year's Eve, Barbara Renton of 
California was playing the latest 
edition of Trivial Pursuit when 
she came upon a name she rec-
ognized - that of her climber 
nephew, Ed Webster. "How 
many fingertips did moun- 

taineer Ed Webster lose on 
Mount Everest in 1988?" it 
asked. She knew, of course, and 
and got the answer right. 
(Eight.) 

The Trivial Pursuit inclusion 
was news to Webster. "At first I 
was horrified," he says. "I 
thought, oh my god, how grue-
some, what a thing to be known 
for." It also, of course, was a bit 
galling that the card spoke only 
of the amputations, saying noth-
ing of his four—man team's new 
route up the mountain. "But 
then I thought, oh well, there's 
nothing I can do about it," he 
says, and so he is simply taking 
the item humorously. 

According to one Trivial Pur-
suit buff, the only two other 
climbers ever featured in the 
game are Sir Edmund Hilary 
and Tenzing Norgay. 

As f)r .1 prut.rcss report oii 
Webster, who lives in Boulder, 
he is back on the rocks - he 
recently toproped a 5.11, and is 
leading some 5.10s. 

I Make my day. This spring sev-
eral Boulder climbers, including 
Craig Miller, were in Penitente 
Canyon, in the San Luis Valley, 
when they noticed three teenagers 
messing around on top of the 
cliff. Knowing that lately 
pranksters had stripped bolt hang-
ers and slings from many anchors, 
Miller waited by the youths' pick-
up. When they arrived, he made 
them empty their pockets of bolt 
hangers and cut—up slings, and 
told them to leave. 

They responded by pulling 
shotguns on him. Miller's friend 
discreetly backed away. Miller 
didn't think the kids would use 
the guns ("They weren't old 

enough to ... they weren't even 
over 14," he said later) and stayed 
put, but quietly. The kids then 
drove off, adding conversational-
lv, "We're going coyote hunting." 

I Lightning isn't supposed to 
strike twice. Early last year, just 
at printer's deadline, a Federal 
Express plane carrying all 
(7limbing magazine 's slides and 
color separations crashed in the 
Aspen mountains in a blizzard. 
Both pilots survived, and one 
slogged down out of the MOLin- 
tains for help. 

The staff at Climbing could 
only look at photos of the twist-
ed wreckage, choke and wait. 
Three days later a crane lifted 
the plane, and there in the snow 
was the package - intact. 

Recently, just at deadline for 
Cliinbings 20th Anniversary 
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Issue, news came over the radio 
that another Fed Ex plane to 
Aspen had crashed, perhaps 
because of iced—up wings. This 
time, sadly, the pilot was killed. 
Almost all the cargo was 
destroyed. 

Climbing had three slides 
aboard that plane. One was the 
classic shot of the fIrst 
Nose—in—a—Day team, John 
Long, Jim Bridwell, and Billy 
Westbay, hamming it up, decked 
out in their most purple, paisley, 
fluttering outfits. 

Three days later came the last 
of many phone calls with Fed 
Ex. The slides were - intact. 
Perfect. 

You don't expect lightning to 
strike twice. But then, neither do 
you expect two miracles in a row. 

I Back in the USSR. Last June, 
Hollis Ferguson of Indepen-
dence, Oregon, attended a 
10—day climbing exchange to the 
Crimea Peninsula in the Soviet 
Union. The mountains and lime-
stone valleys along the southern 
coast, he says, "make Yosemite 
look like a sandbox. They are 
infinite." Now the Soviets are 
soliciting a visit from a group of 
up to 10 or 12 people for a July 
visit to the area, to commence in 
the city of Simferopol. 

Contact: Hollis Ferguson, 
Independence Mountaineering, 
215 South Main Street, Inde-
pendence, OR 97351, 
(503) 838-6475. 

Slings 
& Pieces 
I The film of the 1989 Interna-
tional Sport Climbing Champi-
onship at Snowbird has been 
sold to the Sports Channel, a 
cable station partly owned by 
NBC. Chris Webb, of Hum-
mingbird Camera Systems of 
L.A., filmed the action. Contact 
your regional Sports Channel 
office for scheduling. ESPN 
International has also expressed 
interest in the show and various 
1990 competitions. 

I Largo finds new lease on life. 
John Long, a.k.a. Largo, former 
founding member of the Stone-
masters and a leading climber in 
the 1970s, may soon rule the 
waves. He has taken up competi- 

Overheard 

A Tonto National 
Forest (Arizona) 
document stated, 

"[the Superstitions 
bolting ban] will be 
actively enforced" 
yet also that "a sin-
gle bolt in a remote 
location wouli not 

necessarily be judged 
an impairment." 

When two American 
Alpine Club Access 
Committee members 
requested a c&zrzii-
cation, Mike Baca, 

National Forest 
recreation officer, 
declined, saying, 

"It's all black 
and white." 

tive flat—water kayaking. 
A paddler for years, he only 

recently started in the flatwater 
event, lured into it by the pad-
dlers practicing on Bologna 
Creek near his Santa Monica 
home. The first time he got into 
a KI, says Long, "I couldn't even 
sit in it. It was 5. lOc to sit still!" 

Once he managed that feat, 
however, he gave some strokes 
that attracted a classic 
double—take from a high—eche-
lon coach on shore, who has 
since coerced Long into serious 
training. "It suits me," says 
Long. "It's a pure strength event. 
But I have to extend my speed 
about tenfold, because I can go 
really fast - for about four 
feet." He is training for the 
500—meter event. 

After finishing his 6 am. 
water workout each day, he does 
some writing, then goes to the 
gym to meet the new trainer 
assigned him - "a guy with a  

cat—o'—ni ne—tails driving my ass, 
telling me I've been doing every-
thing wrong." 

"I've even had to give up 
smoking cigarettes for this. It's 
dreadful. Also I have to eat baby 
food!" (pre—workout.) Half an 
hour before racing, he drinks 
Carbo—tca, filled with fructose 
and sucrose and "the caffeine of 
about 15 espressos." 

"You get in that boat and 
you're ready to crank. Either that 
or look for some guy to beat up." 

• Inspired by James Bond. Con-
fidential, but: the FBI has been 
making inquiries about artifIcial 
holds, preparing to put up a 
climbing wall in its training cen-
ter in Quantico, Virginia. 

Kudos 
I Hailed in the hall. The special 
Earth Day issue of Rolling Stone 
includes both a Hall of Shame 
and Hall of Fame, in which the 
magazine censures or lauds indi-
viduals, organizations, govern-
ment agencies, even countries, 
lakes, and products. In the praise 
department, right in there with 
Greenpeace, Sting, David Brow-
er, and unleaded gasoline, find 
the enlightened, do—good com-
pany Patagonia. "Since 1984, 
this California manufacturer of 
outdoor goods has been giving a 
whopping 10 percent of its pre-
tax profits to environmental 
groups and causes - more than 
$2 million to date," says the 
text, explaining that some 250 
organizations "have benefited 
from the company's largess." 

I Along those lines, Cascade 
Designs will donate a portion of 
the profits from the sale of each 
Deluxe Long Thermarest pad to 
the Nature Conservancy - 
another group to be found in the 
abovementioned Rolling Stone 
Hall of Fame, which cites it as "a 
relatively obscure but smart and 
efficient environmental group." 

• In the wake of the quake. A 
few days after this year's big 
earthquake in California, workers 
at The North Face in Berkeley 
found themselves milling around 
their offices and factory rooms, 
wondering what they could do to 
help victims of the disaster. 
Someone had heard from friends  

about the chaos in Watsonville, a 
farming town 100 miles sou 
Berkeley, where 400 homes, 
churches, and businesses had 
been leveled and thousands oi 
people were homeless. 

A groundswell movement 
began, with employees raisiitt 
$2000 to buy the things thc\ 
were told were most needed. 
Diapers topped the list, and 
they bought 1200. They al 
purchased baby food, potatn 
rice, oil, sanitan' napkins, an 
flashlights and batteries. 

The business management 
joined in, cutting up synthet 
polar fleece material to make 
200 blankets, donating 100 
tents, 100 coats and jackets, and 
200 sleeping bags. Sierra 
Designs, its companion compa-
ny, threw in 100 tents. As word 
got out, REI, located just 
around the corner, gave a dozen 
more tents, including some 
North Face six—person 
"Himalayan Hotels." 

Six North Face employees, 
mostly Spanish—speaking, loaded 
a truck and drove to Wat-
sonville, and handed everything 
out in three hours. 

Says Kevin Smith of the com-
pany's personnel department, 
"People didn't say much. They 
were just tired and worried. But 
at least when they left they had 
something to lie down in, wrap a 
kid in." The children, he said, 
hadn't really absorbed the situa-
tion. "The kids were happy - 
they were camping." 

Passages 
I Died. Paul Ledoux, aged 46, 
on January 18 of injuries sus-
tained in a fall in the Needles of 
South Dakota. A graduate of 
M.I.T., Ledoux had eschewed an 
academic career to work as a cab 
driver, and concentrate on 
climbing, reading, and cinema; 
he was a collector of and expert 
on climbing guidebooks. Ledoux 
had been a pillar of the 
close—knit Boston climbing 
community for 25 years. (From 
The c'rux newsletter.) 

We ivelconie readers ' coiitiihiutioiis 
to this section. Please send original 
news items, ad copy, and photos to 
Off The Wall, Climbing, 110. Box 
:339, (7arbondale, CO 81623. 
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LEARN, 
That's just what 
HIND® Sportswear 
did when we designed 
ROCK - a collection 
of functional garments 
for the vertical athlete. 
HIND Product 
Specialists Jim Karn 
and Chris Goplerud 
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in creating the ROCK 
Collection. When these 
guys talk, we listen... 
and LEARN. 

- HIND ROCK: technical 
performance apparel for 
the vertical athlete. For 
more information, call: 
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The Gorge is located on the eastern side 
of the Sierra Nevada mountains just north 
of Bishop, California, in a semi—desert 
environment with lots of sunshine. 
Although you can climh in the Gorge year 
round, the prime seasons are spring and fill 
with their moderate temperanires. Summer 
temperatures reach up into the low I 00s, 
so you need to climb on overcast days or 
follow the shade. If it's just too hot, 
luolumne is only an hour and a half away. 

- Tom Herbert, Marty Lewis 

Wake-up call 
Sugarloaf, California 
The legendary Warren Harding made 

the first technical ascents here climbed 
in 1954, the Harding Ghimney, with its 
unprotected 5.6 offwidth, still horrifies 
some neophyte leaders. And on a quiet 
spring day, the eerie clanking of loose 
hangers on Harding's old bolt ladder lead-
ing to the South Summit reminds the 
modern—day climber of a simpler era. 

Sugarloaf rises from the coniferous 
slopes above the American River and U.S. 
Highway 50 halfway between Placerville 
and South Lake Tahoe. Its 5000—foot ele-
vation, southern exposure, diverse climb-
ing, and 20—minute approach have long 
made this a popular winter area among 
Northern California climbers. 
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, vir-

tually all of California's pioneering 
climbers made first ascents at "The Loaf," 
including Steve Roper, TM Herbert, Royal 
Robbins, and Galen Rowell. In the late 
1970s,   Max Jones and Mark Hudon began 
climbing here, creating such testpieces 
captain Fingers (5.12) and Hookere 
Haven (5.12). The pair also made numer-
ous 

 
free—climbing forays onto the awe-

some third pitch of The Fracture. However, 
it was Tony Yaniro who finally pieced 
together its first free ascent, putting Sugar-
loaf on the international climbing map 
and introducing 5.13 to the world with 
The Grand Illusion. 

During the 1980s, a stillness settled over 
Sugarloaf, with most visitors opting to 
repeat the established crack climbs. But 
recently, the area has experienced an out-
bui-st of new—route activity. Virtually all of 

the new climbs have ascended the cliff 
knobby faces, having been established after 
rappel preview, cleaning, and boltinp. 
Some traditionalists may be concerned 
that some of the bolts were mechanically 
drilled or placed on rappel, yet several old 
routes, such as Bolee Gold, Make That 
Move, and The Man Who Fell to Earth, also 
feature rappel—placed bolts. 

On the blank face between Farley and 
Scheister, Blue Velvet(5.l0blc) is perhaps the 
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Jenny Woodward repeating 
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best and most controversial new route. Will 
Catrell and friends, who did the first ascent, 
claim that this is a completely different line 
than Tapestry, a run—out 1970s horror show 
that had received very few leads, but, in 
fact, the first 60 feet are identical. Blue Vel-
vet continues all the way to the summit on 
beautiful, well—protected rock. 

Although there has been talk of destroy-
ing this route for its intrusion on Tapestry, 
Blue Velvet has already received dozens of 
ascents, and it represents some of the best 
climbing at Sugarloaf. Destroying the 
climb will only result in a desecration of 
the rock, and the route should stand as a 
historic reminder of the ethical turbulence 
that racked climbing in the present era. 

Bart O'Brien and Richard Swayze added 
a new route out of the notch between the 
North and South summits. Ethics (5.10b) 
provides an enjoyable fourth pitch to 
Bolee Gold or can simply be climbed as an 
alternative to the slab—pitch finish of the 
Harding route. While the face had one old 
bolt and lots of lichen, no record of a pre-
vious ascent existed. The pitch now sports 
two more bolts and is well protected. 

Ray York and Dave Kennedy added The 
Naked Edge (Slid), a fine route that fol-
lows the arete above the first bolt on The 
Man Who Fell to Earth. Above Farley i third 
pitch, Gordon Ainsleigh created two short 
finishes up to the summit: Farley Mowat 
(5.100 and Never Cry Wolf (5.10a). 
Ainsleigh also led Bolee Gold, adding three 
bolts to the first pitch. Most climbers felt 
the original bolts had been poorly placed 
on rappel, and the climb has definitely seen 
an increase in traffic since the retrobolting. 

On Sugar Bun, the giant boulder above 
the school on the trail to Sugarloaf, four 
new routes were established, all of which 
required lots of scrubbing and 
rappel—placed bolts. On the Northwest 
Corner, Alan Swanson and Gory Hicks 
found a 5.11a start to Fly Trap. Dog Fzht 
(5.1 lb/c) is a new line sandwiched between 
Mad Dog and Dirty Dog; three bolts protect 
thin moves up the 40—foot face. Just left of 
Make That Move is a 20—foot face with a 
move or two of easy 5.11. The Southwest 
Corner was added by Innosanto Nagara and 
partner. Unfortunately, just before the turn 
of the decade, a zealot hammered the bolts 
on the climb flat. Ironically, this climb was 
a more "natural" line than any of the other 
recent Sugar Bun endeavors. 

Currently, continued access to the area is 
an increasing concern. While the previous 
parking and access problems at Sugarloaf 
have apparently been resolved, with the 
help of Bob Schneider and the AAC, 
climbers should realize that any uncaring or 
aggressive actions have a detrimental effect 
on all of us. Whether it is sandwiching in a 
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Flashes 
compUed by Michael Benge 

U Peter Croft on-sights 
Suzuki 5.1 3c testpiece 
in Yosemite Valley 

U Lynn Hill does first 
ascent of a 5.14 bya 
woman 

U Corrine Labrune red-
points East Face (5.13d) 
of Monkey Face 

U Heavy hitters bloom 
this spring at Smith 

U Patrick Edlinger and 
Didier Raboutou repeat 
The Maginot Line 
(5.14b) at Volx; 
Raboutou does Agin-
court (5.14b), too 

I After wintering in Australia, 
Peter Croft returned to 
Yosemite Valley in March - 
apparently very fit. Just over jet 
lag, Croft got back on his feet 
with an easy ascent of cosmic 
Debris (5. 13a), then went look-
ing for a testpiece he hadn't 
already done. He ended up in 
the Cat Pinnacle area, where he 
had one of the finest days in the 
history of Valley cragging. After 
one fall, he succeeded on an 
extreme thin crack there, 
attempted by Hidetaka Suzuki 
last year. Croft declined to grade 
that route, but on the same wall 
he on—sighted Suzuki's premier 
route of last year, Vanbel-
ladrome (5.13c). To Croft's dis-
may, someone had added seven 
bolts and a fixed pin to the 
climb, but he avoided those, 
hanging out to place his own 
gear. 

I Early this year, while continu-
ing to tear up the professional 
competition circuit, Lynn Hill 
of New Paltz, New York, 
climbed the hardest route yet 
done by a woman. 

A bit of her personal history 
with the Frenchman J.B. Tri-
bout adds some sparks to the 
story of her ascent. Although 
Tribout is a friend of Hill's, he 
"likes to goad me," she says. A 
couple of years ago, Tribout had 
razzed Hill that no woman 
would ever flash 7c (5.12d), 
which, of course, she has since 
done. His next barb was that no 
woman would ever be able to do 
his route Mass Critique (8b+, 
5.14a) at Cimai, France. Hill 

- 
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Patrick Edlinger on The Maginot 
Line (5.14b), Voix. France. 

redpointed the route on the last 
day of her trip to France, after 
nine days' work. 

The sustained 75—foot Mass 
Critique involves three cruxes 
requiring technical body positions 
and dynamic movements, then a 
final dynamic crux at the top. 
Hill had never been on a 5.14 
before this one, and actually did it 
faster than Tribout had. However, 
first ascents traditionally take 
longer than those that follow. 

I From France comes news of 
climbing at the highest standard 
In February, Patrick Edlinger 
made the second ascent of The 
Maginot Line (8c, 5.14b) at 
Volx, a 25—foot roof that had 
resisted many attempts for two 
years until its first ascent by Ben 
Moon (UK) in November. This 
vicious route includes one—digit 
sidepulls out a roof with the 
crux coming at the last move. 

Also in fine shape is Didier 
Raboutou (France), who not 
only did the third ascent of The 
Maginot Line but also the see- 

ond ascent of Agincourt (8c, 
5.14b) at Buoux, another short, 
severe testpiece, again the work 
of Moon. At present both repre-
sent the only two consensus 8c's 
in the world. 

I In early April at Smith Rock, 
France's Corrine Labrune com-
pleted two first ascents ever by a 
woman, redpointing the East 
Face (5.13d, 8b) of Monkey Face 
and Aggro Monkey (8a+, 5.13blc). 
The East Face has seen only five or 
six ascents. Labrune was the sec-
ond woman to climb 5.13d in the 
United States. The other - Hill, 
of course, with her first ascent of a 
route in a small limestone area 
north of the Gunks. 

Aside from Labrune, many of 
the sport's other heavy hitters 
visited Smith this spring, coon ni 
away with some outstanding 
efforts. Of note is Jim Karn's 
(Boulder) third ascent and quick 
redpoint ofJammasterJ(5.13d). 
and Dale Goddard's (Boulder) 
three—day ascent of White Wed-
ding, which he downgraded from 
5.14a to 5.13d afrer finding a 
new, easier sequence. Karn con-
firmed the new rating, doing two 
laps on the route the new way. 

Shelley Presson of Boulder and 
Robyn Erbesfield of Atlanta both 
redpointed Churning in the Wake 
(5.13a), joining Hill, Bobbi Bens-
man of Boulder, and Gea Phipps 
of Bend, Oregon, as the only 
women to climb consensus 5.13. 

In the on—sight realm, Bens-
man flashed Highway to Hell 
(5.12alb), while the season's best 
male on—sights went to Jean 
Baptiste Tribout (France) for 

•••••
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Corrine Labrune on the East Face 
(5.13d) of Monkey Face, Smith 
Rock, Oregon - first ascent of the 
route by a woman. 

Choke on This(5.13a),Jim Karn 
for Bend Over and Receive 
(5.13a), and the up—and—coming 
Canadian Will Gadd for Kings 
of Rap (5.12d). Also, Steve 
Schneider of Mammoth Lakes, 
California, flashed Kings ofRap. 

In the "almost—a—break-
through" category, Tribout came 
within feet of bringing the 8c 
(5.14b) grade to the United 
States. He had come to the Unit-
ed States this year with one thing 
in mind to climb the 
140—foot line left of the East 
Face of Monkey Face, which Alan 
Watts of Bend had bolted a cou-
ple of years ago. After spending 
approximately two weeks work-
ing the route, Tribout came close 
on redpoint after redpoint 
attempt but ultimately failed 
before he had to return to France. 
He'll reportedly "be back." 

• Oklahoma? Texas? Indeed, the 
southern states have spawned a 
generation of talented young 
climbers. In Climbingno. 119, 
you heard about the Texan Josh 
Walker's quick second ascent of 
Touch Monkey (5.13alb) at 
Cochiti Mesa. Another such 
youth, Larry Harris, 21, from 
Tulsa, redpointed what are per-
haps Colorado's two hardest 
climbs - Christian Griffith's 
Verve (5.13c/d) in Boulder 
Canyon and Desdichado (5.13c) 
in Eldorado Canyon last fall 
after working eight days on each. 

In Texas, Harris has also suc-
ceeded on some difficult pro-
jects, including the third ascent  

of the Mariner (5.13a) in two 
days at Cleburne, and the second 
ascents of La Famine (5.13c) and 
Acropolis (5.13b) at Tenkiller, 
Olkahoma. Harris has been 
climbing seriously for two years. 

I At Hueco Tanks, Texas, Todd 
Skinner procured the first bolt-
ing permit since the ban 
imposed a few years ago but 
not without difficulty. Accord-
ing to the new procedure, a pro-
posed bolted route must be 
approved by three different bod-
ies: the Texas Parks Department, 
the El Paso Climbers' Club, and 
the Hueco Tanks Park Superin-
tendent, the latter of which may 
have been the most troublesome 
in that the head ranger is a 
non—climber and the approach 
to Skinner's new project requires 
some hard scrambling. 

After cutting through all the red 
tape, Skinner put up what may be 
Hueco's top testpiece, dubbing it 
Cowboyography and grading it 
5. 13d. It lies on the Front Side 
near Malice in Bucketland. 

I Lake Tahoe's relatively 
unknown Cave Rock "is one of 
the best crags in the country," says 
Darius Azin of Bend, Oregon, 
fresh from a trip there. 'While the 
routes at Cave are few in number, 
they offer gymnastic climbing on 
a 45—degree wall that is about half 
a ropelength in height. The local 
Dan Osmond recently added a 
fine testpiece there, an unnamed 
5.13c. The route involves a hard 
boulder problem to a long sus-
tained section with a sporting 
20—foot runout to the anchor. 

Photo: Greg Epperson 
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Randy Leavitt on the first ascent of Hydra (5.13c), Joshua Tree, California. 
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new, unnecessary route, destroying a climf 
deemed ethically worthless, drilling slopp\ 
anchors, or adding bolts to an existinC 

route, it is the rock that suffers. Please help 
preserve the best year—round climbing are.i 
in the greater Sacramento area. 

- Ban O'Brien 

New routes going in 
faster than you can 
write 'em down 
Joshua Tree National Monument, California 
The 1989/90 season yielded yet more 

four—star routes from the monument's vir-
tually endless trove of rock. Among the 
extensive number of quality new routes, 
Randy Leavitt's Hydra (5.13c) and Trov 
Mayr's Iconoclast (5.13a/b), were definite 
season highlights. 
The incredible Hydra, located on 

Superblock to the right of Superdome. 
climbs a progressively overhanging face with 
nine bolts, and features a roof section that 
requires cutting one's feet loose while hang-
ing from tiny crimpers, then heel hooking 
up over the lip for a wicked pull—over. This 
committing route is certainly one of Joshua 
Tree's outstanding testpieces. 

Set in a spectacular location to the left of 
Saddle Rocks, the line that is now Icono-
clast had been eyed by climbers for years. 
Mayr redpointed it early in the season. Its 
strenuous crux sequence involves slapping 
up a blunt arete. Shortly after this ascent 
the visiting Spaniard Txavo Vales did the 
second ascent, confirming the route's grade. 

Also early in the season, on the Ivory 
Tower, Leavitt nabbed the elusive Ocean 
of Doubt (5.13b), which has since had 
many attempts at a repeat, none successful. 
On the Don Genero boulder in the Won-
derland of Rocks, Leavitt established one 
of J.T.'s steepest routes, Hot Pants (5.13h). 
then nearby on a beautiful orange—red wall 
he added Red Rain (5.13a). To wrap up his 
inspired season, Leavitt climbed Sideburn 
(5.12a), located to the right of the Super 
Dome on the Super Block, following this 
with an equally good 5.10b route that is 
yet unnamed. On another successful note, 
Tom Gilje, who was climbing strongly last 
season, did the second ascent of Leavitt's 
Pumping Hate, verifying its 5.1 3a grade. 

On the Saddle Rocks formation Bob 
Gaines and Scott Cosgrove added Rough 
Rider (5.1 ib), a sustained climb to the left 
of Harlequin. 

In the Hall of Horrors, Mayr and Rob 
Mulligan climbed Moonshadow (5.12c), to 
the left of La Cholla. Moonshadow quickly 
received a second ascent by John Bercaw, 
who also did the second ascent of La  

C'holla (5.12d); the latter route's third and 
fourth ascents went to Vales and Dave 
Robinson respectively. 

On the South Astro Dome, Mulligan and 
Mayr completed the second pitch of 
Mamunia (5.1 2c), which they dubbed Illu-
sions (5.1 3a/h). The two pitches taken 
together may make for the longest, hardest 
route in the Monument, involving 
razor—sharp edge pulling up a gorgeous 
orange streak. Near Barker Dam, Kevin 
Thaw established Moondance (5. 1 3a/b), a 
three—bolt arete to the left of Barney Rubble. 
In the Desert Queen Mine area, Geoff 

Fullerton and Bill Herzog produced the  

tremendous Times of Holiness (She), their 
best among a number of good face routes. 
In league with Fullerton, Mayr added three 
fine routes in the area: Sensoiy Deprivation 
(5.I2b); Cosmic Trigger (5.13b), a sustained 
pitch the fInal move of which involves a 
four—and—a—half—foot dyno; and IF/ave the 
Touch (5.1 2c/d), done with Dave Robinson. 
In the Lost Horse area, Gilje and Mike 

Lechlinski climbed the steep arete to the 
right of the Pat Adams Dihedral to produce 
Toxic Waste (5.12), then to the left they 
added Electric Free Gordon (5.1 lc/d). The 
pair also established Elvis Lives (5.11c/d) and 
Don't Bosch Me Around (5.10-i-), in the 
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Desert Queen Mountain area; these routes 
lie to the right and left of Black Diamond 
(5.12), another excellent creation of theirs 
from a previous session. Also in this area 
Paul Borne has reportedly been busy work-
ing on several projects. His testpiece Scorpi-
on (5.13b/c), located to the left of Illusion 
Dweller, has yet to receive a second ascent. 
And finally, the long—time locals Dave Evans 
and Todd Gordon tracked down Girls in 
the Mist(5.lOd) to the right of Bfor Beers. 

The crags in the vicinity of Indian Cove 
saw much development last season. One of 
the new routes that has become quite popular 
is Geoff Archer's Silent but Deadly (5.1 la), sit-
uated to the right of Silent Scream. 

In the Echo Rock area, the J.T. elders 
Charles Cole and Steve Anderson report-
edly climbed three new moderate routes to 
the left of Compassion of the Elephants. 

With large areas of rock still being dis-
covered and new routes being produced at 
an explosive pace, the guidebook author 
Randy Vogel has been working frantically 
to finish a second complete guide to the 
monument. And with intrepid climbers' 
willingness to take long hikes in search of 
good routes, activity at Joshua Tree shows 
no signs of atrophy. 

- Troy Mayr 

Rads and trads 

square off in the Valley 

Yosemite National Park, California 
The fairly recent arrival of Euro—style 

sport climbing in Yosemite Valley has not 
gone without its share of acrimony. Although 
sport climbing is a trend openly embraced in 
other U.S. climbing areas, the ethical dispari-
ties between new and traditional viewpoints 
have resulted in a deepening rift within the 
local climbing community. 

Feeling that rappel bolting is a desecra-
tion of local values and traditions, an 
unknown group of climbers has recently 
engaged in a route—chopping jihad. Unfor-
tunately, this escalating conflict is a cause of 
great concern for the continued freedom to 
climb without restrictions in the Valley. 

Worried about the possibility of govern-
ment intervention resulting from the cur-
rent open conflicts and incidents of rock 
defacement, the American Alpine Club 
Access Committee's Armando Menocal 
scheduled a meeting in Yosemite to address 
these issues. In a notice circulated prior to 
the meeting, Menocal stated, "I don't want 
there to be any misunderstanding about 
what the AAC is attempting to accomplish 
at the meeting. ... The AAC will ask that 
everyone agree on two points: first, there 
will be nothing done which may harm the 
rock ... no chopping of routes ... no chip- 
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ping holds; no bolting holds or gluing 
holds. Second, there will be no complaints 
to the Park Service about the conduct of 
other climbers, even if you believe that 
they have violated the first agreement." 

On March 3 approximately 30 climbers 
representing both the sport climbing and 
traditionalist factions gathered to discuss the 
problems. Although the meeting had been 
set up as an AAC—mediated forum, Meno-
cal's car broke down while he was on his way 
to Yosemite, so he was unable to moderate 
the discussion as planned. As might be 
expected when dealing with such a polariz-
ing issue, the dialogue opened with uncon-
trolled exchanges and verbal attacks from 
both sides. With the meeting at an apparent 
stalemate, Jules Eichorn, the 78—year—old 
Yosemite rock—climbing pioneer, recom-
mended that Royal Robbins, a staunch 
defender of tradition, chair the debate. 

During the discussion, the traditionalists 
argued that rappel bolting is contrary to 
the established values in Yosemite, and 
that the resulting proliferation of bolts 
accelerates the environmental impact on 
the rock. The sport climbers responded by 
stating that rappel bolting produces safer 
routes, and that the widely accepted 
ground—up method of placing protection 
has just as much impact on the resource. 

Although the heated debate apparently 
resolved nothing, Robbins posed two 
pointed questions, the first being, "Where 
do you draw the line on what can be done 
to the rock?" While the traditionalists uni-
formly denounced all forms of rock 
defacement, the sport—climbing advocates 
were less dogmatic but also disagreed more 
in their answers to this question. 

Robbins' other searching question asked, 
"Should any place in the United States be 
preserved for ground—up climbing only?" 
This brought up the issue of government 
regulation, which could result from a pro-
liferation of bolts. The sport—climbing fac-
tion stated that, in Yosemite, the enforce-
ment of such a regulation would be nearly 
impossible given the Valley's vast scale and 
the number of climbers. 

(It should be noted that the use ofpower 
drills in Yosemite is technically a violation of 
the Wilderness Act, which prohibits the use of 
all motorized equipment in a protected 
wilderness area. Only the use of human—pow-
ereddriltc is currently allowed— Editor) 

In an attempt to better address these 
and other current issues pertaining to 
Yosemite, a group consisting of climbers 
from both camps recently conducted a 
four—month survey of climbers' opinions 
on these issues in California, the results of 
which will be published in the 
August/September issue of ('limbing. 

- Robin Ingraham, Jr. 

Climbing policies on 
the drawing board 
Boulder, Colorado 

With the no—bolting policy firmly in 
effect in the Boulder Mountain Parks, 
Eldorado Canyon State Park, and Rocky 
Mountain National Park, many local 
climbers are finding themselves deeply 
involved in the democratic process, work-
ing with the governing agencies to develop 
climbing policies, primarily directed at 
minimizing environmental damage. For 
example, over 100 climbers attended a 
Boulder Mountain Parks advisory board 
meeting in February. 

Currently, the Boulder Mountain Parks 
task force is considering cutting new 
approach trails to alleviate erosion and 
vegetation damage, and publishing a 
brochure suggesting ways that climbers 
can minimize their impact on and around 
the cliffs and avoid possible conflicts with 
bird habitat. It appears that the commit-
tee, which is made up of concerned 
climbers, rangers, and Colorado Moun-
tain Club members, is not presently envi-
sioning the removal of existing bolted 
routes, with the possible exception of 
those conflicting with bird habitat. A few 
areas, such as Skunk Canyon in the 
Flatirons and Blob Rock in Boulder 
Canyon, may continue to be closed to 
climbing during eagle nesting season, 
which is February through July. 

Rocky Mountain National Park is 
wrestling with many of the same ques-
tions. Of particular concern there is the 
fact that replacement of unsafe fixed belay 
and rappel stations is not allowed under 
the current rules. Climbers should make 
their views known to the Park Service. 

Eldorado Canyon State Park views the 
situation slightly differently and the Head 
Ranger Bob Toll is open to the idea that 
climbing is a valid use of the park. There 
exists the possibility that new bolt routes 
may be allowed under tightly controlled 
conditions. Topics of discussion include 
designating certain zones in the park where 
bolting would be permitted, whether to 
allow only hand drilling in these zones, the 
review and approval of any new route by a 
committee, and chalk usage. 

The impending future of climbing in all 
three parks is being watched closely by 
government agencies and climbers around 
the country, as policies nationwide appear 
to be in a state of flux. One thing is certain 
- we climbers must be involved in the 
political process if we expect our wishes to 
be considered. 

- Dan Hare 
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John Mallery on Ecstasy (5.13a), Route 9 Boulder, Hammond Pond. 
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Urban bouldering 
in Boston 
Hammond Pond, Massachusetts 

I suppose that stranger th ngs have 
been done before, but I'll be damned if I 
know what they are. I do know that 
when I informed my friends I was leav-
ing a great home and cruiser job in 
Yosemite and moving to Boston, a gener-
al incredulity ensued. Most brutal in his 
amazement was Tucker Tech, who glee-
fully counted down the days for me until 
departure, and never passed up an 
opportunity to remind me that if one 
took the best crags in Massachusetts and 
dropped them into California, they'd 
receive no more notice than your typical 
Interstate 5 roadcut. 

Now, there are days when I would kill 
to be back at Degnan's Deli, slamming 
down a few cool ones and checking out 
the local posing scene. However, small 
consolation that it is, Tucker was dead 
wrong about Boston's cragging. 

Indeed, the metropolitan area is load-
ed with top—drawer bouldering. The best 
spot, Hammond Pond, lies gridlocked 
right in the middle of the city amidst 
vast shopping malls and palatial subur-
ban mansions. A 300—acre nature pre-
serve, Hammond Pond sports stacks of 
good problems on an assortment of 15—
to 30—foot "craglets," linked by a net-
work of trails - great for mountain bik-
ing - that meander through a lovely 
forest of rolling hills and hardwoods. 
\XThile no match for Joshua Tree, Dead-
man Summit, or Mount Woodson, 
Hammond Pond is a regular poor man's 
Smith: bulging, knob—strewn faces, dras-
tic overhangs, pockets, ripper incuts. 

The first spot we checked out was the 
Alcove, and judging by the throng of 
locals and tonnage of chalk laminated 
onto the holds, we figured we'd found 
the local hang. We had our boots on in a 
jiffy, and after a couple of test pulls on 
the steep black wall, were feeling a lot 
less apprehensive about our trans—conti-
nental move. We were concerned, how-
ever, about the Boston locals - there 
was not a ghetto blaster, brewski, tooth-
brush, or extendo—scrubber in sight. 

Despite this cultural illiteracy of what 
constitutes civilized bouldering, the 
Alcove's problems were a pleasant enough 
surprise. Imagine the Merced River 
Canyon's Knobby Wall, a bit less steep 
and scaled down to one—third size, and 
you've got the picture. Aside from the 
Gunsmoke Traverse, it's probably the best 
natural gym apparatus I've ever seen. A 
long, low wall about 15 feet high, the 
Alcove overhangs its base by six feet in 
places, and the typical hold is fIrst joint 
or smaller. Adding to the excitement are 
the occasionally weird topouts. With fin-
gers wrapped around greasy pebbles of  

doubtful integrity and feet hidden under-
neath by the steepness of the cliff, you 
may find that the ground can seem much 
further away than it actually is. Although 
flat, the landing features turf packed hard 
as a Kenmore Square sidewalk, and 
extracts a grim toll unless your deck—out 
trajectory is well planned. Although a sea-
soned boulderer will find the landing 
pretty tame, the Alcove does have a histo-
ry of broken bones and sprains. 

Another great Hammond micro—crag 
is the Pusherman Wall, an all—purpose 
20—foot cliff that offers a little something 
for everyone. Ihe right side is vertical, 
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fairly juggy, and high enough to 
inflict fright a good place for 
greenhorns to cut their teeth for 
off—the—deck work. Although a bit 
shorter, the left side bends back to 
110 degrees and contains two of the 
most killer problems in Boston: 
Hepatitis, a tendon stretcher with 
power cranks off razors and tricky 
dynos between hopelessly inadequate 
fingertip pockets, and Goofball, a 
frightening knob route featuring 
long, scary reaches off questionable 
pebbles. Both are old Henry Barber 
5.12s that see virtually no traffic. 

Nearby is the neglected and unap-
preciated Lost Roof, which takes a 
16—foot underbelly of a cave to a 
body—length 140—degree headwall 
and finishes with an exhilarating 
sloper mantel. I like to think of it as 
the Northeast's answer to Joshua 
Tree's Pig Pen, a splendid but vaguely 
unsavory route that proper Bostoni-
ans would never bother with. 

Boston is steeped in history, and 
Hammond Pond is no exception. 
The local knickers—and—crumpets 
crowd have been shredding the Ham-
mond desperates since the 1920s, 
and Robert Underhill and his cronies 
apparently dropped the hemp there 
on occasion. I imagine this would 
qualify Hammond Pond for Histori-
cal Climbing Landmark status, as 
Underhill probably used the place to 
introduce early North American 
climbers to modern European belay 
techniques - sort of a Cradle of Lib 
erty for the alpine set. 

More recently, Boston icons like 
Dave Breashears and Henry Barber 
took advantage of Hammond Pond's 
unique opportunities for tendon con-
ditioning before moving on to rattle 
locals around the country. These 
days, shell—shocked yuppies use the 
place to model their matching 
Lycra—and—chalkbag combos between 
visits to the local indoor rock gym. 

The rock is very strange. Resident 
geologists call it "Puddingstone," and 
despite my concerted attempts at 
understanding how the stuff was 
formed, I'm still not sure. I do under-
stand that it involved streambeds, 
volcanoes, and glaciers - glacial pol-
ish is still in evidence on many area 
clifftops - along with the usual 
drawn—out process of erosion. The 
stone is conglomerate but feels more 
like a hybrid of welded tuff, 
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half—baked basalt, and gravel, with a 
hint of Tuolumne's "The Knobs" 
thrown in for good measure. Edges are 
sharp, and an afternoon's bouldering 
can leave even the most calloused tips 
full of holes. 

Nice as Hammond Pond may seem 
to those of us who live only 15 minutes 
away, its station in this world will never 
go much beyond that of a local crag. 
The cliffs just aren't high enough or the 
landings poor enough to really quicken 

a boulder junkie's heart; moreover, 
choice problems are too few, maybe two 
dozen or so, to warrant anything 
beyond a brief stopover for the traveling 
climber. Still, a "Gold Tour" of the test-
pieces, all tips jobs tackling very over-
hanging terrain, will deliver a monster 
pump, and for locals (and expatriate 
Californians) this small Boston area is a 
God—sent hang. 

- Bob VanBelle 
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HAMMOND POND R Lot 

 Lost Roof area 
 Pushermans' wall 
 Temple overhangs 
 Mall wall 
 Alcove area 
 Lower walls 

Hammond Pond - recommended boulder problems 
Pusherman Slab Hammond Eggs 
Pushermans Area. High, slightly less—than—verti- Alcove. Thin cranks up steepest part of wall, just L 
cal face wlnumerous routes. 22'. of center. 15'. 

Hepatitis 
L end of Pushermans, very overhanging concave 
face. Traverse R—slanting seam to bucket finish. 
18'. 

Goofball 
Start as for Hepatitis. Funky, punji—stick landing. 17'. 

Lost Root 
Outcrop 75yd5 W of Goofball. Starts back in giant 
cave, heading for bucket at lip. Scary mantle finish. 15'. 

Bucket Launcher 
Temple Overhang area. Extremely overhanging 
dyno over [side of roof. Poor landing. 14'. 

Reefer Madness 
Over roof 5' R of Bucket [auncher. 14'. 

Bar Mitzvah 
Thin crack traverse under roof. Very hard going R 
to L; extremely hard going [to R. 35'. 

Breakfast of Champions 
Overhanging face 5' R of Hammond Eggs. 15'. 

Snap 
5' R of Breakfast of Champions. Another mindless 
overhanging jug haul. 15'. 

Over Easy 
Overhanging bucket haul on far [side of Alcove. 15'. 

Lower Walls 
Downhill, E of Alcove area, towards shore of 
pond. Two less—than—vertical slabs. 25-40'. 

Mall Wall 
Short steep wall above road, 75yd5. W of Alcove. 13'. 

Hammond Pond is located on Route 9, five miles 
west of downtown Boston, alongside the Chestnut 
Hill shopping mall. A Boston roadmap will get you 
there. More detailed information can be obtained 
from the scruffy guidebook Boston Rocks, pub-
lished by the MIT Outing Club. Visitors should 
bring tape decks, toothbrushes, and brewhas. 

A product steadily developed towards 
top performance. The formula for rope 
quality is the finely tuned relation 
between the Kern and the Mantle. 
Optimum weight, handling and safety 
reserve. 

The result: Precision to be relied on. 
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"Up the Kangshung 
face without 

Oxygen or Sherpas s.."   

Dear Todd (Bibler) - 

We emerged onto the South Col at 
4 PM May 10th, 1988, having completed 

our new route up Everest's East (Kang-

shung) Face, without oxygen radio5, 
or Sherpas. The jet stream winds 

were blasting at 100 MPH! We had to 

r7r?T 1 get our tents up 

/ fast ... 10 minutes 

later we were safe 

in our two Biblers 
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just in case 

we used some 7mm rope to an-

chor them to a nearby boulder 

Thanks for making such a terrific 

lightweight tent! 

Ed Webster 
Photographer and Climber 
1988 Everest East Face Expedition 

Call or write today for a free catalog 
showing the full line of Bibler Tents. 

9544 Pearl St., Dept. 42, Boulder, CO 80302 

For Fastest Service Call Free 

800-888-7741 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

Rock and Snow burns t( 
- plans to rise again 
New Paltz, New York 

Rock and Snow, the New Paltz, New 
York, mountaineering shop, burned to the 
ground on February 20. The store was vir-
tually synonymous with the Shawangunks, 
one of the birthplaces of North American 
rock climbing. 

loday, on a typical 'Gunks weekend, 
hundreds of cars are parked below the 
eight—mile range of cliffs. For a while, the 
climbers will have to shop somewhere else. 
The store was more than an outlet for 

mountaineering paraphernalia. It func-
tioned as a call—in weather station, 
room—finding service, rescue headquar-
ters, and liaison for climbers from around 
the world. 

"You could be in Kathmandu and bump 
into somebody wearing a 'Rock and Snow' 
t—shirt," said Al Diamond, an area climber. 
Ordinarily, he and Jordan Mills, his part-
ner in the guide service High Angle 
Adventures, would have been behind Rock 
and Snow's counter, dispensing advice and 
rustling up trade. 
The pair listed climbing greats who'd 

passed through: Yvon Chouinard, Royal 
Robbins, Patrick Edlinger, and Lynn Hill. 
"And us!" they laughed. They also spoke of 
the Vulgarians," Rock and Snow's owner 
Dick Williams and his friends, early wild- 

the ground 

men who challenged the limits of what was 
physically possible and socially acceptable. 

"They took a sport that was gentleman-
ly and aristocratic and introduced a whole 
new level of ambition," said Diamond. 

A famous poster that once adorned the 
Rock and Snow wall was of young Williams, 
buck naked on 9)ock1ey iling, swinging 
high above the Wallkill River Valley. 

Williams, 52 years old and climbing 
5. 12, learned of the fire while on a crag-
ging trip to Joshua Tree National Mono-
menr. A phone call to a friend confirmed 
it, but she didn't have the heart to reveal 
the extent of the damage. He called his 
store and got no answer. "But at least it 

rang," he thought, and felt the blaze must 
have been minor. 

Back in New Paltz the next day he stared 
disbelievingly into a gaping hole where his 
two—story structure had stood. A backhoe 
had already removed the last of the charred 
rubble. The clean angles of the basement 
walls resembled the contours of a grave. 

"It appeared to be a classic 'flash—over' 
fire," said Jim Munson, a fireman and 
climber, explaining a condition where 
combustible gases build up in a sealed 
building, then ignite. The blaze had start-
ed in the adjacent cobbler's store, from 
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heating tape wrapped around cold—water 
pipes. The wall joining the cobbler's shop 
and Rock and Snow caught on fire, and 
the cobbler put it out on his side with a 
fire extinguisher. 

A town meter reader, Sue Phillips, who 
was in the cobbler's shop when the fire 
broke out, ran up to two apartments above 
Rock and Ice to notify residents, who all 
got out safely. 

The New Paltz Fire Department arrived 
in minutes. When firemen opened Rock 
and Snow for inspection, air rushed in, 
and the building became an inferno. Win-
dows exploded, sending bystanders run-
ning for cover. 

The combined efforts of 10 fire crews 
from surrounding villages salvaged almost 
nothing. The store's $150,000 inventory 
of cross—country skis, Gore—Tex outerwear, 
and alloy climbing gear was fused beyond 
recognition. 

Aside from Rock and Snow, the cob-
bler's shop, the two apartments, and a 
comic—book store were destroyed, and a 
restaurant slightly damaged. 

Many more people than climbers had 
known of Rock and Snow. Anyone with a 
need for up—high expertise tree sur-
geons, rock—and—roll riggers, TV stunt-
men - called for advice. "I got a lot of 
work through them," said Munson, who as 
Rock and Snow's other licensed climbing 
guide served as technical consultant for the 
Broadway production of "K-2." 

The flow of work will continue. 
"I told my son, 'You're 20 pitches into a 

35—pitch climb and you fall, what're you 
going to do? Go down?" said Williams. 

With the same kind of resolve that once 
allowed him to complete the route Tough 
S/nfl with a concussions and two fractured 
wrists, he said, "I'm 99% sure I've got a 
rental location to open by the start of the 
season, and then I can start over." 

The 2500—square—foot store will have to 
be rebuilt from the ground up. This time a 
climbing wall will replace the old 
post—and—beam construction that provid-
ed a rainy—day practice surface for guests 
and employees. 

But some things are gone for good: a 
museum's worth of photos documenting 
the history of Gunks climbing, and a col-
lection of pitons and other outmoded hard-
ware pulled from cliff faces and displayed 
with the warning "Rust Never Sleeps." 

They're all buried somewhere in the 
New Paltz town dump now. A trove of 
fused chocks and carabiners should be 
there, too. Just as soon as he's through with 
the claims adjusters, Williams plans to see. 
They'll make fine adornments for the walls 
of "Rock and Snow II." 

- Eric Eliman 
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Trial over 1986 Mount 
Hood tragedy closes 
Portland, Oregon 

A jury on April 5 found Oregon Episco-
pal School negligent in the death of one of 
six students who died during a 
school—sponsored climb in March 1986. 
The july, however, cleared of negligence the 
mountain guide that the school had hired. 

The guide and co—defendant, Ralph 
Summers, had been hired to assist the trip 
leader, Rev. Thomas Goman. Goman was 
one of two faculty members who also 
died after being caught by a storm high 
on the Oregon mountain. 

Richard L. Haeder, whose 16—year—old 
son, Richard L. Haeder, Jr., died on the 
trip, was the only parent to bring the case 
to court. At the end of the three—week 
trial, Haeder was awarded $500,000 in 
damages in the suit. Haeder had original-
ly sought compensation in the amount of 
$2.76 million. 

Amy Horwell, the daughter of the 
school's deceased dean of students, Mari-
on Horwell, lost pretrial rulings in two 
previous suits against the school and 
Summers. The school reached 
out—of—court settlements with six of the 
other families of the students who died. 

In the 1986 accident a group of 10 stu-
dents and three adults were caught in a 
severe storm on the upper portion of the 
11,235—foot mountain, located in the 
Cascade Range. Goman and Summers 
turned the group around in the face of 
high winds and whiteout conditions, but 
were unable to locate the wanded route 
leading back down the mountain. 
Descending with the aid of a compass 
bearing - which turned out to be incor-
rect - they became lost among the 
crevasses of the Palmer Glacier, where 
Summers dug an emergency snow cave to 
shelter the party. 

With members of the group having 
become dangerously hypothermic, the 
next morning Summers, along with one 
of the students, descended toward the 
Timberline I.odge to get help. However, 
in worsening weather, the two became 
lost and instead arrived at the Mount 
Hood Meadows ski area. Rescuers sum 
moned to the scene were unable to locate 
the snow cave for three days due to 
80—mph winds and blizzard conditions. 
Their efforts were also hindered by th 
fact that Summers had failed to mark th 
cave's entrance when he and the student, 
Molly Schula, began their descent. When 
rescuers finally discovered the snow cave, 
only two of the remaining 11 victims, 
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Brinton Clark and Giles Thompson, were 
still alive. 

The incident generated nation—wide 
press at the time, and was examined at 
length in such publications as Outside and 
Backpacker magazines. In the subsequent 
court trial both sides presented a number 
of expert witnesses from the climbing 
community. Speaking on behalf of the 
defendants were Jeff Lowe, John Roskelley, 
Phil Ershier, Andrew Harvard, and Jed 
Williamson. Witnesses for the plaintiff 
included Lute Jerstad, Dr. James States, 
Dunham Gooding, and Mike Volk. 

While Amy Horwell may seek a contin-
uation of the case with Summers as the 
sole defendant, the suit involving Oregon 
Episcopal School is now complete, and no 
other appeals are pending. According to 
Jeffrey Street, one of the two defense attor-
neys in the case, the school remains finan-
cially secure and is covered by insurance. 

With the shadow of liability increasingly 
darkening the future of not only school and 
club outdoor programs, but also guide ser-
vices, climbing—equipment manufactures, 
and others involved in the outdoor—recre-
ation industry, this recent lawsuit along 
with several other cases involving charges of 
wrongful death and product liability may be 
only the tip of the iceberg. 

In a brief prepared statement issued 
after the decision, the school's administra-
tion said: "No court of law can alter the 
sense of loss we feel for those who died 
- the courtroom is a difficult arena in 
which to resolve grief. Ralph Summers 
joins us in the belief that there are no 
winners in a suit of this kind." 

- Lance Leslie 

BACK ISSUES 
A limited number of the following back issues 

are available for $3.95 each, postage paid 
(Issue #119 and later are $4. 95) 

#100/February 1987: Sharon Wood Profile, Eurotrends by Alan 
Watts, 'ivan Chouinard commentary 
#102/June 1987: Photo Contest, the Gunks, Wolfgang Gullich 
interview 
#104/October 1087: Tahquitz & Saicide Rock, Meant Sanford, 
vaunt climbers' profiles 
#108/June 1988: Black Canyon, Meant Asgard, 11—Mile Canyon, 
rock climbing in Italy 
#109/August 1988: Snowbird competition, Photo Contest, rock 
climbing in Germany 
#110/October 1988: Salathi Wall free climb, Catherine Destivelle 
interview, Wasatch ski mountaineering 
#111/December 1988: Special Issue - Legends of North Ameri-
cas Climbing. Neglected classics, Fritz Wiessner profile, Hidden 
Peak first ascent, and more 
#112/February 1989: Doog Scott profile, Meant Woodson, Wapta 
Icefields, rock climbing in Great Britain 
#113/April 1989: Casyonlands, Everest East Face, Stefan Glowacz 
profile, camming devices review 
#117/December 1989: Special Canadiaa lssae - John Clarke 
profile, climbing in Quebec, Bang/Jasper ice climbing, building 
your own climbing wall, and more. 
#119/April 1990: Special 20th Anniversary Edition - 240 pages, 
inclading the best of Climbing, from reprints of past articles, 
flashbacks, and insighsful essays. 

Send your order along with payment to: 
CLIMBING/Back Issues 

P0. Box 339, Carbondale, CO 81623 U.S.A. 
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Update from 
the Inland Northwest 
Sandpoint, Idaho, and Spokane, Washington 

Most nc\v—routc activi tv focused on 
northern Idaho cliffs last year, but more 
5.12 routes have also appeared in the 
Spokane area, pushing the standards at the 
practice crags. 

Compared to explosive activity at bet-
ter—known crags elsewhere, pioneering 
efforts in northern Idaho have been slow 
and steady, but in the past three years the 
number of routes in the region has dou-
bled. A small group of dedicated individu-
als from Sandpoint and Spokane continues 
to lead the way. 

A part—time Spokane resident, Pat 
Mahoney, has been the driving force for 
scoping new lines in the Spokane area, 
producing, among other routes, Body 
Scarfer (5.12a) and Slave Labor (5.12a/b) 
at the Dishman Rocks. 

Larry Peterman, a long—time Spokane crag 
activist, continues to explore new ground, 
one of his best finds being Black Cat (5.110, 
on the West Face of Chimney Rock. 

Climbers in northern Idaho have yet to 
break the 5.12 barrier. The locals have sev-
eral projects in the works, but none has 
been climbed in good style (led with no 
falls) yet. But many other high—quality 
routes of moderate difficulty have been 
established. 

Kyle Austin, from Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 
injected some new energy into the Sand-
point group by free climbing an aid line 
just right of Weasels RipedMy Flesh, Side 
2. He named the new route, which Tom 
Applegate had originally bolted on hooks, 
Mean Creature (5.1 ib). Austin also added a 
new line, Down's Syndrome Disco (5.10c), 
to the right of Poster Child. At the 
Schweitzer Rocks, Austin cranked off the 
face climb Planet Dread (5.11 c) on Janitor's 
Rock at Laclede. Edge of Destruction 
(5.1 ib) went to Randall Green, while Gene 
Klein established another excellent climb, 
Land Shark (5.1 la), at the Outback Cliff. 

Of all the crag areas around Sandpoint, 
the Granite Point area still has the most 
new—route potential, but only a couple of 
climbs went tip this year. Point Special 
(5.1 ic) is 80 feet of "good old—fashioned 
5.11" and is one of the best pitches of that 
grade in the Sandpoint area. Like its name-
sake, the popular fishing lure that tantalizes 
the big trout of Lake Pend Orielle, Point 
Special provoked and teased Green and 
others until bagged. The climb is located 
on the overhanging face of the Big Wall, 
commanding a spectacular view of the lake. 

- Randall Green 
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Competitions 

Aftershock in Berkeley - Karn, Bensman rumble Hans [Ion I ne of Moraga, California, 
fresh from his speed—climbing win, 
pulled through the lower cruxes, survived 
the growth, and slapped a couple of feet 
above the lip of the roof for second place. 

Jim i'hornbu rg of Berkeley, Col in 
Lantz of Boulder, and Will Gadd of Col-
orado Springs all fought through the 
growth and slapped a hold just over the 
roof, resulting in a three—way tie for third. 

Jim Karn climbed last, confidently 
strolling the lower half of the wall. Above 
the growth he fired a long lunge to get 
established, cutting loose and hanging 
off one arm. Only a few holds below the 
top, Karn threw a sideways dyno that 
didn't quite stick, but still earned him 
$1,000 and first place. 

Beginning at 10:30 p.m., the women's 
superfinal capped the long, long evening. 
Bensman climbed slowly, reaching to tap 
a high point ofren and making long reach-
es look easy on the overhanging wall. She 
finally pumped out on a deviously techni-
cal traverse, but not before reviving a tired 
audience and winning first. 

Osius, although less powerful, climbed 
with smooth and well—planned moves, 
falling off a small hold three feet below 
Bensman's high point. 

Danskin Rockmaster I showcased the 
skills of some climbers who hadn't been 
predicted to place high, while other 
climbers who had been expected to do 
well didn't have good performances. Scott 
Franklin and Dale Goddard, two of the 
country's best, both fell low in the semifi-
nals. Goddard, a strong and consistent 
competitor, later commented, "I was sav-
ing mental strength for the finals. I guess 
I still have to try hard in the semis!" 

—Will Gadd 
(See results on page 45) 

Rock Rodeo II 

Berkeley, California 
The I)anskin Rockmaster I competi-

tion, put oil by I.()weCo in the Berkeley 
Coillimlilit)' Theater March 17-18, 
mixed chaotic organization with 90 of 
the best climbers in North America. Jim 
Karn handily took his fourth straight win 
in a major competition, while Alison 
Osius and Bobbi Bensman competed 
again in a superfinal. 

Due to the large number of men 
entered - 70 - Saturday began with a 
men's qualifying round, open to climbers 
who hadn't competed previously or who 
weren't on U.S. or Canadian national 
teams. This opener took place on one 
half of the familiar LoweCo wall, while 
the women climbed simultaneously in 
their semifInal on the other half, giving 
the theater a two—ring circus feel. 

Christian Griffith of Boulder and Sean 
Myles, from England, had set the 
women's semi—final course at 5.1 Ib, but 
many of the competitors felt the route 
was soft for that grade. Twelve among 
the 20 women entered flashed the route, 
resulting in a larger—than—anticipated 
women's final later that night. 

That event was the first open to the 
public, because LoweCo felt the finals 
were the most exciting to watch. Friends 
of competitors, however, had been per-
mitted to watch the semis. 

The first crux on the women's route 
was a puzzling cross—through, where 
most competitors pumped out trying to 
solve the sequence. Laura Lonowski of 
Seattle, on a roll after winning the speed 
climbing event, climbed through the 
crux and up the overhanging wall to 
third place before filling. 

Osius, from Aspen, smoothly negotiat-
ed the crux then worked tenaciously to 
the top. The charged crowd responded 
with a booming standing ovation as she 
lowered to the ground, all smiles. 

Bensman, of Boulder, also flashed the 
route, using her strength and flexibility to 
walk through the technical moves. She 
later commented she felt the route was soft 
for 5.1 2b, but still good. In a repeat of the 
Continental Championships, held in 
Boulder in I)ccember, Bensman and Osius 
would meet in a superfinal Sunday night. 

The men's semifinals on Sunday 
included the 16 contestants who had got- 

ten highest on the qualifier and the .34 
who had received a bye. This turned into 
a marathon for those waiting backstage, 
with the last climber spending nine hours 
in the isolation zone before his turn. 

Two climbers, focusing hard on the 
route above them, forgot to remove the 

Bobbi Bensman in the Berkeley superfinal. 

socks they had slipped over their shoes to 
keep them clean during the walk from 
the wings to the wall. Somehow they 
both managed to gymnastically kick the 
socks off while climbing, then continue 
up to large rounds of amused applause. 

Karn, of Bend, Oregon, supplied the 
only flash of the traversing 5.12c route, 
making it look like a "hiking trip," 
according to one competitor. 

The doors opened to the public for the 
men's finals an hour late, and it was an 
hour and a half more (at nearly 9 p.m.) 
before anyone actually started climbing 
the 5.12d route. Climbing in order of 
how each had placed in the semifinals, 
climber after climber was ejected on the 
technical wall below the glowing orange 
"growth," a familiar feature lodged below 
the roof on the wall. 
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Hueco Tanks, Texas 
As you may recall, last year's inaugural 

Rock Rodeo houldering competition was 
a great success despite threatening weath-
er, threatening rangers, and various boy-
cott schemes. 

However, the results of Rock Rodeo I's 
fund—raising efforts are plain to see a year 
later. Whereas once Hueco Tanks' 
front—side faces were the home of the brave, 
this year climbers have been seen all over 
the rock, taking advantage of the hundreds 
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of ret rohiil is 1i.iid lor he the fuiid—iaiser and 
added to existing routes. The retrobolting is 
the second phase of the statc parks three—part 
bolting legalization program. 

No sequel would be worth its salt if it 
weren't for the overcoming of evil forces. 
The biggest threat to Rock Rodeo Ii's suc-
cess was the misprinting of the date of the 
event in (.'liinbing. On the other hand, the 
weather this year was cooperative, as were 
the park personnel. 

On the day of the event, the parking lot 
at Pete's Hueco lanks Country Store, the 
traditional sign—in spot was no more 
crowded than it had been the day before. 
Contest organizers bemoaned their fate as 
they glumly signed in the few contestants 
who showed early. With such a low 
turn—out it would be a pretty tough job 
draining all the kegs that afternoon. 
Then, from around the bend in the 

south, came a stampede of VX/ buses and 
other assorted climber rigs. The registra-
tion tables were flooded. One hundred and 
fifty climbers eventually signed in, a 50% 
increase from the year before. 
The moment of truth for many came at 

the registration table. When choosing an 
entrance category, many a self—styled hard-
man admitted to intermediate ability. 
Dave Head, nevertheless, attracted 16 con-
testants into this year's new Super—Expert  

c.itcgoiv. I lie half--a --itt ill ion cash pot he 
promised no doubt lured them in. Only 
those who listened carefully found out 
Head was counting in pesos. 

Out on the boulders that day, each cate-
gory was closely,  contested. The Mush-
room Boulder was the center of attention, 
due to its concentration of hard problems 
and an exciting six—foot Super—Expert 
dyno (an intimidating lunge, with no 
toprope allowed). 
The Super—Expert course was unique 

among U.S. competitions. It was designed 
to test the overall bouldering skills of the 
entrants, not their foot speed, strategy, or 
toproping endurance. There were only 10 
problems, all unroped. Included were 
slabs, mantels, cracks, lunges, and over-
hanging faces. 

Each problem was worth 20 points if 
flashed, with points deducted for each fall. 
The harder the problem, the fewer the 
points deducted for a fall. 

Contestants were forced to confront 
their weaknesses, or pay the price. Two 
crack problems gave the Super—Experts 
fits. Only four succeeded on a 5.12— crack 
(with only two flashes), while Alan Lester 
of Boulder was the only climber to get 
more than halfway across the 36—foot roof 
crack on the Morgue (5.12), cranking it in 
a bloody last—minute battle. The future of  

American crack cliinhuig appears hleak, 
though face climbing is quite healthy. 

Dale Goddard of Boulder con ntered his 
jamming weaknesses with equal doses of 
finger strength and face technique to collie 
out on top of the Super—Expert division. 

In the women's division, the talents of Boul-
ders Nanc' Prichard tgained her an inscription 
on this year's golden chalk bag trophy. 

Ample supplies of bonfire wood this 
year saved Pete's store from immolation. As 
before, the part%' went on longer than any-
one can remember. For once, a sequel 
proved every hit as good as the original. 

—John Sherman 
(See results on page 45) 

Boston tea party 
Boston, Massachusetts 
The contest at the Boston Rock Gym 

began exactly at 9:00 a.m. on February 3. 
For a "First Annual" contest, it was an aus-
picious beginning, although, since the 
competition was held in Boston where 
everything is either "The Oldest" or "The 
Biggest," another superlative label, "Most 
Prompt," should be no surprise. 
Timing was an important factor on the 

first day, Saturday, considering that 55 
contestants each had to climb seven routes. 
In an attempt to admit as many climbers 

How to IDP moffier mtire from 
nppuig off your osses, 
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as possible, organizers - the gym's own-
ers, Steve Weitzler, Tom Nonis, and 
Wayne Domeier had devised a format 
that accommodated climbers on seven 
routes at once. 

Each climber had five minutes per 
route, with two—minute rests between 
routes. No one finished all seven routes. 

The event resulted in a draw between 
David Luhan and Ed Keller for first place, 
with four people Eric Engberg, Haj, 
John Cronin, and Al Diamond tied for 
second. The top women were Mimi Stone, 
Madeline Carter, and Sarah Johnson in 
first, second, and third respectively. 

Sunday's semifinal and final events were 
riveting to watch: the climbing was much 
more technical and many of Saturday's top 
finishers couldn't get past the initial moves. 

In the men's competition, only eight of 
30 completed the first route, with one 
climber afrer another peeling off at a crux 
move one—third of the way up. Many 
clung literally for minutes in indecision 
before lunging and falling. 

No one finished the final route, but Cronin 
came within four feet to take first place. 

A small controversy arose when the orga-
nizer judging that event allowed the second 
climber, Keller, unlimited time instead of 
his allotted six minutes. Keller eventually 
reached the second—highest mark.  

All the other contestants peeled off before 
the six—minute time limit, so the question 
became, "Who gets second?" The issue was 
resolved amicably with second place going 
to Keller and third to John MacLean. 

Four of the women qualified for the final, 
which was held on the men's qualifying 
route. Stone was the clear first—place winner, 
completing about two—thirds of the route. 

- Ellen Champagne 
(Results list not provided.) 

Biggest—ever field at 
Portland Rock Gym 
Portland, Oregon 

Ninety climbers showed to make up the 
biggest field yet when, on March 3, the 
Portland Rock Gym held its third annual 
climbing contest. 

The increased attendance was due to the 
fact that this year the Open category was 
to be broken into three sections: Recre-
ational (5.7 to 5.9), Advanced (5.10 to 
5.1 1), and Open (5.11+ to 5.12). 

Competitiveness seemed to be mainly 
absent from the lower categories as climbers 
gave Beta and encouragement freely; the 
Open climbers were a bit more restrained. 

A local, Blake Hankins, won the Open 
against mainly Bend—based opposition.  

Also in the Open but not placing was 
Metolius' Jeff Paulson, who received a 
well—deserved prize for persistence on the 
longest problem in the contest a 25—foot 
traverse across the overhanging wall, then 
20 feet up, and 8 feet out on the roof prob-
lem. On all his three tries Paulson made it 
to within just one move from the anchor. 

In the Advanced category, Mike Ses-
sions, who began climbing only eight 
months ago, placed third. 

- David I. Sowerby 
(Results list not provided.) 

San Diego Indoor 
Climbing Championships 
San Diego, California 

As part of the Kashi Outdoor Adventure 
Expo, Aquarius Adventures Mountain 
Guides hosted a large climbing competition 
at the Del Mar Fairgrounds on February 11. 
Little did the Expo organizers realize the 
climbing contest would dominate the entire 
show, with 142 contestants and friends 
from California, Arizona, the Northwest, 
and even Canada and New York arriving for 
12 hours of continuous action. 

Forced to limit the contest to one day, 
event organizers turned away over 100 
climbers. The wall and routes were designed 
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A I ) 11 ko J 1 3 kkl I 
by Bart Berry and Jim Thoen of Aquarius 
Adventures, with a crew of 20 working for 
three days straight, only stopping at 4:00 
a.m. the morning before the competition. 

The first route was a solid 5.1 Oc hand crack 
and face climb that stymied many non—tradi-
tionalists. The second, a 5.11 + dihedral and 
finger—crack lead, stopped all but 12 finalists. 

Round three was a wildly overhanging 
5.12+ lead. Only two climbers reached the 
top panel of this 32—foot route until 
17—year—old Andy Puhvel's turn. Puhvel, 
the very last climber, had to be pulled 
from a blanket and a deep sleep in the 
waiting area, but then flashed the route 
with a committing dyno to hang from the 
top edge by one hand. Although relatively 
young, Puhvel has accomplished many dif-
ficult ascents in Yosemite and Joshua Tree 
and appears to be someone to watch in the 
upcoming years. 

Carmel Schimmel of San Diego took 
first in the women's climbing division and 
attributed her success to her experience 
with cracks at San Diego's Mount Wood-
son. In fact, the top three women finishers 
were all Mount Woodson climbers. 

- Bail Berry 
(See results right) 

All the right moves 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 

The Midwest is not generally considered 
a hot spot in the climbing community, but 
it has a strong contingent of locals and an 
ever—growing number of new climbers. 
The recently opened Inside Moves Climb-
ing Gym has been so successful that on 
February 17 it hosted the area's first annual 
climbing competition. 

The event was a friendly gathering, bring-
ing together 53 climbers from three states 
and Canada. The competition was broken 
into Recreational Novice, Recreational 
Experienced, and Open divisions for men 
and women, with a kids' division as well. 

The climbing consisted of seven prob-
lems on the 25—foot textured walls, which 
ranged from low—angle to overhanging. 

Contestants had three attempts at each 
problem, with a two— minute time limit. A 
successful first attempt earned three 
points; the second try, two points; and the 
third, one point. 

In the Open division, Eric Nienhouse 
flashed all but the last problem and walked 
away with the title. Russ Clifton, who was 
moved from the Recreational Experienced 
to the Open on the day of the competi-
tion, surprised and thrilled everyone by 
being the only person to flash the severely 
overhanging final route. 

- Kevin Cieszkowski 
(See results right) 



MIDNIGHT MOUNTAINEERING! 

ComDetition  
Women Men's Novice 

GAD GYMNASTICS COMPETITION 1. Ralph Bidwell 1 Nancy Prichard 
Lake Tahoe, California, 2. Mike Picking 2. Lauri Medina 
Feb. 1-2, 1990 3. Matt Boorst 3. Mary Gabrieli 

Skilled Women's Novice Advanced 
1. Deshanon Smith 1. Sue Hatt 1 Paul Cornforth 
2. Ricky Quinteru 2. Karen Tetzelaf 2. Matt Samet 
3. Carol Chapman 3. Jolyn Boorst 3. Jay Anderson 

3. Kris Monzma 
Advanced Intermediate 
1. Dave Bryant Women's Open 1, Mark Thomas 
2. Sondra Utterback 1, Jean Cieszkowski 2. Harold Hill 
3. Berry Robert 2. Sharon Loszette 3. Mike Finley 

Expert Children Novice 
1. Larry Duin 1. Chris Plummer 1. Alex Burton 
2. Troy Rarick 2. David Poxson Linda Rosni 

Mark Miller 3. Josh Wilhite 2. Robert Bolin 

Masters BRIANCON 
1. Dan Osman France, Feb. 24, 1990 DANSKIN ROCKMASTER I 
1. Tom Herbert Berkeley, California. 
3. Travis Klawin Women March 17-18, 1990 

1. Lynn Hill USA 
2. Corine LaBrune FRA Women 

SAN DIEGO INDOOR 3. Luisa Jovane ITA 1. Bobbi Bensman, Boulder, CO 
CLIMBING CHAMPIONSHIPS 4. Agnes Brard FRA 2, Alison Osius, Aspen, CO 
San Diego, California, 5. Paola Pens ITA 3. Laura Lonowski, Seattle, WA 
Feb. 11, 1990 6. Marie Agnes Duval FA 4. Susan Price, Seattle, WA 

7. Pascale Barthelemy FRA 5. Amy lrvine, Salt Lake City, UT 
Kids (15 and under) 7. Renee Guerin FRA 6. Nancy Prichard, Boulder, CO 
1. Kurt Freewald 7. Marie Louise Kilcher SWI 

, 
7. Shelley Presson, Bend, OR 

2. Ryan Righetti 8. Lisa Rehms, Scottsdale, AZ 
3. Matt Jaime Men 1 9. Bird Lew, Truckee, CA 
4. Richard Vogt 1. Jerry Moffat U.K. 10. Aimee Barnes, Pocatello, ID 
5. Peter Underhill 2. Yuji Hiryama JAP 11. Diane Russell, Santa Cruz, CA 
6. Chris Lindner Didier Raboutou FRA 11. Shannon Wade, Boulder, CO 

Alberto Gnerro lTA 13. Christina Wait, Austin, TX 
Over 40 4. J.B. Tribout FRA 13. Georgia Phipps, Seattle, WA 
1. Doug Mishler 6. Serge Blein FRA i 15. Jade Chun, Santa Barbara, CA 
2. Gene Vallee 7. Salavat Rakhmetov USSR 16. Carmel Schimmel, San Diego, CA 
3. Peter Rowat 8. Philippe Plantier FRA 16. Sally Hunter, Los Angeles, CA 
4. Doug Dahlquist 9, Luc Thibal FRA 18. Mary Narvarre, ldyllwild, CA 

Allan Engel 
 

10. Damien Charignon FRA 
10, Jindrich Hudecek CZECH 

Sharon Urquhart, Arcata, CA 
Kim Worsman, Escondido, CA Jim Rapp 

12. Robert Cortijo FRA 
Women 13. Jackie Godoffe FRA Men 
1. Carmel Schimmel 13. Francois Legrand FRA 1. Jim Karn, Bend, OR 
2. Elke Lindner 15. Alain Ghersen FRA Hans Florine, Moraga, CA 

Kimberly Worsman 15. Thomas Rieser AUS 3. Will Gadd, Colorado Springs, CO 
4. Lisa Rehms 17, Raphael Cabane FRA 3. Cohn Lantz, Boulder, CO 
5. Kelley Penix 18. Thomas Cada CZECH 3. Jim Thornburg, Berkeley, CA 
6. Mary Navarre 19. Laurent Laporte FRA 6. Tom Herbert, Bishop, CA 

19, Thomas Suter SWI 7, Pat Adams, Boulder, CO 
Men 21. Vincent Albrand FRA 7. Scott Frye, Berkeley, CA 
1. Andy Puhvel 21. Dominique Page FRA 9, Geoff Weigand, Bend, OR 
2. John Mireles 23. Andrea Gallo ITA 10, Paul Bjork, Forest Lake, MN 
3. Peter Takeda 24. Samuel Delsine FRA 11. Max Dufford, Seattle, WA 
4, Robin Mulligan 24. Yann Ghesouiers FRA 11. Don Welsh, Las Vegas, NV 
5. Hans Florine 26. Arnoud T'Kint BEL 13. Ed Keller, Florida, NY 
6. Mike Waugh 27. Ron Kauk USA 14. Ed Barry, Yosemite, CA 

28. David Cambre FRA 15. Mike McCarron, Chicago, IL 
INSIDE MOVES 29. Christophe Issertine FRA 16. Doug McDonald, Boulder, CO 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 29. Francois Lombart FRA 17, Tim Wagner, Tustin, CA 
Feb. 17, 1990 1 31. Pascal Auroy 18, Dave Robinson, San Diego, CA 

18. Kevin Wilson, Calgary, 
Men's Open I ROCK RODEO II Alberta, CANADA 

Eric Nienhouse Hueco Tanks, Texas, i 20. David Luhan, Monroe, NY 
John Nienhouse Feb. 24, 1990 
Russ Clifton (The abort are only the top 20 

Super-Expert Out of 70 mcii compethig.) 

Men's Experienced (200 Pt maximum scale) 
1. Bob Bergman 1. Dale Goddard 
2. Brian Bourdegaes Hans Florine 

Ken Bott 3. Wallace Stasick I 
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East 
Side 
Stories 
text and photos by John Sherman 

The East Side of California's 

Sierra Nevada, 1977. Our Hero 

the author, youthful, yet to 

gain his characteristic bitter-

ness and still quite impression-

able, gets his first taste of East 

Side excitement. It's a cool 

summer night and he's up to 

his neck in Hot Creek, the bath-

tub-temperature stream sooth-

ing a pair of Tuolumne-

cramped calves. A score of 

laughing heads and twice as 

many shoulders are visible 

through the moonlit steam. Our Hero's eyes fix on a brassiere hanging from the 

footbridge. Suspended in the cups are two bottles of Jack Daniels. Fifths. Hmm. 

The eyes sweep the surface, searching ... Healthy bobbers abound. It's one of 

those cosmic experiences that alter the course of a life. Our Hero is hooked on 

the East Side. He has yet to see the boulders. 

Steve Schneider on Grandma Peabody, Buttermilks. 
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A two-hour session is 

long by Deadman's 

standards. Not only is 

the skin turned to mush, 

the brain usually is too. 

It's not long before Our Hero is introduced to Dead-
man Summit. Unavoidably located just a hundred yards 
from U.S. 395, the main road between Tuolumne and 
Mammoth, Deadman Summit's rhyolite provides an 
irresistible bouldering challenge. Tall pocketed faces, 
deep pumice landings, thick pine forests it's the sort 
of place you could lose your head over. In fact, the 
prospector it's named after did just that. However, local 
legend says the cause was a dispute with his partner and 
not the fantastic bouldering. 

Our Hero lucks out and keeps his head, but his tips 
are soon turned into mincemeat by the little piranha 
teeth lining the pockets. A two-hour session is long by 
Deadman's standards. Not only is the skin turned to 
mush, the brain usually is too. The problems tend to be 
high 20-footers are commonplace. To conquer these, 
the boulderer needs to be higher. To quote sometimes-
local Bill Russell, "To do this kind of problem, you 
need two Schlitz Bulls under the belt - they take away 
the fear." 

If you forgot the Bulls or the buds, don't despair - 
Deadman's crushed pumice landings are the best in 
the world. Imagine falling into several feet of fluffy 
popcorn. The only drawback is that your shoes fill up 
with pebbles and dirt, so deep is the eush ioni ng. Slip-
pers are a good choice here since they fit into the let-
ter-slot pockets and thin cracks, and can be emptied 
out and slid back on in seconds. Of course, there's 
something to be said for the time it takes to lace and 
unlace boots. But if you need more time to dc-pump, 
you can play treasure hunt; they never did find that 
prospector's head. 

Big guns (above); the author brushing holds on the first 
ascent of Sketchpad, Sherman Acres (right). 

Many other good volcanic crags lie in the forests near 
Deadman Summit, such as The Swiss Cheese, Rick's 
Rocks, and the Bachar Boulders. It is at the latter that 
we rejoin Our Hero, about to turn 30, bitter at the 
changes in his sport, more bitter that those changes 
have neglected to fatten his pocketbook, but facing one 
last chance to grasp his share of fame before joining the 
Senior Tour. The face is beautiful, slightly overhung, 25 
feet high, sparsely pocketed, but well defined by two 
bounding crack lines. Its reputation for difficulty is well 
established. Our Hero has heard from locals both that 
"only Moffatt has climbed it" and "only Kauk has 
climbed it." He can't shake the thought that if he pulis 
it off they'll say "only Sherman has climbed it." 

Visions of greatness clog his brain groupies, spon- 
sors, his own TV ad, the cover of CLirnb,n, more 
groupies. He cranks. He pulls. He throws. He shakes. He 
does it. On the top, his senses are flooded by a cool 
breeze, a mountain vista, a trembling pump, a finger that 
feels half-an-inch-longer than when he started, and the 
realization that hes all alone Greg Epperson wasnt 
there to capture the ascent on film, and nobody has got-
ten famous on the East Side since Norman Clyde. 

Fortunately, all is not lost. Mammoth is close h>, 
offering all the support facilities needed to buoy Our 
Hero's spirits. Mammoth is actually a suburb of los 
Angeles, where rich, trendy Angelinos live on winter 
weekends and employ a local populace of semi-inden-
tured servants, some of whom are climhers with plent>' 
of time in the summer to go houldering and collect 
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unemployment checks. Surrounded by big money, 
drugs, and a recreational atmosphere, most Mammoth 
locals are accomplished partiers, and at the crags the 
fresh pine scent is often mixed with the heady aroma of 
fine smokeables. 

But what's it like further south in the Owen's Valley? 
Let's rejoin Our Hero at the world-famous Buttermilks. 

Uh oh. He looks to be in desperate shape. The com-
bination of high-desert sun, polished granite boulders, 
too much chalk in the sinuses, and 20 or so cold beer 
compresses on his swollen elbows has left him a bit 
peaked. The Bishop boys throwing this shoe demo have 
proven themselves adept at partying as well as climbing. 
The festivities move to town, and Our Hero, the once-
proud partier, has met his match. Like Tyson in the 
tenth against Buster Douglas, Our Hero fails to go the 
distance and collapses, before midnight, on the floor. 
Or is he on the porch? No, it's half and half. A debate 
between the other revelers ensues - should Our Hero 
be denuded of his eyebrows? 

Morning dawns and Our Hero's stomach feels like it 
is filled with a mixture of battery acid and helium. Nev-
ertheless, he still has his eyebrows, thanks to the inter- 

vention of his buddy Mr. Big, who got him 
into this mess in the first place and is now 
driving him to Bishop for breakfast. Just 
when Our Hero's headache has settled into 
position, iron-maiden nails piercing the Like Tyson in the  
forehead, his cranium leaps for the wind- tenth against 
shield as Mr. Big stomps on the brakes of 
his loyally untrustworthy VW, "Van Buster Douglas, 
Hosen." Our Hero's precious brows stop 
just inches from the glass. "Golly," he Our Hero failsto 

exclaims. "Gee whiz," Mr. Big agrees. 
go the distance Apparently, they have never seen a moun- 

tain lion in the wild before, much less near- and collapses, 
ly wrap a big cat's head around one end of 
the bumper and its tail around the other. before midnight, 

The lengthy catamount lopes gracefully 
across the road and hops a fence into a pas- on the floor. 

ture of cows. The pair slap a high five and 
even forget their hangovers, momentarily. 

Okay, enough with the drunken-idiot stories and the 
Ranger-Rick nature thrills. Here's the scoop on the 
boulders of the Buttermilks: they're big, they're round, 
they're surrounded by sage and coarse sand landings. 
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Wallace Stasick chalking (left); Tom Herbert on the 
Cave Boulder, Buttermilks (above). 

self-flagellation, beating himself with his bouldering 
rug. Wallet-sized welts are rising on his arms and legs. 
Not bothering to strip the size 8 Fires from his size 10 
1/2 feet, he runs downhill towards the car, fleeing from 
the invisible attackers. The no-see-urns are out. These 
minute insects make mosquitoes look as innocent as 
butterflies. Silent and no bigger than a flea, no-see-urns 
administer instant pain, followed by days of burning 
itching akin to poison oak blisters with Ben-Gay 
rubbed in. They are unfortunately common throughout 
the East Side during prime bouldering weather. Our 
Hero will soon discover, however, that greater winged 
terror is in store for him. 

Until recently, the oldest volcanic rocks north of 
Mammoth, Aeolian Buttes, were relatively undevel-
oped. Their gargoylish appearance and pink, 
unvarnished color suggest poor quality, but closer 
inspection reveals many faces to be solid. Once 

again, the setting is striking. To the east lie the des-
olate Mono Craters, looking like Iwo Jima after 
John Wayne was through with it, while to the west 
tower the mighty Sierras. Aeolian Buttes occupy a 
low ridge in between. 

One boulder exerts a singular pull on Our Hero. It's 
called The Pit Bull due to its mean demeanor (even the 
descent is 5.10) and its resemblance to Mount Spuds in 
the Bud Light advertisements. Our Hero is attempting 
to climb the line between Child Eater and Party Ani-
mal. On a previous visit, he backed off this line from 
great height, just one move from meeting up with the 
top section of Party AnimaL He now refers to this prob-
lem as Know When to Say When. 

He'd be happy to forget about it and leave it for a 
better climber to tick the first. Alas, another climber, 
one stricken with incredible shrinking-ball disease, has 
declared his intention to bolt it into a sport climb. Our 
Hero just says, "No." No to pansyass 30-foot leads. No 
to bolts on East Side boulders. No to degrading the 
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efforts and visions of our predecessors. In a fIt of tradi-
tionalist bitterness, he laces on his best boots, paws at 
his carpet patch, and mounts the rock. 
In no time he's reached his high point. He glances 

down. The landing is East Side standard issue it 
could only be better if it were closer. Still, from this 
height, broken legs are a distinct possibility. He digs his 
fingers into a delicate thin-walled pocket, brings his feet 
up to smear two polished dents, and stretches out left 
to barely reach a flat shelf no bigger than a Holiday-
Inn-sized soap bar. He's extended so far laterally that his 
attempts to weight that hold amount to little more than 
a nervous stroking. He can still back off and feel like a 
turd for returning just to fail again. He could go for it 

and blow it, slam into the deck, and feel like a foolish 
turd with two sore armpits hugging a pair of crutches. 
Or he could go for it, succeed, and feel like a genuine 
Hero for getting away with something so foolish. 

While Our Hero ponders his fate and wastes valuable 
reserves of endurance, the winged terror earlier 
promised enters the picture. On an outcrop a couple 
hundred yards away is the unhappy creature. No it's not 
a sport climber, nor is it Our Hero's editor. It's a falcon 
preparing to defend its territory. With the sound like 
fingernails raking a blackboard, the falcon draws its 
talons across the rock, putting an edge on the claws that 
would make Freddy Krueger proud. It takes to the air. 

Our Hero cuts loose onto the soap bar. No going 

Tom Herbert at the Bachar Boulders (above); 
Wallace Stasick at Rick's Rocks (right). 

back now and the falcon knows it. Emitting a shrill 
throaty cry, it dives. Swoosh, the soundwaves of a pro-
jectile beat on the eardrums. Our Hero's spotter screams 
out the falcon's movements. "From your right. Thirty 
feet, 20 feet, 10 .....Our Hero digs into the holds with a 
double adrenalin grip. Swoosh ... He hurries upwards, 
grasps the top of the wall and peers Kilroy-like over the 
lip. "Twenty, 10 .....It's coming straight for him,black 
tears flanking the flesh-razoring beak. He ducks his 
head. Swoosh ... Hair freshly parted, Our Hero tops out. 
Ho man, no time for summit parties. 

Back on the ground, shaking from the falcon-molest-
ed downclimb, but satisfied that justice has been done, 
Our Hero is left with one nagging question: what's hap-
pening at the hot springs tonight? 

A joel/-known traditionalist and frecjuent contributor to 
Climbing, John Sherman has eschewed usin even a rope in 
favor of bouldering in recent years. In his words, "7he ground 
doesnt he. " He is currently wrapping up a guidebook to the 
bouldering of Hueco Tanks, Texas, completing virtually eveiy 
boulder problem - numbering nearly 800 in the park in 
the process. This summer, he will be exploring the East Side 
boulders, and anticipates spending most of his time at his secret 
area pictured in this article. 
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LAND OF TEMPEST 

PATACONIA 

The great British explorer and mountaineer Eric Shipton called Patago-
nia the land of tempest, and the mention of its name conjures up images 
of impossible granite spires soaring up to consort with wind-torn skies. 
Shipton's description is an accurate one: the region lies near the tip of the 
South American continent, at the center of a vicious cauldron where air 
masses from the Pacific and Atlantic oceans reel and collide with a fury 
that is unmatched in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Although it is a place of rare beauty, nearly every climber who has made 
this pilgrimage, triumphant or otherwise, has recounted how capricious 
weather and gale-force winds dominated the experience. Royal Robbins 
once wrote, "Patagonia is exceptionally beautiful: go there to hike, go 
there to photograph, but if you want to climb seriously you need to be a 
masochist with unlimited time on your hands." 

BY GREGORY HORNE 

Patagonian sunrise 
clouds, a sure sign of 
bad weather to come. 
Opposite: Climber 
on the headwall of 
the Maestri Route 
on Cerro Torre. 
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Climbing journals, magazine articles, and books on Some historians attribute it to the Portuguese explorer 
the region are rife with descriptions about the infa- Ferdinand Magellan, who in 1520 was the first Euro- 
mous Patagonian weather. Don Whillans wrote in the pean to explore the inland waters of Tierra del Fuego 
1962 Alpine Journal about his descent of Aiguille and hence up the convoluted coastline of southern 
Poincenot, "When the rope was pulled down, it Chile. Magellan is said to have named the mainland to 
refused to drop and stood vertical, lashing like a mad the north patagones, Spanish for "big feet" after the 
thing in the air. ... It was impossible to throw the abseil local Tehuelche Indians who wore oversize moccasins 
rope down because of the wind." And in Mountain no. made from the hide of the guanaco, a smaller South 
38, the Swiss climber loni Holdener described descend- American relative of the camel. Another explanation is 
ing the East Pillar Of Fitz Roy: "During the subsequent that the name originates from a legendary monster that 
retreat, which would have been almost impossible with- the Indians called Gran Patagón. 
out fixed ropes, everyone had to give his all to escape Patagonia refers to a much larger area than most peo- 
those elements of hell. You couldn't see more than 15 pIe realize. Its boundaries are not precisely defined, but 
feet, the ropes were frozen stiff, and the whole descent they roughly include the land south of the RIo Negro in 
took place more or less in the midst of a continuous southern Argentina, east of the crest of the Andes, 
powder-snow avalanche." north of the Strait of Magellan which includes the 

The exact origin of the name Patagonia is unclear. Tortes del Paine in southern Chile - and bounded by 
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Alan Kearney 
waiting out bad 
weather in a 
snow cave 
below Fitz Roy. 
Opposite: 
the Cerro Torre 
group at dawn. 

the Atlantic Ocean to the east. In all, this comprises 
about 675,000 square kilometers, an area larger than 
California and Oregon combined. Only a tiny fraction 
of that territory includes the stunning granite mono-
liths we automatically associate with Patagonia. Much 
of the region is monotonously flat semi-desert land 
populated by wild sheep and the ñandu' or thea, a large 
flightless bird. 

Two of Patagonia's most famous peaks are Cerro Fitz Roy 
and Cerro Torre, located on the Chile-Argentina border. 
The boundary is disputed in this area, so nationalists on 
either side claim that these peaks are in their respective 
countries. In any case, both peaks are accessed from Argenti-
na's Los Glaciares National Park. Although few North 
American or European climbers travel to this area without 
these summits as their primary goals, countless other worthy 
prizes can be found in the massifs. But while more and 
more articles are written every year about the Fitz Roy and 
Cerro Torre groups, it can be hard to find information 
about the area's layout and lesser peaks. 

Cerro Fitz Roy (3375 meters) is the highest and most 
massive peak of the region and forms the western crest 
of a serrated granite horseshoe of superb spires. The 
peak was named after Robert Fitz Roy, the captain of the 
H.M.S. Beagle, the ship which carried the English natu-
ralist Charles Darwin on his exploration of South Amer-
ica in the 1830s. The local name for the peak was Chal-
ten or "the smoking one," referring to the nearly con-
stant cloud cap concealing its summit; the plume misled 
early explorers into thinking that Fitz Roy was an active 
volcano. The area was first explored in 1782, but an 
actual mountaineering foray didn't take place until 
1916, when several of the area's minor peaks were 
climbed. It was later in the 1930s that the Italians Aldo  

Bonacossa and Father Alberto de Agostini led expedi-
tions attempting Fitz Roy. 
In 1952, a team consisting of the renowned French 

alpinist Lionel Terray and his Italian partner Guido 
Magnone reached the summit of Fitz Roy by the South-
east Buttress. The pair utilized snow caves for protec-
tion against the fierce winds and fixed ropes up steep 
sections of the route. These methods would become the 
normal strategy for dealing with the prolonged spells of 
bad weather. During this expedition a third team mem-
ber, Jacques Poincenot, drowned while ferrying loads 
across the swift-flowing RIo Fitz Roy. His friends 
named Aiguille Poincenot, a striking spire located 
southeast of Fitz Roy, in his memory. 
The second route to go up on Fitz Roy was one of 

the few alpine-style first ascents in the area. In 1964 the 
Argentines José Luis Fonrouge and Jorge Comesaña 
climbed the Supercanaleta or Super Couloir on the west 
side, in a three-day round trip. Today there are at least 
ten routes on Fitz Roy. Some have been done solo 
and/or in very short times: for instance, the Frenchman 
Yves Astier's 12-hour solo ascent of the American Route 
(Southwest Ridge) in December 1985, first climbed by 
Yvon Chouinard, Doug Tompkins, Chris Jones, Dick 
Dorworth, and Lito Tejada-Flores in 1968. The route 
originally required 30 hours of technical climbing out 
of 60 days that the team spent in the area waiting 
between brief breaks in the weather! Astier's climb was 
eclipsed less than a month later by the Austrian 
Thomas Bubendorfer's 7 1/2-hour solo ascent of the 
same route. But possibly one of the most impressive 
feats yet accomplished in Patagonia was the 1979 solo 
first ascent of Fitz Roy's North Pillar by the Italian 
alpinist Renato Casarotto. In July 1986 the Argentines 
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The Fitz Roy massif from the east, 

from Cerro Madsen. 

Eduardo Brenner, Sebastian de la Cruz and Gabriel 
Ruiz broke new ground with the first winter ascent via 
the Super Coutoir in July 1986 (note that the seasons are 
reversed south of the equator). 

Aiguille Poincenot (3085 meters) was first ascended 
in 1962 by the Anglo-Irish team of Don Whillans and 
Frank Cochran. The pair climbed the obvious diagonal 
ice ramp across the East Face and onto the upper 
Southeast Buttress. This stupendous buttress was 
climbed in its entirety by an Italian expedition led by 
Graziano Bianchi in 1986. Starting from the RIo Blan 
co Glacier, the team climbed 1000 meters of very steep, 
sustained rock to join the Whillans/Cochran route for 
the final 300 meters. 

A number of other very fine spires in the Fitz Roy 
group are worth mentioning. South of Aiguille 
Poincenot are the beautiful fangs of Torte Innominata 
(2501 meters), first climbed by an Anglo/American 
team in 1974, and Aguja Saint Exupéry (2680 meters), 
first ascended in 1968 by Italians. North of Fitz Roy are 
Aguja Mermoz (2754 meters) and Aguja Guillaumet 
(2503 meters), two beautiful jagged peaks with popular 
East Face routes. Both of these peaks were first climbed 
by Argentine groups, in 1974 and 1965 respectively.  

Two of Fitz Roy's outlying formations, Aguja la Silla 
and Aguja Desmochada, are seldom climbed though 
they are fine objectives; Argentines made the first ascent 
of la Silla in 1971, while Desmochada received its first 
ascent by the American team of Jim Bridwell, Jay 
Smith, and Glenn Dunmire in 1988. (Note: the word 
aguja means "needle" in Spanish and is often used inter-
changeably with the French word aiguille, which has 
the same meaning. The names of peaks referred to here 
are those most commonly used.) 

For sensational viewpoints that require minimal 
climbing equipment, there are several easy summits in 
the group. You can reach the airy summit of Cerro Mad-
sen (1797 meters) using only basic snow-climbing gear, 
and the entire Fitz Roy horseshoe wraps around this 
central peak. A bit closer to Fitz Roy, Punta Velluda 
(2010 meters) is just above Camp I or advance base-
camp for Fitz Roy and its surrounding peaks. From the 
Piedra del Fraile, the basecamp for parties attempting 
the Super Couloir, the various summits of Cerro Electri-
co (2182 meters) also provide memorable views of the 
area, including the southern Hielo Continental, a mas-
sive icecap - actually two, the Hielo Sur (south) and 
the Hielo del Norte (north) - that covers some 6330 
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square kilometers. First ascended in 1932 by Agostini 
and party, Electrico was among the earliest peaks to be 
climbed in Patagonia. 

Further to the west of Fitz Roy, forming a jagged barri-
er between the Hielo Continental and the "drier" ranges 
to the east, is the Cerro Torre massif. The western sides 
of the peaks here are directly exposed to weather pouring 
off of the icecap, and as a result they are usually plastered 
in rime ice. Cerro Torte's distinctive summit ice mush-
room is the product of storm cycles that deposit continu-
al coatings of atmospheric moisture. Cerro Torre and its 
two lower neighboring spires to the north, Torre Egger 
and Cerro Stanhardt, form a triad of summits that pre-
sent an image of fantasy - fiercely steep granite crowned 
by ethereal ice-encrusted summits. 

Cerro Torre (3133 meters), Spanish for "Tower 
Mountain," was first attempted by a couple of expedi-
tions in 1957/58. Although one of the teams included 
such stellar alpinists as Walter Bonatti and Carlo Mauri, 
these were little more than reconnaissance trips, as suffi-
cient logistical support to siege the mountain was lack-
ing, and the technical difficulties had been seriously 
underestimated. One of these climbers, the Italian 
Cesare Maestri, returned the following summer and  

completed what he said to be the first ascent of Cerro 
Torre, via the North-Northwest Face. Maestri's route 
ascended the steep face from the col separating Cerro 
Torre and Torre Egger, which he dubbed the Col of 
Conquest. This questionable "conquest" was not with-
out a price, however, as Maestri's partner, Toni Egger 
was killed in an avalanche during their epic descent. 

Today, some believe Maestri's claim, while others still 
doubt its authenticity. Succeeding climbers who have 
closely inspected the route have expressed skepticism as 
to whether this line could have been climbed without 
extensive siege tactics and much fixed rope. Since 
Maestri returned alone from his ordeal, delirious and 
unable to remember the exact details of the ascent, per-
haps the truth will never be known. 

Maestri and a small team went back to Cerro Torre 
in 1970 and, with his infamous gasoline-powered com-
pressor and drill, attacked the mountain's Southeast 
Buttress in a bolting frenzy that makes any of the cur-
rent controversies over ethics seem minor. Using a 
winch to haul up the compressor, he was able to drill 15 
holes per hour! The placement of several bolt ladders 
linked together portions of the route, where blank walls 
would normally bar upward progress. But up to 16 
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Polish climbers 
in the notch, North 
Pillar of Fitz Roy. 
Opposite: Climbing 
on the North Ridge 
of Cerro Stanhardt. 

bolts at one belay stance and numerous bolts beside Al 
piton cracks put in question the moral judgment of the 
technology used. Maestri and his partners Ezio Alimon-
ta and Carlos Clause did not go to the actual summit 
during their assault, but stopped where the rock ended 
at the top of the East Face just below the summit mush-
room. In a final act of machismo, to prove to anyone 
who followed that these bolts were necessary to accom-
plish the route, Maestri chopped the final 15 meters of 
the bolt ladder below the summit shoulder. 

In 1975 another Italian expedition, this one made 
up of members of the Lecco Section of the Club 
Alpino Italiano - the Lecco Spiders completed a 
difficult route up the West Face, which they had first 
attempted in 1970. Climbing this side of the moun-
tain requires a long glacier approach via the RIo Tunel 
and then along the Glaciar Viedma from the icecap. 
The team installed fixed rope and ladders over steep 
terrain that went from snow to ice to rotten rock and 
then to vertical ice, culminating at the Col of Hope. 
Above, the West Ridge steepens and merges into the 
West Face. Just as the food supplies were running out 
four climbers made their final try. 

The difficulties were unrelenting, and they were 
forced to do numerous difficult and time-consuming 
traverses, using direct aid on steep rock and ice in order 
to bypass below the threatening summit cornices. And 
all of this was performed in high winds and virtual 
'vhiteout conditions. Casimiro Ferrari, Mario Conti, 
Giuseppe Negri and Daniele Chiappa accomplished the 
first undisputed complete ascent of Cerro Torre on Jan- 

uary 13, 1974, standing together on the wind-ravaged 
summit at 5:45 p.m. There was no sweeping view, only 
the dull gray clouds. 

Notable among the more recent accomplishments 
was Jim Bridwell and Steve Brewer's alpine-style and 
first complete - ascent of the Southeast Buttress over 
one-and-a-half days in 1980 (see Climbing no. 58), and 
the first winter ascent, via the same route, by an Italian 
team in July 1985. Cerro Torre and has even had multi-
ple ascents by the same climber in one season, when in 
1985 the Swiss Marco Pedrini climbed the Southeast 
Buttress solo in one day, then repeated the climb twice 
more in the making of a film. In 1986 the magnificent 
East Face, hailed as Cerro Torre's "last great problem," 
went to a six-man Yugoslavian team. 

Torre Egger (2987 meters) is only 146 meters lower 
than its more famous neighbor Cerro Torre, yet is in 
many ways a more technically difficult climb. In 1976, 
the Americans Jim Donini, John Bragg, and Jay Wilson 
followed Maestri's route to the Col of Conquest between 
the peaks finding relics of the Italian's controversial 
Cerro Torre climb. The American team spent nearly 
three months dodging foul weather and fixing ropes on 
this first-ascent route up Torre Egger's South Face. 

Two subsequent routes on Torre Egger have followed 
lines that ascend the spire directly from its base. A 
Yugoslavian team climbed the sheer Southeast Face in 
1986, and a very strong Italian group knocked off the 
East Pillar in only four days in 1988. 

Cerro Stanhardt (2800 meters), the northern-most and 
lowest of the triad, received numerous attempts before the 
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The Cerro Torre and Fitz Roy massifs from 
the south, from the Cerro Solo/Cerro Grande Col. 
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American team of Jim Bridwell, Jay Smith, and Greg 
Smith finally climbed it in 1988, in alpine style and com-
pletely free. Unsuccessful parties had often turned back 
only a couple of rope lengths from the summit due to bad 
weather. Stanhardt is much less a spire than its compan-
ions, being more of a steeply angled wedge. Its most 
remarkable features are the amazing rime-ice formations 
that somehow stick to the summit slabs. 

South of the Cerro Torte triad are a half dozen 
primarily snow—and—ice summits that are perfect objec-
tives for those who are not Patagonian hard cores. 
Many of the summits from Cerro Adela to the Hongos 
de Nieve (Snow Mushrooms) have spectacular rime-ice 
formations. Most peaks can be climbed in one day from 
high camps on their eastern glacial slopes. 

North of the group the peaks are more technically 
difficult, but reasonable. Climbs here are on mixed ter-
rain, with many granite-spire summits. Aguja Pollone 
(2260 meters), first climbed by a South African group 
in 1976, is a stunning needle often forgotten in favor 
of the area's more prominent and famous mountains. 

Patagonia is the land of super-alpinism: solid steep 
rock, varied snow and ice, and weather sometimes rated 
as the worst in the mountain world. As in most other 
regions, climbing here is slowly making the transition  

from siege tactics, fixed ropes, and aid climbing to 
alpine-style ascents, free climbs, solos, and winter ascents. 
However, its remote location significantly increases the 
risks involved with these higher standards. With little 
potential for an outside rescue, groups must be self-suf-
ficient and realize that here even minor mistakes can 
have serious consequences. 

There are many worthwhile goals in Patagonia for 
climbers of average ability, and you don't need to be a 
big-wall maniac to fully enjoy a trip to this incredible 
region. Solid alpine skills will get you to the top of 
numerous satellite summits of the Cerro Torte and Fitz 
Roy massifs, where the wild views and sense of remote-
ness are more than worth the effort to get there. But 
whatever your plans are, be aware that this "land of 
tempest" will yield only to those prepared to wait. 

Greg Home is a regular contributor to Climbing and a moun-
taineer whose travels have taken him to many of the world's great 
ranges. His knowledge of South America is extensive and he has 
published articles dealing with the mountains of Equador, Peru, 
Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina. In addition to that continent, he 
has written about the trekking peaks of Nepal, and his home 
mountains of Canada. Home lives in Jasper, Alberta, where he is 
a park warden andfree-lance photographer. 
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A classic 
Ca nyon lands 
spire that's 
not a crack 

climb: 
Thumbelina 

on the 
Bridger Jack 

formation. 

LEARNING TO 

CRAWL  
by Jeff Achey 

West out of Boulder: early winter, an October snow-

storm descending; cars off the road in the foothills bliz-

zard, over the Divide into aspens glowing crimson in 

the setting sun above Vail, dusk in the sage hills outside 

Rifle, the Utah state line 

"We left the snowstorms and the thunder and 
rain, for the desert sun; we're gonna be born again." 

The Pretenders. 

Every desert trip seems to have its tape. Chrissy 
Hynde's searchlight lyrics held significance that returns 
to me now, five years later; phrases that summed salient 
pieces of Ed's and my lives and synchronized this joint 
pilgrimage to the desert. A defiant rhythm, a simple 
song, but a catalyst for questing minds, leading us out 
of the snow into desert clarity; a tape deck thinking for 
us as we headed west. 

West and into the canyons; the ritual, moonlit, clat-
tering crossing of the relic Dewey Bridge (one of the 
sad days in my life, the day that new bridge went in). A 
silhouette of Castleton Tower, then the river road, 
moonlight shimmering off the Colorado, dark walls 

looming, green rabbitbrush in the headlights, cotton-
woods just beginning to show autumn gold. South out 
of Moab, Highway 163 (now 191), Indian Creek ani-
mated with remembered exploits. I open a barbed-wire 
gate for Ed Webster's red pickup as specters of cows 
peer at us through the sage. We drive past petroglyphs 
inscribed on the sandstone walls and finally come to a 
halt, pitching out our bags under the stars. 

Morning. Ed has a project, and, anticipating desper-
ate going, he assembles a rack of Friends worth more 
than his truck, more than all my earthly possessions. 
We'll attempt the most obvious line on a spire dubbed 
The King of Pain, a line avoided by Ed and Peter Gal- 
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To my mind, a "classic" can be one of two types. Either it exaggerates the characteristics ofan area 

(like Supercrack up the valley, or the Gunks 'Foops, or Stone Mountain's Rainy Day Women), or else 

seems comically improbable. Learning to Crawl, as we'd eventually call the climb, was the latter. 

Q) 
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lagher on the spire's first ascent out of fear of a multi-
day tussle. The spire having been climbed, via Rites of 
Passage (5.1 1+), Ed is back to tackle the plum. As it 
happens, this route goes easily; no 5.11, varied, beauti-
ful, satisfying. We call it Vision Quest (III 5.10). (Later, 
in the book Canyon Country Climbs, Monica Lou and 
Chip Chace will call it Dirt Fest. How rude!) 

In the afternoon, Ed gives me the tour of the rest of 
the Bridger Jack spires. Sparkling Touch, Sunflower, 
Hummingbird, Bridget Jack Butte. Two spires are yet 
unclimbed, but both are crackless. The larger of the 
two, twin to Sparkling Touch, has a sharp-edged arete, 
a ropelength long, elegantly featured, varnished choco- 

late brown and glossy black. I tilt The Bridger Jack 

my head, and suddenly, just for a formation with South 

second, it looks like a climb, and North 

10 my mina, a ciassic Sixshooter Peaks can e  in the distance. 
one of two types. Either it exag- 
gerates the characteristics of an area (like Supercrack up 
the valley, or the Gunks' Foops, or Stone Mountain's 
Rainy Day Women), or else seems comically improbable. 
Learning to Crawl, as we'd eventually call the climb, was 
the latter. The name comes from the Pretenders' album; 
Thumbelina, the spire's name, was the relevant song. 

I'm a sort of blue-collar desert climber. I've never man-
aged to climb 5.12 there, always have to borrow Friends 
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A virgin summit; bare rock, petrified crossbedded 
sands, the 200-million-year-old work of restless Triassic 
winds. So they say. We drive a couple of bolts down 
among the dunes and nestle a summit register in a 
crack. Ed builds a cairn. All is still. Always from these 
summits I notice the mass of rock gone; from here to 
Grandview Point and beyond, cubic miles of air, once 
sand, then solid rock, now fans of sand again in the 
Gulf of California and behind Glen Canyon Dam. 
Davis Canyon is just over there, now well down the list 
of future nuclear dump sites. So they say. We rap off 
into the sunset. 

I have to show the route to someone, and a month 
later, after two days of offwidth odyssey, Chip Chace 
and I climb Thumbelina, adding the imposing crack at 
the top for another 20 feet of 5.9. That's the last I hear 
of the route for a while. A few years later, Michael 
Kennedy, my neighbor now, tells me he's climbed the 
route and thinks it's a classic. Maybe so. 

JeffAchey, 31, teaches math and science and directs the climb-
ing program at the Colorado Rocky Mountain School, in Carbon-
dale, Colorado. He and his wiji', Jane, have two children, Ian and 
Sarah. Achey began climbing in the Shawangunks at age 15, and 
went on to make dft1cult ascents in the Boulder area, on Long's 
Peak, and in Utah's Canyonlands. But he is a boulderer at heart. 
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The author leading 
the first ascent of 
Learning to Craw! 
(5.11), Thumbelina, 
Bridger Jack forma-
tion (left); and signing 
the summit register 
on The King of Pain. 

I'm a sort of blue-collar desert climber. ... .lV[y memories 

are less of infinite thin hands up flawless slashes than of 

launching blocks out offist-width cracks, ofslots, and sand 

in my ears. My clim bingpants are scuffed rock red. I seem 

to come home with crack wounds on shoulders and hzps. 

I've never done Supercrack. 
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FROM THE IJRABlAJ\I 
WILDERNESS 

BY GREG CHILD 

C
limbing began, and nearly 

ended, for me in the early 

1970s amidst the urban wilder-

ness of Australia's Blue Moun-

tains, a tableland of sandstone 

cliffs two hours' drive west of Sydney's d—mil-

lion—head sprawl. In those early days, every Fri-

day after school I'd slip the knot from my 

school tie, toss it on top of an abandoned pile 

of homework, grab a rucksack, and, with some 

schoolboy climber—compañero, escape Sydney 

- "The Big Smoke" we called it on a clat-

tering train called The Fish. From atop the 

5000—foot plateau of the Blue Mountains, Syd-

ney appeared then, as it still does, as a pall of  

oil that refracts blue when sunlight penetrates the 

air. These same leaves, when tinder dry, feed the 

bushfires that sweep the mountains every decade 

or two, leaving the land blackened yet ready to 

regenerate with startling suddenness. The hun-

dreds of miles of cliffs fringing the tableland form 

a natural fire—break, protecting the towns above 

from all but the worst holocausts. 

These cliffs, bordering the towns of 

Katoomba, Blackheath, and Mount Victoria, 

are where Australian rock climbing began, back 

in the 1930s. At that same time, they provided 

work projects for depression—ridden Australia. 

For a period, the valleys echoed to pick axe and 

blasting powder as coal mines and tourist trails 
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gray smog, whereas from sea—level Sydney, the were etched into the cliff faces. The remnants 

"Blueys" rose in the distance like a mysterious of that era overgrown trails that inexplicably 

blue cloud bank. begin and end, and Inca—like steps winding 

The aqua haze, which hangs in the val- down cliffsides and waterfalls - lead to today's 

leys and gives the Blue Mountains their name, is climbing crags. Beyond these byways, in deep 

said to come from the leaves of the gum trees, valleys and canyons of rainforest, you can still 

which on warm days emit a vapor of eucalyptus get delightfully lost for a long, long time. 

Giles Bradbury on Rough Trade (25), Shipley Lower/Porters Pass, Blue Mountains. 
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The sensation was of lightness, of weightlessness rather than 

fast, and saw the belay tree clipped to my harness, 

M 
v first climb - and still, at 

grade 8 (5.5), the ••rst route 
for many beginners was 
the initial tower of The Three 
Sisters, a triple—summited for-
mation at Katoomba. This 
baroque—looking trio of pin- 

nacles is the Blue Mountains' best—known landmark, 
appearing on everything from t—shirts to ashtrays. Adja-
cent to a busy tourist lookout, it is also the most 
watched climb in the Southern Hemisphere. I was 13 
in 1970 when I sweated up this route, using a laid 
nylon rope, steel carabiners, and a rack of gadgets 
Clogs, Pecks, Moacs, rope—threaded machine nuts 
that today I wouldn't even use as retreat anchors. Sitting 
on the summit of the First Sister, gazing over the cliffs 
and forests of the Megalong Valley, I had a teen revela-
tion: I would drop out of school, leave home, and 
become a climbing bum the moment I turned 16, 
which in Australia is the legal age at which children are 
granted enough responsibility to wreck their lives. 
Indeed, by 1973 I'd quit school and saved $200 from a 

summer job, left home (except for when the weather was 
bad or I needed a decent meal), and was living in a cave 
above a Blue Mountains cliff. My climbing partner was a 
gangling youth named Chris Peisker. Three years of 
weekend cragging had taught us enough to be dangerous. 

One summer day as we strolled along the cliffs of 
Mount Piddington to try a new route - a variation to 
an existing route, in fact we saw nothing portentous 
in the fact that the climb ours would eventually join 
was named Last Act. 
The semi—hanging belay I reached at 100 feet after 

our new pitch joined Last Act was no more than a 
sapling sprouting out of a crack. Most anchors in those 
days were no better you'd just run it out till you 
found a bush or rock horn, sling it, and belay. When 
Chris climbed up to me he stood stemmed across the 
corner an arm's reach below, handed over the gear he'd 
cleaned, and suggested I lead again: something about the 
climb was psyching him out, he explained. Taking 
everything except one small Stopper, I mounted the tree 
to let Chris clip in. 
Then, something went wrong. The rush of air across 

my cheek told me I was falling, but, since I was the 
belayer, this was impossible. The sensation was of light-
ness, of weightlessness rather than acceleration. But 

when I cartwheeled over and saw Chris, 
alone, clinging to the rock above me, reced- 
ing into the distance fast, and saw the belay 
tree clipped to my harness, flapping angrily 
like a failed parachute, I took this as proof of 
falling. "This could be it," I thought, 
screamed, smashed into the limb of a large 

flapping tree, then hit the ground 100 feet below. 
A cow moaned pathetically in the distance. 

As I regained consciousness the cow's whine 
grew louder, closer; stupid beast must have 
wandered up from the firm below and got-

ten lost, I thought. I decided to move, lest it trample 
me. I raised my head and lifted my knees to stand. My 
foot flopped at a crazy angle, like a dead fish. I looked 
around. Blood was everywhere. Worse, it was mine. The 
cow started to cry like a young man. Then I realized 
there was no cow, just a kid wheezing through broken 
ribs at the pain of broken ankle, shoulder, nose, and 
concussion. "I'm a fucked unit," I thought, and drifted 
into a dreamy dimension of shock and adrenalin. 

Something moved beside me. I turned my head. A 
yard—long black snake was wedging itself between twigs 
and plants, shedding its skin. Eyeing me with pupil—less 
concern, it slithered onto the tree limb I'd brought 
down, jammed itself between the fresh splinters, and 
slipped opportunistically out of its last fold of old 
scales. Perhaps all actions have a purpose. 

Above, Chris, who'd survived me falling and bounc-
ing to 20 feet of the rope's end, quivered with fear. 
Between his legs the rope trailed down to a groaning 
dead weight on the ground. Above lay 100 feet of steep 
rock. With no protection between him and oblivion, no 
way to climb up or down from his airy stance, and his 
fingers slowly peeling off the holds he held, he could 
conceive of only one thing: jump. 
Then he noticed the Stopper I'd neglected to take 

from him. He slotted it into a pocket, clipped the rope 
in, and rappelled down to raise a rescue. ... Yes, perhaps 
all actions have a purpose. 

IL
ike any sandstone, Blue Mountains rock 
varies in quality. At its worst, the walls 
are crumbling "choss" the consistency of 
a vertical beach like Dogface, a 
300—foot wall created in the 1930s 
when a coal mine weakened the cliff 
and sent it down with crash heard as far 

away as Sydney. Thirty years after the dust cloud of 
this awesome act of nature settled, a Sydney climber 
named John Ewbank aid—climbed his way up these 
tottering walls of shale and cheesecake—soft sediments, 
creating a score of largely unrepeated overhanging 
adventures as lunatic as anything Layton Kor ever cre-
ated on America's desert towers. 

But elsewhere, the passage of time has leached silicas 
in the sandstone to the surface, and a kiln—baked 

Sunrise over the Grose Valley, Blue Mountains 

acceleration. But when I cart wheeled over and saw Chris, 

alone, clinging to the rock above me, receding into the distance 

angrily like a failed parachute, 1 took this as proof of falling. 
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ing myself into the right form and weight. 

orange hardness covers the rippled sediments. The 
cliffs, 100 to 300 feet high, are sometimes slabby, but 
often vertical or overhanging. Comparisons as wide 
apart as Dresden and Canyonlands have been made. 
But when you wander up from the cliffs toward the 
pub and fish 'n' chip shop at Blackheath as a dense 
Yorkshire fog wells out of the Grose Valley, you could 
just as well be roaming the gritstone edges of Britain. 
Yet here are ghost—white gumtrees and a multitude of 
reptiles, small kangaroos called wallabies, and raucous 
bright parrots. 

In 1990 I escaped the American winter and headed 
to antipodean summer in the Blue Mountains. Return-
ing to the Blue Mountains is always, for me, a stroll 
through my own memories. I inspected the dead log at 
the base of Last Act, and wandered the trails and cliffs 
where my climbing began. Because the crowds all head 
to Arapiles - the Smith Rock of Aussie climbing 
the climbing "scene" around the Blue Mountains 
remains refreshingly small. In fact, it's unusual to 
encounter another parry on a crag midweek, and week-
ends are anything but crowded. Still, the crags - Nar-
rowneck, Shipley, Porter's Pass, Mount Boyce, Mount 
Piddington, The Zig Zag, Mount York, and Cosmic 
County are well—developed with hundreds of classy 
face routes. 

On this trip, a 110—degree leaning sheet of rock at 
Mount Piddington, called Janicepts Wall, caught my 
eye and held it for two months, in the same way that 
Himalayan summits occupy me on expeditions. Jani-
cepts Wall was no stranger to me: in 1966 a vile crack 
called Janicepts (2115.11a) was Australia's hardest route. 
Ticking it off the hit—list meant bloodied hands, and it 
was a big day for me when (with an ankle full of surgi-
cal—steel screws) I repeated it at age 18. Jamming up 
Janicepts I had stared left across the wall. Only a gecko 
could climb that, I thought. I knew it was miles beyond 
my abilities but, over the years, every now and then I'd 
imagine myself trying it. 

In 1983 Mike Law climbed that face, grading it 24 
(5.12a), naming it Daphne. But now it is regarded as 
100 feet of sustained, runout 26 (5.12c), and is seldom 
repeated. I couldn't get off the ground on it in '83, but 
this year, taking several tries, redpointed it. 

The route, the wall, had been traveling through my  

brain for 15 years. It had heen the climb I 
wanted most on this trip. It wasn't as if it was 
the best climb on the planet; it was just a per- 
sonal obsession, -in  obscure gremlin, that had 
lodged in my mind. 

While working on Daphne I glanced at 
the terrain further left. The holds were thin-
ner than those of Daphne, yet occasional 
jugs appeared to bring respite. The gremlin 
returned in my thoughts, and I knew that if 
I didn't do something about this obsession 
with Janicepts Wall I'd waste valuable think-
ing space for another 15 years. I bolted the 
route, tried it, then realized I'd have to lose a 

lot of weight and get a lot fitter before I'd get tip it. 
Which is the way summer—holiday projects are born. 

N o pain, no gain, they say about 
training, and the Blue Mountains' 
answer to France's Volx or the 
'Gunks of New York, in terms of 
angle and forearm abuse, is Boro-
nia Point. Blackheath's mailman, 
John Smoothy (they call him 

Crunch), and Giles Bradbury delighted in taking me to 
this cliff to watch me flail on such of their creations as 
Sydney Rose, Greypower, and Onions - climbs in the 
25-27, or upper 5.12 range. Giles was working on his 
own monster here, a 130—degree wall he'd named 
Tripe. After a morning aping around on this wall we sat 
on the ground, nursing hyper—inflated arms, discussing 
the evils of "project climbs." 

"They're anti—social," said Giles, who, from projects 
like Vanity Case (28/5.13a) at Porters Pass, knew well 
the bribes and ploys needed to persuade belayers to 
hold your rope all day, every day. 

"I dream about them," I said, describing the con-
stant, involuntary repetition of sequences in my head 
before and during sleep, as if in my thoughts I'd crack 
the mystery of a route that was beyond me in the flesh. 

"I'm too bloody fat. Some bastard always 
down—grades my routes anyway," muttered Crunch. 

The mid-30s spread had become a topic of obsessive 
discussion among us. Food seemed to convert to fat 
faster than we could understand and find its way into 
places we never imagined. As summer wore on and my 
route on Janicepts Wall continued to elude me, I 
became convinced that the path to success on this route 
lay in beating myself into the right form and weight. I'd 
watched climbers at Smith Rocks, with super glue and 
nail files, fashion their fingers into pointed claws to fit 
tiny pockets, and seen them diet themselves into sleek, 
aerodynamic shapes. But this took time and dedication. 
In the short term, I could only boycott the local pub, 
and visit more areas for more training climbs. While 
wandering the Blue Mountains, I also found myself 
never far from the history of early Australia. 

Mike Law on Grace (26), Mitchell's Ridge. 

The mid-30s spread had become a topic of obsessive discussion 

among us. Food seemed to convert to fat faster than we could under- 

stand and find its way into places we never imagined. As summer 

wore on and my route on Janicepts Wall continued to elude me, I 

became convinced that the path to success on this route lay in beat- 
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But first, rituals had to be performed. I drank a cup of coffee for 

breakfast to "loosen my free radicals." I didn't understand what this 

meant but it sounded advantageous. On the drive to Mount Pidding- 

way, was the naming of this route. I lad he 
meant grace of movement? Grace under 
pressure? Grace before God? I asked him. 
He shrugged, offering no elaboration. Per-
haps that period was behind him now, and 
he didn't wish to talk about it. 

T he monument at Mitchell's Ridge 
honors "the first crossing of the Blue 
Mountains," by three colonial 
explorers of the last century. When 
Sydney was in its infancy in the 
1800s, the rugged Blue Mountains 
-part of the 2000—mile Great 

Dividing Range stood impassable for 25 years. 
Their successful crossing was a major expedition, but 
Australian revisionism has ignored the fact that abo-
rigines had crossed the mountains repeatedly centuries 
earlier. Now, though, the aborigines have all but dis-
appeared, dead of disease brought by settlers, massa-
cred, or absorbed into white culture. The only traces 
of aboriginal culture left in the Blue Mountains are a 
few ochre hand prints on the cliffs and some stone 
tools of chipped chert. 

Crunch had found such tools at Cosmic County 
- the finest crag in the mountains beneath a 
classic finger crack called Gentleman's Drag (23). The 
aborigines, who wandered by this place en route to 
the plains either side of the Blue Mountains to hunt 
emu and kangaroo, possibly had an intricate "dream-
ing," or myth, about this wall to explain why it is red 
as sunset, smooth as a pond of water, and split by a 
single thin crack. Cliffs seethed with religion and 
meaning for the aborigine, as they do, on another 
level, for climbers. 

Crunch had wandered the cliffs of the Blue Moun-
tains more than anyone, during his fight with cancer 
in the mid-1980s. His soul—searching explorations 
had yielded many gems, climbed between 
chemotherapy bombardments. Perhaps none of his 
climbs are more elegant than Grace (26), a 50—foot 
overhanging arete three minutes' walk from the 
Mitchell's Ridge monument. As I edged and bal-
anced my way up it I kept thinking how apt, in every 

M y weight—reduction 
curve peaked in late 
January. The only 
time I'd been lighter 
was after a bout of 
dysentery in Pak-
istan. But this 

crescendo of training wouldn't last long, I 
suspected, for my abdomen's destiny lay 
along the lines and contours of the Don 
Whillans physique. I was flying back to the 
winter murk of Seattle in a week and could 
already feel the lard in me waiting in 
ambush. As a Sunday morning broke I 

knew it was my last chance to redpoint my route on 
Janicepts Wall. 

But first, rituals had to be performed. I drank a cup of 
coffee for breakfast to "loosen my free radicals." I didn't 
understand what this meant but it sounded advantageous. 
On the drive to Mount Piddington I swallowed two 
aspirin to reduce the swelling and pain in my fingers and 
elbows, and kicked back a handful of amino acids. At the 
crag I stretched out while chemicals with unpronounce-
able names entered my bloodstream. Soon, my heart felt 
like an alligator. My rigid protocol of physical fascism was 
working. I was a body Nazi, if only for a day. 

Nights of visualization brought me to the crux 
quickly. The ambient humidity was high. The 
screech of heat—maddened insects in the Kanimbla 
Valley had begun and the sun was rounding the crag. 
I had to hurry, or I'd grease off. I shook out at a 
knee—bar rest, then pulled onto the pockets and 
1/4—inch edges that led to the crossed—hands dyno 
that had spat me out countless times before. I lunged 
once, missed but held my stance, recoiled, and 
lunged again, catching a layback and groping 
through. Succeeding on this new 28 was as satisfying 
as any alpine summit I'd stood on. 

"What will you call it?" someone later asked. 
"Old Stealthbelly," I replied. 
"What does it mean?" 
I shrugged. That period was behind me now. My 

stomach rumbled. Or was it in front of me? 

(;ieg Child is exceptionally accomplished as hot/i a rock climber and 
alpinist, his record ranging Jroni Himalayan snmmzts such as Gas/icr-
hrnm JV to hundred,c of hard—rock ascents in Australia and the United 
States. Originally from Sjydney, he now lives in Seattle. His book, Thin 
Air: Encounters in the Himalayas, will be released in this countiy by 
Gibbs Smith this JaIl. 

Greg Child on Old Stealthbelly(28), Mount Piddington 

ton I swallowed two aspirin to reduce the swelling and pain in my 

fingers and elbows, and kicked back a handful of amino acids. At 

the crag I stretched out while chemicals with unpronounceable 

names entered my bloodstream. Soon, my heart felt like an alligator. 
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Bob looked nonpluscd, but before he had time to 
think, asked, "Why?" Because, I thought, rescues are 
serious undertakings, and getting rescued doesn't do a 
thing for your reputation with the Valley denizens, 
much of whose inner language centers around such 
events. "Rescue bait," they call certain less promising 
big—wall climbers. All I said was, "I don't know, that's 
just the way it is around here." 

Several weeks later, 
two of my rescue—team 
friends and I would start 
up the South Face of W. 
Half Dome, intending to 
make a winter ascent. 
The South Face of Half 

Dome, one of Warren 
Harding's finest master- 
pieces, is a 2000—foot I 
wall. Its upper half is a -' 

blank sea of white granite, 1 

void of any apparent / 
climbable features. Re-  

mote and beautiful, the A 
route has a history of fail- 
ures, although Walt Ship- 
ley's extraordinary solo . 
ascent two years ago and '. 
the nearby free line put 
up recently by Dave 
Schultz and Scott Cos- 
grove seem to have tamed 1 

the wall's fearsome repu- 
tation. On the 1968  
first—ascent attempt, War- 
ren Harding and Galen 

Visibility was nil. 1 Rowell were trapped by a 
severe storm for several dropped, the rain tu, 
days and had to be res- soaked gear be 
cued, which in itself was a 
pioneering event in tech- 
nical extrication, because at that time big—wall rescue 
technique was still in its infancy. (Their rescue was docu-
mented in The Vertical World of Yosemite.) 

Other parties had faltered as well, for reasons ranging 
from lack of proper hooking gear to debilitating sum-
mer heat, often necessitating retreat. In several cases, 
friends on the summit have lowered ropes, gear, and 
provisions to stranded or stalled climbers. 
In fact, the South Face had hosted more failures than 

successes when my eventual partners, two Yosemite reg-
ulars, Mike Corbett and Steve Bosque, decided to go 
for a winter ascent. The season had been extremely 
mild some called it a drought winter so the ven 
ture seemed very feasible. 

Yet from the onset of preparation, as the two made 
multiple six—mile uphill plods to Half Dome's base, and 
then fixed several pitches, they experienced setbacks. In 
one storm snow sloughed down the face into a 30—foot  

pile on the ground, forcing Steve and Mike to spend an 
entire day digging out their gear. Then it took another 
month before the long—term weather report looked good. 

Normally two climbers make for the most efficient 
wall teain, but Mike and Steve, sharing a feeling of 
burnout, asked me to join them. Mike and I had done a 
few big walls together in the past, and I always found 
myself charged up by his undying affinity for them. 

Steve's deliberate and 
understated approach to 
such adventures, which he 
would regularly squeeze in 
between periods of raising 
a family and working full 

I time, always seemed 
impressive to me. I was 
really excited about our 
team and the chosen route. 
It was going to be my 40th 
long route (1000—plus 
feet) in Yosemite. 

Shunning the more 
intelligent option of 
packing two separate 

I ., •. . .' loads to the base, I car- 
ned all my gear in a sin-
gle towering 100—plus—
pound haul bag, while 
Steve and Mike carried 
their light final assault 
loads. By the time we got 
up the Vernal Falls 
switchbacks only two 
miles into the eight—mile 
approach I was stag- 
gering every step. The 

i the temperature 
one—shot technique 

ito icy BBs, and our works well for El Cap 

to freeze solid. where the torment of the 
approach is halfway five 
minutes after you step 

out of your car, but this was one long, steep uphill plod. 
Mike and Steve periodically tried to persuade me to off 
some weight onto them. With too much pride in 
self—sufficiency, I refused. Thirty—one thousand staggers 
later, the grueling approach ended. 
That night, it sprinkled on us, but the next day we 

climbed in beautiful sunny weather. The first two days 
took us to the end of the Arch, a huge left—facing dihe-
dral soaring halfway up the wall, and onto the Face, a 
thousand feet of 75— to 80—degree featured rock with 
very few cracks. 
The eighth pitch, which we named "The Great 

Escape Hatch," was a contortionist's dream: a gaping 
bombay chimney, awkward as hell, like an aid version 
of the Harding Slot on Astroman. After that pitch, I 
told Mike, "You know, regardless of a wall's actual rat-
ing, every route seems to require the sum total of my 
aid experience." Mike understood exactly. 
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The uncertainty of our fate made our exhausting, freezing misery that 

much harder. Right now, the flames of hell didn't seem so bad. 

The third day, in T—shirts, we climbed five of the 11 
remaining pitches. I eyeballed each for its free—climbing 
potential, realizing that we just might have discovered 
the most awesome free—climbable face in the Valley. I 
free climbed between some bat—hooking sections on my 
leads just to try it out. (Bat—hooking placing special 
ly designed hooks in shallow drilled holes is a tech- 
nique invented by Harding in order to surmount blank 
sections of rock.) 

Up to this point the climbing and setting had been 
awesome, and we often commented on what an ultimate 
gem of a route this was. We were having a great time. 

The day's fourth pitch took us to one of the 
Tri—Clops, three large, shallow, dark indentations in the 
rock that from the ground look like caves and, with 
some imagination, passageways into the depths of Half 
Dome. This evil—looking place had been Harding and 
Rowell's demise, and the energy of their desperation 
seemed to still linger. Though dusk was fast approach-
ing, Mike had an uneasy sixth sense about the spot and 
decided to go for the next pitch, a steep bat—hooking 
stretch that ended on The Ledge, which on the topo 
looked like it might make a good bivy. 

Darkness set in midway through Mike's lead. Then 
came the frightening clanging of gear and yank on the 
belay rope. Dead silence. "Hey Mike, you OK?" 
Silence. "Hey, Corbett!" 

Steve and I flashed headlamps upward but all we could 
see was the rope disappearing into the darkness. Then  

from above came the explanation. Mike had popped a 
bat—hook and taken a 20— or 30—foot fall, fracturing his 
finger in an attempt to grab the previous bat—hook. But a 
broken finger barely slows down a guy like Mike, and he 
finished the lead. We set up the bivy in darkness at The 
Ledge, which turned out to be nothing more than a 
small six—inch stance formed by a protruding flake. 

Sometime in the early hours of Friday morning, 
clouds moved in and a light rain prompted us to dig out 
our portaledge rainflies. Little did we know it was the 
start of one of Yosemite's worst storms ever. At dawn it 
was still pattering steadily. Mike suggested a general rest 
day, and Steve and I agreed. But instead of clearing, 
which our little box radio had promised, the weather 
became worse. We braced ourselves for a storm. Later, 
when the completeness of the radio's lie became evident, 
I would jettison it, as a symbolic gesture of our isolation. 

On Friday evening the rain became a torrent and the 
winds picked up. Sometime that night, Steve's ledge 
collapsed, and in the minutes it took him to reconstruct 
it he got completely soaked. From the relative comfort 
of my slightly damp ledge, I listened to his struggling 
and cursing and felt sorry for him, but there was noth-
ing I could do, aside from lending him my headlamp, 
since an exit from the ledge for even a minute meant 
complete saturation. It's funny about Steve; even when 
he has good reason to curse, he does so only as if play-
ing a part - no semblance of actual anger exists in his 
tone. He is always like that. 
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EXPEDITION SYSTEM. THE MOST 
TECHNICALLY ADVANCED, 
INTEGRATED CLOTHING SYSTEM. 
We've put 22 years of expedition 
design experience into our technical 
gear line, the Expedition System. 
And the result elevates clothing per-
formance to a new level. 

The System transforms with your 
needs from sea level to 8,000 meters. 
The integrated layering system is 
engineered to fit perfectly—giving 
you maximum mobility for high-
balance moves and incredible ther-
mal efficiency. Pieces are designed 
to function as a unit—layering pieces 
zip to shells, overmitts clip onto outer 
jackets —allowing you to think about 
your moves, not your gear. Each piece 
also stands alone. Built to cover your 
most desperate moves. 

Expedition System uses only the 
finest materials that work in the field 
as well as in our lab; inner Vaporator'TM 
liners to wick your sweat away, insu-
lated layers of Armadi11aM and goose 
down, and outer shells of Supplex® 
Nylon laminated to GORE-TEX® 
fabric to block wind, snow and cold. 

Weather any extreme. Expedition 
System by The North Face. 

GORE TEX SUPPLEX 'w 
fabric  

0 GORE-TEX isa registered trademark of WL. Gore & Associates, Inc. 

Photography by Chris Nobel. 



Hours later, I felt my ledge's suspension straps begin 
to slip due to the wet and icy conditions. I knew what 
was happening: slowly, my ledge was being twisted, one 
outside corner sliding down, and the other twisting up, 
as if it were trying to dump me out into the void. Any 
movement accelerated the slippage, but in the dark I 
could not see what to do to fix it. Trying not even to 
breathe, I cried, "Steve, I need my headlamp back, 
NOW!" (In the adverse 
conditions my headlamp, 
a Petzl Zoom, was our 
only functioning piece of 
gear, and it had bccomc a 
coveted item.) But in the 

- 

twisted tangle of his near- ' 

ly destroyed portaledge,  

Steve was forced into  

stillness; even the slight-
est wiggle caused his 
ledge's suspension to slip, 
then the ledge to fall 
apart (by this time it had 
collapsed several times). .. 
He tried to extend the 
headlamp to me, but to 
no avail. 

So I tried to re—tension  

the suspension without 
light. My movement 

, 

caused the structure to 
slip completely. The 
end—tubes dropped out •. 

of their shallow side . 

pockets leaving me hang  

ing in space among an 
untenable assortment of 
tubing and fabric. 
Instantly, everything 
became soaked, as if I 
had jumped into the 
Merced River in full 
regalia - except that this 
was colder. From the haul bag I dug out my spare wool 
clothes and rain gear, but in the deluge they were soon 
drenched, too. A foot—thick sheet of water poured 
down from the moderately angled face above. Rain 
pelted us, driven sideways by the high winds. I finally 
retrieved my headlamp, and, with a mixture of determi 
nation and resignation, took my time reassembling the 
ledge. I couldn't get any wetter. 

In the end the failing portaledges didn't matter, 
because by morning all of us were soaked to the bone 
anyway. Seemingly by osmosis, moisture poured through 
my "waterproof" ripstop rain fly. The waterproof coating 
mysteriously fell off the fabric in large cobweb—like sticky 
sheets, creating another mini—storm inside. 

By 10 a.m. Saturday the winds were blowing over 50 
miles per hour, with gusts throwing us and the ledges 
about. Visibility was nil. Then the temperature  

dropped, the rain turned to icy BBs, and our soaked 
gear began to freeze solid. 

"We're gonna die in these conditions," Steve said. 
"We've got to at least try to get out of here!" We exited 
our ledges and inspected each other and our gear. 
Instantly, fingers and toes went completely numb, and 
the wind and cold penetrated to the bone. 

With uncanny foresight, Mike had insisted on leav-
ing a rope fixed over the 
ut herwise—irreversible 
roof below the eighth 
pitch. Still, that was five 
it ppels down and sever-
il hundred feet to the 
cit. As we discussed our 
'ituation we noticed 
that the ropes in front of 
us were frozen to the 
wall in solid tangles, and 
would need to be 
chopped out with an ice 
tool. We quickly realized 
that to retrieve even a 
short length of usable 
rope would be impossi-
ble. Even if we could 
have, our jumars would 
never have grabbed on 
the frozen cord, the 
ice—covered wall would 
have thwarted any effort 

- , 

to swing sideways to 

ct' belay anchors, and a 
near—certain hang—up in 
the rappels would have 
resulted in a fatal separa-
tion from each other. 
Drilling our own 
anchors was out of the 
question, as it would 
require far more manual 
dexterity than our 

frozen fingers could provide. And in the back of my 
mind I remembered how miserably Rowell fared in 
1968 while attempting to rappel in similar conditions 
from just 100 feet below our position. 

All sorts of potential and likely nightmares crossed my 
mind, each ending with three bodies frozen to the wall. I 
was the first to disappear back into my portaledge. 

We remained as a team, huddled in place, waiting. 
All Saturday the storm beat us in a deafening roar of 

flapping nylon and typhoon winds. I realized how 
much my entire life depended on my lightweight rain 
fly. Violently whipping, it seemed ready to rip to shreds 
any minute. Earlier, Steve's fly had been torn apart, and 
critical corner parts of his ledge were mangled into 
scrap metal, rendering it useless. He was now sharing 
Mike's portaledge. If either of our two remaining ledges 

(continued on page 118) 

it was dusk, but sleep, / realized, would be fatal. 

I tried to keep my mind busy. ... In sets of 100, I 

counted to 22,000, twitching with each count. 
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Duane Raleigh shoe testing at "What model are you interested in?"  
Smith Rock, Oregon (above); "Model?" 

Randy Leavitt on Five "Yes, there are 30 models of shoes this 
Crying Cowboys (5.12+), 

Joshua Tree, California (right). year, all different. We have pocket shoes, 
edging boots, slippers, all—purpose shoes, 
high—tops, low—tops, lined, unlined. What 
would you like to see?" 

"Well ... I don't know." 
"OK, how about if we start with price. 

Shoes cost anywhere from $90 to $150." 
1150! ... I just want to go climbing." 
"Exactly." 
"What do you recommend?" 
"Well, that depends on the type of rock 

you'll be climbing and on your level of 
experience. Here, let me show you..." 

Equ i l)fl-lerlt 

Testming the 
new soft shoes 

1990 Climbing Shoe Review 
by Duane Raleigh 

Flecks of chalk hung in midair, spinning 
and looping and eventually settling on the 
scratched glass counter in the climbing 
shop. Behind the counter, a sun—dried 
salesman operated the trigger of a cam 
with his gnarled fingers. 

"How may I help you?" he asked. 
"I'd like to look at some rock shoes," 

replied the climber and potential customer 
as he fingered an iricut pocket on the 
store's artificial rock wall. 

Welcome to the 1990 Climbing 
Magazine Rock Shoe Survey 

What's new this year in the world of 
climbing shoes? Well, to be brief, a lot and 
not much: new companies have emerged 
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and established companies have expanded, 
but all in all 1990 appears less innovative than 
last year, when shoes became lighter—weight, 
closer fitting and higher performing. This 
isn't to say that the manufacturers have been 
locked in the doldrums of complacency. 
Indeed, they have been busy resculpting and 
tuning their existing models, and a few have 
even added a new shoe or two to their already 
boggling line—up. 

Selecting the right shoe 
Of all the equipment necessary for rock 

climbing, shoes are the only item that can 
actually improve your performance. 
Therefore, getting the correct pair is of 
paramount importance. 

After culling through every make and 
model of rock shoe available, the most cru-
cial bit of advice we can give you for 
choosing climbing footwear is this: take 
your time, shop around, and try on every 
shoe that you can get your hands on. 

Compared to the prices of other out-
door sports equipment such as skis or 
mountain bikes, the cost of climbing shoes 
is small. Sure, climbing shoes aren't cheap 
and you must consider price versus quality, 
but fit and design are as important, if not 
more so, than price. 

Fitting your climbing shoes 
Even the most technical and expensive 

shoe can't perform well if it moves around 
on your foot. Climbing shoes must fit very 
tightly and one common mistake is to size 
them too large; however, the degree of 
snugness depends on the length and type 
of climbing for which the shoe is intended. 
Multi—pitch routes and crack climbs 
require a looser, more comfortable fit than 
short, technical testpieces. A climbing shoe 
must also conform closely to the contours 
of your foot. With excess space in the toe 
or heel, a shoe will never perform as well as 
it should. A shoe's shape depends on the 
manufacturer, and sometimes even the 
model, so check around. Try shoes on 
until you find one that seems to have been 
tailored for your foot. 

Guidelines for sizing climbing shoes 
Always try shoes on with bare feet. If 

your foot is sweaty and won't go in, douse 
it with baby or foot powder. 

Start fitting one—half size below what 
you normally wear in street or running 
shoes, and then step down in size until you 
can't get your foot in the shoe. Expert 



climbers wear the smallest shoes they can 
get into, while weekend enthusiasts gener-
ally fit theirs a size larger. 

With your foot laced in the shoe, feel 
around for hollow pockets, especially in 
the toe and heel areas. No portion of your 
foot should be able to slip around inside. 

Don't panic if your toes are curled 
under in a hook. With use, the shoe will 
stretch, allowing your toes to flatten to a 
more normal position. 

Since sizes vary from one manufacturer 
to the next, you must wear climbing shoes 
around indoors to ensure that you have the 
precise fit. Many climbing shops now have 
artificial walls a perfect way to take a 
test spin. Don't be bashful. Also, remem-
ber that all climbing shoes (don't listen to 
the hype) stretch. The amount deviates 
from shoe to shoe and may range from one 
quarter to one full size after several weeks 
of climbing. If you are having difficulty 
deciding between two sizes, the smaller 
pair is almost always the right one. 

Design of climbing shoes 
Aside from fit, shoe design and functibn 

should be your primary concern. Look care-
fully at the shoes to see what style of climb-
ing they are designed for, then consider the 
type of rock you frequent. 

If you climb mostly on steep faces with 
pockets and edges you will want a 
low—topped shoe with a super—close fit, 
pointed toe, and high sensitivity. The low 
top provides unlimited foot articulation, 
the close fit gives you control, the toe 
point buries into pockets, and the sensitiv-
ity lets you know what your feet are doing 
at all times. Friction/slab shoes should also 
be low—topped and close—fitting, but with 
additional suppleness to ensure maximum 
rubber—to—rock contact. 

Crack climbers should look for a moder-
ately stiff boot for support and protection. 
Crack boots should also have full—coverage 
sticky rands for adhesion and a thin, flat toe 
profile for deep penetration. If you climb 
on a variety of rock, you may prefer an 
all—around shoe with full rand, medium 
flexibility, and rounded toe point. 

While modern climbing shoes fit better, 
are lighter and more technical than those of 
yesteryear, the most important advancement 
in the last decade was the use of sticky, highly 
adhesive rubber on the soles. Originating in 
Spain, "sticky" rubber was first implemented 
by Boreal/Fire in the early 1980s. No longer 
exclusive to Fires, this rubber, in varying 
degrees of quality, is widely copied and used 
for every make of rock shoe. 

The perfect climbing rubber would be 
flypaper sticky and have the strength of 
steel. It would be able to friction up 
smooth glass and, at the same time, hold 
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solid on razor thin edges. U n fortunately, 
a rubber of this caliber is nonexistent. 
While shoe companies strive diligently to 
reach a balance between hardness and 
stickiness, an increase in one trait is 
always offset by a loss in the other. Harder 
rubber edges and resists wear, but isn't 
secure on friction. Soft rubber sticks to 
smooth rock, but inversely fails on small 
edges and is quick wearing. At present, 
there are no industry standards by which 
you may compare the various rubbers. 
111s means that it is up to you and your 
common sense to make certain that you 
get what you really need. 

The following glossary is provided for those 
unfamiliar with rock—shoe terminology. 
Cambrelle - Synthetic fabric common-
ly used to line shoes for stretch control 
and moisture absorption. 
Edging - To climb using the inside or 
outside "edge" of the sole. 
Frictioning - Placing the entire flat of 
the sole against the rock for purchase. A 
typical maneuver on low—angle climbs. 
Also called smearing. 
Front Pointing - Similar to Edging, 
but using only the front tip of the shoe. 
Hooking Using the toe or heel rand 
to grab or "hook" the rock for balance, 
forward progress or resting. 
Last - The form or "foot" around 
which the shoe is constructed. The 
shape of the last determines the shape of 
the shoe. 
Midsole - A piece of material placed 
between the sole and lining to give the 
shoe rigidity. Midsoles are usually made 
of leather, plastic, cork or fiberglass. 
Rand - The band of rubber bordering 
the shoe. 
Salpa - A compressed leather compos-
ite used in midsoles to stiffen the shoe. 
Texon - A more flexible, synthetic 
version of Salpa. 
Thin Cracks Cracks smaller than 
your hand. 

Shoes were tested over several months on rock 
and artificial surfaces throughout the United 
States; reviewers this year included the author 
and most of the editorial staff of Climbing. 
The 1990 Rock Shoe Review includes most rock 
shoes currently available in this country. Some 
new shoes were unavailable in time for testing; 
those will be surveyed in an addendum later 
this year. All weights listed are foi men's size 65. 

Three-time Climbing rock—shoe reviewer, 
Duane Raleigh, 30, has been rock climbing for 
17 years, and has to his credit ascents ranging 
from 5.13 sport climbs to the first solo ascent of 
El Capitan's Zenyatta Mendatta. 
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ASOLO 

ASOLO 
Runout 
Price: $125 
Sizes: 2-9 by half sizes 
Weight: 16.2 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Lining: canvas 
Midsole: micro rubber/Salpa 
Rubber: Grimpeur sole and 
rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Very 
sticky and soft but also fast 
wearing - best for friction. 
Comments: Available last year, 
the Runout remains 
unchanged and is the best 
value shoe from Asolo. This 
is Asolo's technical face shoe 
for pockets, edging, and fric-
tion. The Runout is a flexi-
ble, lightweight, and sensitive 
shoe corresponding to the 
curve of the foot. It has a nar-
row toe profile and modified 
point. It is a very precise shoe 
for advanced face climbing 
and competitions. 

All of the climbers who 
wore the Runout felt that it 
was Asolo's best shoe, but also 
agreed that its performance 
declined as the shoe broke in, 
and that additional rubber 
should be added to the instep 
and heel for better hooking 
performance. The Runout 
has a medium—width fit and 
must be sized super tight to 
compensate for stretch. 
Summary: Advanced level 
shoe for technical face 
climbing. 

Entrada 
Price: $140 
Sizes: 3, 4-12 by half sizes 
Weight: 22.4 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Lining: canvas with leather 
heel pocket 
Midsole: Texon 
Rubber: Same as Runout 
Comments: The Entrada was 
also available last year and 
remains unchanged. It is an 
all—purpose crack shoe with 
high—topped leather uppers. A 
frill sticky rubber rand provides 
adhesion in cracks - a stiff-
ened midsole adds comfort. 

We found the Entrada to 
be durable for long crack 
climbs and to perform well 
on moderate face routes. It is 
well made and comfortable, 
but for hard technical climb-
ing we thought it heavy and 
cumbersome. 
Summary: Crack climbing 
shoe; excels on long jam 
climbs. 

Eldorado 
Price: $140 
Sizes: 3, 4-12 by half sizes 
Weight: 21.5 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Lining: canvas with leather 
heel pocket 
Midsole: Salpa 
Rubber: Same as Runout 
Comments: Out last year, the 
Eldorado remains one of 
Asolo's staple boots. 

This is an all—purpose shoe 
similar in design to the Entra- 

da but lighter in weight, with 
a sharper toe point and softer 
flex. The new point and 
increased feel make it better 
suited to edges, smears, pock-
ets, and thin cracks than the 
Entrada. We felt this to be a 
shoe for beginning to interme-
diate climbers. The shoe's con-
struction is superb, but the 
upper could be lowered below 
the ankle for greater mobility 
without sacrificing support. 
Summary: Good all—purpose 
shoe. 

Opera 
Price: $75 
Sizes: 2-9 by half sizes 
Weight: 8.6 oz. 
Upper: leather/mesh 
Lining: none 
Midsole: none 
Rubber: Grimpeur rubber 
soles with C—i (harder) rub-
ber rands 
Rubber Characteristics: Same 
as Runout 
Comments: The Opera, intro-
duced last year as Asolo's fric-
tion/training slipper, remains 
unchanged. 

It is a lightweight training 
slipper with a good forefoot 
fit and sensitivity. The Opera 
is best suited for 
artificial—wall climbing and 
bouldering. On the downside 
are the Opera's high price, 
limited durability, and poor 
lacing design, which makes 
them slide on your foot. 
Summary: Lightweight train-
ing slipper. 

BOREAL/FIRE 
Gazelle 
Price: $87 
Sizes: 2-12 in half sizes 
Weight: 13.8 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: Texon 
Lining: none 
Rubber: Spanish rubber sole 
and rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Medi-
um—sticky rubber that edges 
and frictions well, with good 
durability. 
Comments: This is Fire's new 
slipper/shoe similar to last 
year's Ninja, but with 
improved lacing and control. 

If you prefer slipper—style 
footwear, the Gazelle may be 
the choice for you. Highlights 
of this slipper include 
extreme sensitivity, a soft flex, 
a thin toe profile, and abun-
dant rubber coverage. These 
features prime the Gazelle for 
pocket and friction climbing, 
but for difficult edging the 
laces do not extend far 
enough down the forefoot to 
give support to the toes. 
Additionally, half the review-
ers found the toe fit to be 
perfect while the rest found it 
too pointed, causing a dead 
space in front of the big toe. 
Summary: Flexible slipper 
suitable for friction, pocket, 
and artificial—wall climbing. 

continued on page 92 
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If you've been sitting around this 
winter, pawing through back issues of 
Climbing and wondering what to do 
during the off-season, here's a solution. 
Most climbers have the same problem 
- what to do with those blown-out 
rock shoes? Until recently, the 
choices were clear: either leave 
them to molder in the back of the 
closet, or send them out for an 
expensive resole. But why not do 
it yourself? 

Although resole kits have been 
around for a few years, only 
recently have they become avail-
able in most climbing shops. 
Because of this, many people are 
not familiar with the procedure 
and may be reluctant to try resol-
ing for fear of screwing it up. 
However, the truth is that any 
climber can breathe new life into 
old boots. Resoling is a simple 
process that takes only a couple of 
hours, a few tools, and the desire 
to save a lot of cash. 
The tools required are minimal: 

a drill with a grinding wheel, a 
pair of pliers, a knife (a utility 
knife, the type with razor-sharp 
blades, works best), a kitchen stove 
(preferably electric), and a resole 
kit (about $15). If your shoes are in real-
ly sad shape, you may need some Aqua 
Seal (available where wet suits are sold) 
to rebuild the edge of the sole. Also, 
automotive brake-pad cleaner 
(trichioroethane) works well for cleaning 
off the surfaces to be glued. 
Presently, there are two brands of rub-

ber available on the retail market - 5. 10 
and Cocida (One Sport). 
The 5.10 resole kit furnishes you with 

all the necessary materials: instructions, 
glue, and a large slab of Stealth I or 
Stealth II rubber. With this you can 
resole up to size 11 shoes; larger sizes and 
rands are available from 5.10. 

Cocida, on the other hand, doesn't 
provide instructions (of course, you 
won't need them now) or glue (use 
Barge's Cement, available at some shoe 
stores or from a shoe-repair shop). The 
rubber is pre-cut to size 14. Currently, 
Cocida markets three different types of 
rubber. The green label is a little harder 
than most and is designed for edging. 
The red label is formulated for smearing, 
and the orange label is a competition 

Resoling your own 
by Trent Billingsley 

rubber that is half the thickness of the 
other two and twice as expensive. 

Now the fun of removing the old soles 
begins. As you may have discovered by 
drying your shoes out by the campfire, 
heat destroys the glue that bonds the sole 

There are easier ways of getting those old soles off. 

to the shoe. So, to start you'll need an 
electric stove top (do not use an oven as 
the rand will come off faster than the 
sole). Before you begin, tightly stuff both 
boots with wadded socks and lace them 
up to preserve their shape. Turn the stove 
on high. If you don't have access to an 
electric stove, a gas stove will work, but 
be careful and keep it at a lower setting 
- the combination of an open flame 
and flammable rubber presents an obvi-
ous hazard. Now, holding the shoe by its 
upper over the heel, wave the toe three to 
five inches above the heat source, making 
sure to keep the sole down. Remember, 
you want to loosen the sole and not the 
rand. Be careful  not to burn the sole, the 
shoe, or yourself 

After a couple of minutes the rubber 
at the toe should be too hot to touch. 
Take it away from the stove. If you're 
lucky, it will have already started to 
delaminate. If not, take the knife and 
peel back enough sole at the point of the 
toe to grab with the pliers. Using the pli-
ers, you should be able to peel back 
about an inch of sole at a time without  

meeting much resistance. When you 
reach a point where the sole and the boot 
refuse to part company, return them to 
the heat for more creative coercion. The 
trick is not to muscle the sole off, as you 
might tear a hole in the bottom of the 

shoe or take off a chunk of the 
rand. Repeat the process until you 
are able to peel off the sole com-
pletely. 

One thing worth considering 
before scalping the entire sole is the 
possibility of replacing the forward 
half only, since the arch and heel 
areas seldom receive much wear. 
Half-soling will also give you two 
resoles per kit with half the labor. 
To do half-soles, simply heat and 
pull back the rubber as described 
above, but stop at the arch and cu 
off the forward section. Next, cut a 
corresponding sized piece of rubber 
from the kit. To prevent the sole 
from later pulling apart at the arch, 
bevel both the edge of the rubber 
pad and the sole to mate at oppos-
ing 45-degree angles. 

If you damaged your boots while 
removing the sole or the toes of 
your boots are excessively rounded, 
you may want to take some time 
here to rebuild the edge with Aqua 

Seal. Start by applying a liberal dose of 
Aqua Seal to the damaged area, and 
allow it to dry overnight. In the morn-
ing, grind or sand the edge until it 
matches the rest of the shoe. If the bot-
toms of the shoes were glued in - such 
as on the One Sport Resin Rose - they 
may have come apart when you pulled 
off the sole. This is not as serious as it 
looks and is fairly easy to remedy with 
the copious use of Barge's Cement; but 
make sure the spaces to be glued are as 
clean as possible (use the brake-pad 
cleaner for this). 

With the 5.10 kit, the rubber comes 
in one large slab. However, shoes aren't 
the same width all the way through, so 
be careful that both soles will fit before 
you just cut the slab in half. You might 
need to place your shoes on the rubber 
and draw an "5" between the two to 
have enough rubber. Cut down this line 
with the utility knife, pulling the two 
pieces apart as you go. 
The next step is to prepare the shoes 

for gluing. Use a grinding wheel, belt 
sander, or sand paper to rough up both 
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the new rubber and the bottom of the 
shoes. When you finish this process, 
clean the surfaces thoroughly. Take care 
not to touch the clean rubber with 
hands; oil from your fingers will affect 
the bond. For insurance, I spray both 
surfaces with brake-pad cleaner to 
remove all dirt and oil. 

When both surfaces are prepared, it is 
time to glue. Spread the thinnest possible 
layer of glue across the bottom of the shoe 
and the new rubber sole. Let both dry 
completely - about two hours. Heat 
both surfaces over the stove for 10-15 sec-
onds. Do not burn the glue. 

Place the new sole on a flat surface 
and align the shoe above it, setting the 
heel down first. Then apply pressure, 
working from the heel to the toe. Do not 
simply set the shoe down flat on the sole, 
as this will create an arch. Make sure to 
align them correctly because once con-
tact is made it's permanent. 

At this point there are a number of 
techniques to make sure the sole and the 
shoe are bonded. Professionals hammer 
the soles on over a wooden foot form 
called a last. To hammer the soles on 
yourself first remove the laces, and lay 
the shoe on a cement surface with the 
sole side down. Hammer the sole inside 
the shoe, working from the middle of 
the shoe out to remove any trapped air 
bubbles. Hammer for as long as you can 
stand it, concentrating your efforts on 
the outer edges. Other methods I've used 
include squeezing them together with a 
pair, of pliers, walking around in them, 
and parking them under a car for a few 
hours. If you choose the latter, park the 
tires on the toes because this is where 
delamination is likely to develop. 

Allow the shoes to cure overnight. 
The final step involves shaving the excess 
rubber from the sole. Using the utility 
knife, trim the sole as close to the shoe as 
possible. This is easiest if you pull the 
blade towards your thumb as if peeling 
an apple (but be careful). You should be 
able to cut away most of the excess rub-
ber. Then, on the grinding wheel, bevel 
the sole to your liking. 

Finally, if you should notice an 
imperfect bond, don't panic. Either use 
a paper clip to apply more glue to that 
area, or fill it with Aqua Seal (I've been 
very happy with the performance of the 
Aqua Seal). Inevitably, the bond on a 
resole job is not as strong as the original 
and you may have to repeat this process 
occasionally. 

Now, go climbing and enjoy your "new" 
boots, resoled and already broken-in. 
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Ace 

Ace 
Price: $120 
Sizes: 2-13 in half sizes 
Weight: 16.8 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: Texon 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Spanish rubber under 
forefoot and on rand, 
non—sticky rubber composite 
under heel 
Rubber Characteristics: Same 
as Gazelle 
Comments: Last year we 
reviewed the Ace and found it 
to be the best shoe Boreal\Fire 
had ever made. Trying it out 
again this year only confirmed 
our previous convictions. 

The Ace is a top—end 
face—climbing shoe. It is 
moderately stiff when new, 
with good sensitivity, fit, and 
feel. The lacing system com-
presses the toes to make a sta-
ble edging platform and the 
sticky rands hook and jam 
securely. The Ace is a superb 
technical—face shoe especially 
in the early stages of use. 
Unfortunately, the Ace suffers 
the same malady as most 
other shoes of its type: it 
breaks down quickly, losing 
much of its fine control. 
Summary: Nigh—performance 
face—climbing shoe. 

Ballet 
Price: $125 
Sizes: 2-13 in half sizes 

Ballet 

Weight: 21 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: Texon 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Same as Gazelle 
Comments: The Ballet is Bore-
al/Fire's top all—around shoe. 
It has a comfortable, anatom-
ical form, ankle—high uppers, 
and sticky rand. All of these 
features contribute to make 
the Ballet both supportive 
and secure important con- 
siderations when you are 
tackling long free climbs like 
those in Yosemite. 

In face climbing, we found 
the Ballet to be the only gen-
eral—purpose shoe with close, 
over—the—toe lacing which is 
necessary for steep edging. 
Equally adept on long cracks 
and friction routes, durable, 
and comfortable, the Ballet 
remains one of the most con-
sistent well—rounded climb-
ing shoes available. 
Summary: One of the best 
all—around shoes, particularly 
suitable for long free climbs. 

Classic 
Price:$1 10 
Sizes: 2-13 in half sizes 
Weight: 21.7 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: Texon 
Lining: none 
Rubber: Same as Gazelle 
Comments: This is the shoe 
that started it all. When the 
Classic first came out in the 

Classic 

early 1980s, it revolutionized 
climbing footwear. Its sticky 
rubber soles quickly made all 
previous forms of climbing 
footwear obsolete. Over the 
years, this shoe has seen many 
improvements such as a closer 
fit, denser lacing, and a 
refined toe point. 

No longer at the forefront, 
the Classic nevertheless still 
has its place as an all—purpose 
boot suitable for entry—level 
climbers. 

Fitting wider and with less 
of a toe point that the Ballet, 
the Classic works well for 
climbers with longer second 
toes (Morton's toe) or exce-
sively wide feet. As an intro-
ductory, all—purpose shoe the 
Classic is one of the best; 
however, its unlined uppers 
stretch up to a full size. 
Therefore, make certain that 
you size it with a bare foot 
and select the smallest shoe 
that you can squeeze into. 
Summary: Comfortable 
all—purpose shoe, best suited 
for beginning to intermediate 
climbers and long free climbs. 

FIVE-TEN 
Vertical 
Price: $138 
Sizes: 2-12.5 in half sizes, 
13-15 in whole sizes 
Weight: 17.8 oz. 
Upper: leather/nylon 

Gazelle 

Midsole: polypropylene 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Stealth 2 sole and 
rand 
Rubber Characteristics: The 
highest frictioning rubber on 
the market (other than 
Stealth 1), but it does not 
hold on edges as well as some 
of the harder brands. 
Comments: The Vertical, 
which has been on the mar-
ket for several years, has 
undergone several changes in 
1990 for better all—around 
performance. 
This year the Vertical has 

lost weight, is lower cut, and 
has a more anatomical fit, 
changes that have given it 
greater feel and maneuver-
ability. With sticky Stealth 
soles, this shoe frictions very 
well, especially considering its 
stiffness. In cracks and on 
long free climbs, the Vertical 
is comfortable and durable. 
In fact, after a full season of 
climbing, chances are that 
your well—worn Vertical will 
retain most of its original fit 
and stability - something 
you can't say about the lighter 
constructed shoes. Though 
suitable for most uses, the 
Vertical is weak in pockets 
and on edges because of its 
thick, bulbous toe and widely 
spaced eyelets. 
Summary: Good all—around 
performer, durable and com-
fortable. 
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are frigid and the down is warm, soft and light. 

Kwen Jung Trading Company - 
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Magic Top Ma••c Soft Magic Light 

L 

HAN WAG 

FIVE TEN 

Ascent 
Price: $89 
Sizes: 3-13 in half sizes 
Weight: 17.8 oz. 

Upper: leather/vinyl 
Midsole: Salpa 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Stealth 1 sole and 
rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Stealth 
2's predecessor, Stealth 1 does 
not edge as well, but is stickier. 
Comments: Priced at $89, the 
Ascent is the least expensive 
climbing shoe available this 
year. It is similar in design, 
construction, and function to 
the Vertical, but foregoes 
some of the latter's niceties 
for a reduction in price. 

The Ascent is a 
high—topped, multi—use shoe 
for beginner to intermediate 
climbers. Its strongest points 
are low price, sticky sole and 
rand, and comfortable fit. All 
of these features combine to 
make the Ascent an outstand-
ing value for shoestring bud-
gets and/or first—time shoe 
purchasers. 

We discovered that the 
Ascent could out—perform 
many of the more expensive 
shoes, especially on friction 
and hand—size or wider 
cracks, but for small pockets 
and thin cracks, we found the 
toe box bulky and the uppers 
restrictive. 

This shoe has a lot of 
things going for it, but quali-
ty construction isn't one of 
them. The lining on both 
shoes de—laminated the first  

Comments: The Magic Top is 

Hanwag's all—around climb-
ing shoe. Available in Europe 
for many years, it is one of 
the most popular climbing 
shoes abroad. 

This shoe has two typical 
Hanwag features: a very 
pronounced heel—to—toe 
curve and a buckled heel 
tab. Of the two, the curved 
last is the most beneficial, as 
it places the tip of the shoe 
in line with your big toe. 
This gives it precision 
front—point and pocket 
capabilities; however, 
climbers with longer second 
toes may find the banana 
shape painful. While the 
shoe's pointed toe is func-
tional, the heel buckle is 
not. It is supposed to com-
pensate for stretch and pro-
vide control by drawing the 
shoe up from heel to toe, 
but in practice we had diffi-
culty pulling the strap tight 
enough to be of any benefit. 

Sensitivity and flexibility 
are the best features of the 
Magic Top. This shoe has 
much of the feel and softness 
of a slipper, yet because of its 
contoured fit, it is still able to 
edge remarkably well. With a 
pointed toe for pockets, flexi-
bility for smearing, and 
anatomical fit for edging, the 
Magic Top is a good 
multi—purpose shoe if it fits 
you right, although it is 
pricey at $150. 
Summary: Multi—use shoe 
with radical fit and high sen- 
sitivity. 

Vertical Friction Loafer Ascent 

time we used them, and the 
pink vinyl that wraps the 
ankle appears to be merely 
cosmetic - it is unnervingly 
slick for heel hooking. 
Summary: Budget—priced, 
all—purpose shoe for moder-
ate—grade climbing. 

Friction Loafer 
Price: $92.50 
Sizes: 3-13 in half sizes 
Weight: 14.6 oz. 

Upper: leather 
Midsole: Salpa 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Same as Vertical 
Comments: On the market for 
over two years, the Friction 
Loafer remains one of the 
best climbing slippers 
around. 

This is a slipper with sub-
stance; a thin Salpa midsole 
gives it some rigidity for edg-
ing, with only a slight loss in 
sensitivity and flex. The Loafer 
is suitable for all types of 
extreme friction, pocket, and 

thin—crack climbing as well as 
for training and competitions. 
Our only squabble is that the 
Loafer's laces stop well short of 
the toes, causing a marked loss 
in control compared to other 
slipper styles that lace down to 
the toe point. 
Summary: Slipper for 
high—end friction, pocket, 
and thin—crack climbing. 

HANWAG 
Magic Top 
Price: $150 
Sizes: 5-13 
Weight: 17.3 oz. 

Upper: leather 
Midsole: rubber 

Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Sticky rubber sole, 
harder rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Good 
edging, average on friction. 
Smooth soles need to be 
roughed up with sandpaper or 
a grinding wheel before use. 
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Mountain School and Guide Service 
Internationally Certified Guides 
Located in the Canadian Rockies 
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CLIMBING Magazine celebrates its 20th 
birthday with a one-of-a-kind t-shirt. 
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T sleeved, full color, and just in time for 
spring. Silk screened by the pros at 
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tees are certain to go fast, 
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Colorado residents 
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Magic Light 
Price: $141 
Sizes: 5-13 
Weight: 19.7 oz. size 9.5 
Midsole: rubber 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Same as Magic Top 
Comments: This shoe is essen-
tially a low—cut version of the 
Magic Top. Of the two shoes, 
the Magic Light was our 
favorite because of its lighter 
weight and higher maneuver-
ability. 

With a needle—sharp toe 
point, the Magic Light pene-
trates deeply in pockets and 
thin cracks, and with high 
sensitivity and flex it frictions 
and face climbs well. For arti-
ficial—wall climbing, where 
you need a sensitive shoe that 
will smear, edge, and toe—in, 
the Magic Light is ideal. 
Light construction is the 
shoe's one pitfall, and its lack 
of support causes premature 
foot fatigue. 
Summary: Sensitive face shoe 
that excels in pockets. 

Magic Soft 
Price: $96 
Sizes: 5-13 
Weight: 10.9 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: rubber 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Same as Magic Top 
Comments: The Magic Soft is 
like a diet soft drink, light 
with a bitter after—taste. For 
$96 you would expect this 
slipper to blow the others off 
the rock, but unfortunately 
this is not the case: it's con-
struction is shoddy, and it is 
both difficult to size and 
over—priced. Still, if you can 
get into the Magic Soft it fits 
great and is soft and sensitive; 
it will also out—edge most 
slippers. 
Summary: Soft training and 
friction slipper with a highly 
contoured shape. 

KAMET 

KAMET 
Profile 
Price: $113 
Sizes: 34-43 in whole sizes, 
38-43 in half sizes 
Weight: 18.8 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: nylon 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Spanish rubber sole 
with sticky rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Very 
sticky rubber, frictions better 
than it edges. 
Comments: On the market for 
over a year now, the Profile is 
Kamet's best edging shoe and 
was our favorite of the three 
models available from this 
Spanish company. 

Economically priced at 
$113, the Profile is the least 
expensive of the high—perfor-
mance climbing shoes. 
Everyone who tested the Pro-
file found its fit to be superb 
and its face—climbing perfor-
mance above average. It has a 
pointed toe for small pockets, 
sticky rand for hooking, and 
is well constructed. It could 
be improved by making it 
lighter and more flexible, but 
even without those changes 
the Profile is an effective 
face—climbing shoe. 
Summary: Economical 
high—performance face shoe. 

Joshua Tree 
Price:$ 105 
Sizes: 34-46, 38-43 in half 
sizes 
Weight: 20.7 oz. 
Upper: leather  

Midsole: leather 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Same as Profile 
Comments: Another well—made 
shoe from Kamet is the Joshua 
Tree, a comfortable, durable, 
and well thought out gener-
al—purpose climbing shoe. 
Experienced climbers will find 
the shoe clumsy, but beginning 
to intermediate climbers will 
appreciate its support and 
durability. 

This shoe has a full cover-
age, sticky rand and a thin, 
flat toe that grips and com-
presses well in cracks. The toe 
is a modified point for occa-
sional pockets, and the shoe's 
overall stiffness is supportive 
for longer climbs. As an 
introductory shoe for all 
types of climbing, the Joshua 
Tree is one of the better buys. 
Summary: Multi—use shoe 
that is well made and eco-
nomical. 

Super Flash 
Price: $115 
Sizes: 34-46, 38-43 in half 
sizes 
Weight: 18.2 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: composition 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Same as Profile 
Comments: This shoe is a 
crossbreed between the Pro-
file and the Joshua Tree. 
Designed for face and friction 
climbing, it has a lower, more 
contoured fit than the Joshua 
Tree and greater flexibility 
and feel than the Profile. The 
Super Flash has a clean, sharp 
toe point and close,  

over—the—toe lacing. This 
gives it good penetration and 
control in pockets and on 
edges. Compared to a spe-
cialized face climbing shoe, 
the Super Flash is heavy and 
cumbersome, but unless you 
are pushing the outer edges of 
difficulty, chances are this 
shoe has everything you will 
ever need. 

As with all of the Kamet 
shoes, we were impressed by 
the Super Flash's quality of 
construction and materials. 
The only changes that we 
could recommend would be 
to lower the upper and light-
en the overall weight. 
Summary: All—purpose 
face—climbing shoe for mod-
erate difficulty. 

LA SPORTIVA 
Tao 
Price: $143 
Sizes: 34-46.5 in half sizes 
Weight: 15.1 oz. 
Upper: Lorica 
Midsole: leather board 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Spanish rubber sole 
and rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Sporti-
va rubberis among the best 
for edging and wear; however, 
it will not smear as well as 
some of the softer polymers. 
Comments: Hands down, the 
Tao proved to be the best 
rock shoe out this year. It is a 
hybrid of Sportiva's successful 
Kendo and Futura rock shoes, 
and is a very precise 
face—climbing shoe with an 

Super Flash Profile Joshua Tree 
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Futura Kendo Mariacher Mega 

excellent fit and quality con-
struction. The toe design is a 
modified point, not quite as 
sharp as that of the Kendo, 
but more defined than the 
Futura. This design gives it 
good pocket—climbing capa-
bilities while still allowing 
front—point control. As flexi-
ble and sensitive as the Tao is, 
you wouldn't expect it to 
edge, but because of its vacu-
um—tight fit and a unique 
rand that drives the foot for-
ward, it is one of the most 
precise edging shoes around. 
The Tao makes use of a 

new upper material called 
Lorica, a synthetic that is 
breathable and supple, but 
without the stretch and 
inconsistencies of natural 
leather. 

During the course of the 
survey, everyone who tested 
the Tao was reluctant to part 
with it. The only change we 
thought this shoe could stand 
was in appearance: the Tao is, 
to put it bluntly, ugly. Maybe 
next year we will see some 
livelier colors. 
Summary: Face—climbing shoe 
with excellent fit and control. 

La Nera 
Price: $87 
Sizes: 34-46.5 
Weight: 8.2 oz. 
Upper: Lorica 
Midsole: none 
Lining: canvas 

Rubber: Same as Tao 
Comments: This is Sportiva's 
newest effort at a training and 
friction slipper, and is much 
improved over last year's Bal-
lerina. Unfortunately, it still 
needs some work. 
The La Nera is anatomical-

ly shaped and has an elastic 
heel band. When 
front—pointing, we found the 
radically pointed toe of the 
La Nera to be ineffective, 
causing a dead spot in front 
of the toes, which resulted in 
loss of stability. The shoe 
does have a simple lacing 
setup, but it still does not 
prevent the foot from moving 
within the slipper. In pockets 
and for training, the La Nera 
does an adequate job, but for 
$87 it needs some work 
before we would rush out to 
buy it. 
Summary: Pocket and training 
slipper. 

Mega 
Price: $140 
Sizes: 33, 34-46.5 in half 
sizes 
Weight: 19.2oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: leather board 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Same as Tao 
Comments: The Mega is La 
Sportiva's time—honored flagship 
shoe, and is one of the most 
popular climbing shoes ever. 
This year's Mega has been  

honed into a specialized edg-
ing shoe. To give it better 
front—pointing abilities, the 
toe has been squared to a 
chisel point. Distributing the 
load more equally across the 
toes and producing a more 
stable platform to reduce foot 
fatigue. The newly shaped 
Mega had such a "locked on" 
feel for micro—holds that it 
easily won our approval as the 
best edging shoe ever. 

Over the years the primary 
complaint against the Mega 
has been its awkward heel 
design, which Sportiva has 
addressed this year by giving it 
a more traditional contour, 
allowing the heel to stay more 
solidly in place. Another 
change in the 1990 Mega is 
the use of sticky rubber for the 
rand, which improves its secu-
rity for hooking and in cracks. 
Summary: Specialty shoe for 
top—end face climbing. 

Mariacher 
Price: $147 
Sizes: 34-46.5 in half sizes 
Weight: 21.5 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: leather board 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Spanish rubber sole. 
Italian rubber rand is not as 
sticky. 
Comments: The Mariacher 
was the first shoe to threaten 
Fire's dominance back in the 
mid-1980s by attacking the 
latter's weak spot: edging. 

The Mariacher emerged as 
the premier edging boot, and 
advanced free—climbing levels 
the world over. 
Today's Mariacher is much 

the same as its predecessor, 
and is still popular, but it has 
been surpassed by a lighter, 
closer—fitting genre of rock 
shoe such as the Tao and 
Futura. Still, the Mariacher 
holds its own as a 
general—purpose rock boot. 
Durable, comfortable, and 
close—fitting, the Mariacher is 
hard to beat. Indeed, next 
time you are out at the rock 
take a look around. You will 
probably see at least one pair 
of purple and yellow Man-
achers, and chances are those 
same shoes have been 
through at least two or three 
resolings. 
Summary: Long—wearing 
all—purpose rock shoe. 

Futura 
Price: $138 
Sizes: 34-46.5 in half sizes 
Weight: 17.4 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: leather board 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Spanish rubber under 
forefoot, Italian (harder) rub-
ber under heel and on rand. 
Comments: When this shoe 
came out over a year ago, it 
rose to the forefront of tech-
nical face climbing where it 
remains today. 

The Futura is an 
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Rampage Psycho II 

LASPORTIVA 

Ballerina Flash 

advanced—design shoe with a 
tensioned rand like the Tao 
that drives the foot forward. 
A medium—point toe gives it 
stability for frontal edging, 
but for pockets the Sportiva 
Kendo is clearly superior. The 
Futura has a good combina-
tion of stiffness for support 
and sensitivity for feel. It also 
is the only shoe designed for 
at—home resoling. The sole 
under the forefoot is separat-
ed from the heel and is easily 
stripped off and replaced 
using Sportiva half—soles. 
Summary: Advanced 
face—climbing shoe that is 
close—fitting and durable. 

Kendo 
Price: $103 
Sizes: 34-46.5 in half sizes 
Weight: 13.4 ox. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: none 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Spanish rubber sole, 
Italian (harder) rubber rand. 
Comments: The Kendo is the 
Futura's sister shoe for pocket 
and friction climbs. In many 
respects the Kendo is a slipper: 
it is soft, sensitive, and 
lightweight, and has a fine toe 
point. In other respects it is a 
shoe: it laces down to the toe 
point, has a mid—high upper, 
and is precise. This 
well—designed piece of footwear 
is one of the best for pockets 
and friction, but if you're using 
it for edging and longer climbs 
you'll need strong feet and a 
high pain threshold. 

Tao 

At a mere $103, the Kendo 
is one of the most economical 
and functional pieces of 
climbing footwear to come 
out in the past decade. 
Summary: Slipper/shoe for 
pocket, friction, and competi-
tion climbing. 

Ballerina Flash 
Price: $40 
Sizes: 36-45 in half sizes 
Weight: 8 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: leather board 
Lining: nylon 
Rubber: Spanish rubber sole, 
Italian rand (non—sticky). 
Comments: The Ballerina 
Flash emerged two years ago 
only to vanish, supplanted by 
the Ballerina H.M. This year, 
Sportiva has brought back 
this innovative slipper for a 
limited—supply run. 

With a thin midsole and 
elastic rand to give it some  

Midsole: polyethylene 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Stealth 2 sole, Stealth 

I rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Stealth 
2 is a very sticky rubber. It 
wears well and frictions better 
than European rubbers, but it 
does not edge as satisfactorily. 
Comments: Located in Salt 
Lake City, Mekan Boots is 
the sole U.S. manufacturer of 
climbing shoes. This year 
Mekan expanded their regular 
line of custom boots with a 

- 
comprehensive lineup, from 

- soft slipper/shoes to technical 
stiffness, the Ballerina will 
edge passably, at least while 
new. The tensioned rand strap 
keeps things snug once the 
slipper is broken in, but some 
people find its slingshot effect 
painful. A thin toe and high 
sensitivity make the Ballerina 
ideal for pocket, friction, and 
artificial—wall climbing. At 
$40, this slipper is the buy of 
the year. Unfortunately, once 
La Sportiva depletes the pre-
sent stock, the Ballerina Flash 
will be discontinued. 
Summary: Inexpensive slipper for 
pockets, friction, and training. 

MEKAN 
Psycho II 
Price: $139 
Sizes: 4-14/narrow, medium, 
and wide widths (also avail- 
able in custom sizes) 
Weight: 21 ox. 
Upper: leather 

La Nera 

edging boots. 
The Psycho II is billed as 

Mekan's all—purpose shoe, 
and with an over—the—ankle 
cut, leather upper, sticky 
rand, curved last, and modi-
fied toe point, it has all of the 
trappings. Still, we found it 
to be more of a specialized 
edging boot than anything; 
indeed, of the shoes we test-
ed, the Psycho II was the 
stiffest. Because of its rigidity, 
this shoe takes some getting 
used to, but once you are 
acclimated, it is secure on 
tiny edges and provides excel-
lent foot support. 
Summary: Stiff, all—purpose 
boot that performs best on 
edges. 

Crag Prince 
Price: $132 
Sizes: 4-14 (also available in 
custom sizes) 
Weight: 16 ox. 
Upper: leather 
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THERE'S A MORE 
" EXCITING WAY TO 
GET TOTHE TOP.. 

fIN 

IT AE 

I1 e know the chalk bag is not 
the most critical piece of a climb-
er's equipment, but struggling with 
a bad chalk bag can waste valuable 
energy. The Flatland bag which 
includes a hip belt was designed to 
let you get at your chalk quickly, 
saving your energy for the climb. 
We guarantee that if you are not 
completely satisfied with our prod-
uct return it to us for immediate 
repair or replacement. Available 
through Flatland Mountain 
Works, Inc. or your local dealer. 

FLATLAND MOUNTAIN WORKS, INC. 

P.O. Box 309 Austin, Texas 78767 512/440-0272 

A 100% Cotton Premium White T-Shirts 
• Style A - red, blue and yellow graphics. 

• Style B - red, blue and black graphics. 
•Sizes S M, L,XL. 

Price $14.00 per shirt +$1  .00 for shipping. 

B 
- 

• Send check or money order to: - 

Not So Normal 
1126 Colonial Way 

Bridgewater, NJ 08807 
- 

1,  
Include style, size, quantity, name• 

•address and phone number. CLIMB!T* ON THE ROCKS . Allow 5-6 weeks for delivery.  
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Midsole: polyethylene or •••••
prene (firm and soft models) 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Same as Psycho II 
Comments: The Crag Prince is 
Mekan's steep—face and artifi-
cial—wall shoe. This shoe is 
available in both a firm and 
soft model to fit your individ-
ual taste. Of the two shoes, 
the soft was our favorite 
because of its sensitivity and 
friction abilities, while the 
firm version worked better on 
edges. 

Both models have a sticky, 
full—coverage toe cap that 
compress neatly into thin 
cracks. The tipper is cut below 
the ankle and the shape of the 
shoe is based on a curved last 
for a close, anatomical fit. The 
toe is rounded rather than 
pointed for front edging sup-
port. A generous swath of rub-
ber through the instep also 
makes the Psycho a great 
hooking shoe. 
Though intended as a 

face— and sport—climbing 
shoe, we felt that the Crag 
Prince was also a highly suc-
cessful all—purpose performer. 
It is durable and comfortable 
for long climbs, jams and 
frictions well, and has a 
super—sticky sole and rand. 

Changes that we would 
like to see in this shoe include 
lighter weight and closer, 
over—the—toe lacing. 
Summary: Face—climbing shoe 
that also works well for all 
types of climbing.  

feel is the best friction shoe 
on the market today. The 
Rampage is one of the few 
lace—up shoes that allows you 
to feel irregularities in the 
rock, a major benefit for 
climbing hard testpieces and 
in competitions. The Ram-
page has a stiletto toe point 
for pocket climbing and is 
built on a curved last for a 
precise fit and comfort. 
While superb for friction and 
pocket climbs, the Rampage 
is too lightweight and soft for 
crack jamming or micro—edg-
ing. The only flaw we found 
in this shoe was its unpadded 
tongue, which bunched up. 
Summary: Specialized shoe for 
friction, pockets, and compe-
tition climbing. 

MERRELL 
Flashdance 
Price: $100 
Sizes: 3.5-13 
Weight: 25.3 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: nylon 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Ilga 2 sole, Duro rub-
ber rand 
Rubber Characteristics: The 
Ilga 2 rubber edges and fric-
tions well. Duro rubber used 
for the rand is not sticky. 
Comments: The Merrell Flash-
dance is a shoe designed to 
meet a specific market: begin-
ner climbers who want a 
sophisticated, quality shoe at  

a reasonable price. On some 
of these points the Flashdance 
is successful. 
The Flashdance's greatest 

asset is its $100 price tag, 
making it one of the least 
expensive climbing shoes. The 
cost and function of the Flash-
dance will interest beginning 
climbers who want a shoe that 
will do a little of everything. 
Experienced climbers should 
look elsewhere, as we found 
the Flashdance to be heavy, 
restrictive, and loose—fitting 
for difficult grades. 
Summary: All—purpose begin-
ner's shoe with a budget 
price. 

SCARPA 
Fiamma 
Price: $115 
Sizes: 34.5-45.5 in half sizes 
Weight: 14.6 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: leather 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Italian rubber sole 
and rand. 
Rubber Characteristics: The 
Scarpa rubber edges and 
wears very well, but seems 
slick for extreme friction. 
Comments: The Fiamma is an 
interesting new shoe from 
Scarpa that is lightweight and 
sensitive. It is a steep—rock 
shoe that is equally at home 
on slabs and thin cracks. This 
shoe has much of the fit and 
feel of a slipper, with its thin 

MERRELL 

Flashdance 

Rampage 
Price: $120 
Sizes: 4-14 (also available in 
custom sizes) 
Weight: 14.4 oz. 
Upper: leather 
Midsole: none 
Lining: canvas 
Rubber: Stealth 1 sole and 
rand 
Rubber Characteristics: Stealth 
is the stickiest rubber; howev-
er, it can roll when edging. 
Comments: The Rampage was 
our favorite Mekan shoe. 
Similar to the La Sportiva 
Kendo, it is part slipper and 
part shoe. As a slipper it has 
flexibility, sensitivity, and feel 
As a shoe it has a good lacing 
system extending to the toe 
for compression and stable 
edging. The Stealth rubber 
sole mated with the shoe's 
softness make for what we 



Is Elbow Pain ' 

LimitingYour 
Performance? 
liii is, you should 
train with the PRONATOR 

Maximize Performance 
Leading edge design trains specific 
rotator muscles in your forearms. 

Avoid Muscle & Tendon Damage 
Constant resistance through the rotation 
range of your forearm gives optimum 
training benefit. 

Simple to Use: grip handle and twist. 
Can be used anywhere,even apartments. 
Gives you strength and confidence to 
push to your limit. If you really want to 
climb ... shouldn't your next purchase be the 

Pronator. 
Only 29.95 ($35.20 CDN) plus $5.50 shipping and handling. 
Weights not included, 30 day money back guarantee. Order 
now. Master Card (604)689-8211 or send money order to: MJB 
Innovations, 7710 Cartier Street, Vancouver, B.C. Canada 
V6P 4T1 Patents Pending 

midsole and curved shape, 
but it has the added benefit 
of full lacing and an elastic 
band around the ankle to 
minimize foot slippage. 

In use, the Fiamma did 
very well in pockets and on 
friction moves. However, on 
steep edges it felt sloppy and 
required a lot of foot 
strength. The sloppiness was 
due to a complicated and 
strangely configured lacing 
system that passes around the 
back of the heel. This setup 
makes the shoe time consum-
ing to put on and nearly 
impossible to cinch up. Still, 
the Fiamma is an outstanding 
face-climbing shoe, and, like 
all Scarpa footwear, is well 
constructed and will with-
stand numerous resolings. 
Summary: High-angle face 
and friction shoe for experi-
enced climbers. 

Rockmaster II 
Price: $142.50 
Sizes: 34.5-45.5 in half sizes 
Weight: 20.9 oz. 

Upper: leather 
Midsole: leather 
Lining: Cambrelle 
Rubber: Same as Fiamma 
Comments: The Rockmaster 
has been a Scarpa mainstay 
for several years. This year we 
have the Rockmaster II, 
which is much the same as 
last year's model, but with an 
all-leather upper and a 
leather insole. 

The Rockmaster II is for 
multi-use, and features a 
high-topped upper, round-
ed toe point, and comfort-
able fit. It has medium flexi-
bility and is so durable that 
it can withstand several sea-
sons of use. In cracks and on 
longer climbs, the Rockmas-
ter II excels, but for preci-
sion face climbing it is too 
heavy and unwieldy. 
Climbers who want a 
long-lasting shoe that will 
work on all types of rock 
should give this model a 
thorough look. 
Summary: Durable, general-
purpose shoe with a good fit. 

Shoe distributors in the United States 

Asolo Kamet 
Kenko International Climb High 

8141 W. 1-70, 1861 Shelburne Rd. 
Frontage Rd. North Shelbu roe, V105482 
Arvada, CO. 80002 (802) 985-5056 

(303) 425-1200 
La Sportiva 

Boreal/Fire 805 Walnut 
Sole Survivor Boulder, CO. 80302 

4183 N. Southbank (303) 443-8710 
Oxnard, CA. 93030 

(805) 983-6245 Nlekan Boots 
1400 Foothill Drive 

Five-Ten Salt Lake City, UT. 84108 
P.O. 1185 582-7784 

Redlands, CA. 92373 
(714) 798-4222 Merrell 

Karhu, U.S.A. 
Hanwag P.O. Box 4249 

5311 Western Ave. 0 S. Burlington, VT. 85401 
Boulder, CO. 80302 864-4519 

(303) 440-0803 
Scarpa 

Black Diamond 
P.O. Box 90 

Ventura, CA. 93002 
(805) 650-1395 
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Access 

Compiled by Stuart Pregnall 

Peshastin Pinnacles to reopen 
Peshastin Pinnacles, Washington, which 

have been closed since 1986, should be 
open for climbing again later this summer. 
Although the area's owners had offered to 
sell the property to climbers in the past, 
their asking price of $400,000 was far more 
than anyone thought the area was worth. 

Over the past several months, Donna 
McBain of the Trust for Public Lands 
(TPL), with the assistance of REI, Inc. and 
the AAC Access Fund, began renegotiating 
the purchase. In March 1990 the TPL and 
Peshastin's owners signed an option con- 
- tract which gives the 

TPL six months to 
raise the $135,000 
purchase price. 
Once the TPL 

acquires Peshastin, 
chances are good that 
the state of Washing-
ton will eventually 
take over the area as a 
state park. (In March, 
the Washington State 
Parks and Recreation 
Board voted to place 
Peshastin on its list for 
acquisition in the 
1991-1993 fiscal 
years, although the 
state legislature must 
still allocate money for 
the purchase.) 

Contributions towards 
this precedent—setting 
purchase are being 
sought, and 
tax—deductible dona-
tions may be sent to the 
AAC Access Fund, P0. 
Box 67A25, Los Ange-
les, CA 90067 

AAC Access Fund takes off 
The AAC Access Fund is off to a roaring 

start. Every dollar donated to the fund is 
used for direct acquisition of or improve-
ments to climbing areas - none of the 
money is used for overhead. 
The fund also provides a vehicle for 

accepting ownership of climbing areas 
(such as Peshastin Pinnacles in Washing-
ton), and in the past year has committed 
$5000 towards a parking area for Mount 
Woodson, California; committed funds for 
a walk—in campground at Joshua Tree 
National Park, California; and purchased 
privately—owned climbing areas and ease- 
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ments at City of Rocks, Idaho. 
Climbers around the country have 

responded to the fund. Rock climber Lynn 
Hill contributed her endorsement for the 
fund's first ad; the second features outdoor 
photographer Galen Rowell. Climbing, 
Rock and Ice, and Summit have all con-
tributed space for these ads. 

Last winter Randy Leavitt, working with 
Adventure 16, presented a series of five 
slide shows in southern California to bene-
fit the Fund, raising nearly $5000. A small 
fund—raising auction was also held in con-
junction with the Third Annual Washing-
ton Mountain Film Festival. 

Climbers with questions, ideas for projects, 
or ideas for find raising (or finds to donate) 
should contact Randy Vogel, AAC Access 
Committee, do Ambrosi 6 Lavoie, 910 
West 17th Street, Santa Ana, CA 92706; 
(714) 836-5116, or the AAC Access Fund, 
P0. Box 67A25, Los Angeles, CA 90067. 

Davis climbing wall threatened 
The freeway climbing wall at the Uni-

versity of California/Davis has been threat-
ened by California Department of Trans-
portation. (CALTRANS). About a year 
and a half ago locals created a unique 
climbing resource along the Interstate 80 
retaining walls, constructing over 1000 
feet of traverses. During a routine inspec-
tion, CALTRANS noticed this effort - 
and promptly tried to stop use of the wall 
by removing some of the holds. 

Davis locals have fought back. Fortu-
nately for them, California has a receptive 
legal environment, as well as a history of 
accepting unique recreational activities. 

Anybody interested in working on this prob-
lem should contact Frank Forencich, 2431 
Rivendell Lane, Davis, CA 95616; 
916-756-9220. 

Park openings possible 
Ralph Erenzo, the head of the City 

Climbers Club of New York, recently met 
with Ivan Vamos, Deputy Commissioner 
of the New York State Office of Parks, 
Recreation, and Historic Preservation. 

Erenzo reports that Vamos has agreed to 
open portions of both Taconic and Pal-
isades state parks to climbing, and will 
consider opening part of Niagara Falls 
State Park as well. Vamos will also review a 
proposal to install a permanent artificial 
boulder at the State Art Park near Niagara. 

Climbing recognizes the importance of 
continued access to climbing areas. In order 
to emphasize our commitment to the sub-
ject, we have asked Stuart Pregnall, an 
AAC Access Committee member and fre-
quent contributor to the magazine, to edit 
this column. Climbers with access concerns 
may contact Pregnall through Climbing, 
P0. Box 339, Carbondale, CO 81623, or 
by writing him directly at 1304 C Street 
SE., Washington, D.C.; (202) 
338-6140. 
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EXPEDITION 
T - SHIRT 
Our International Everest Expedition Logo is 
printed in bright inks on the front of a white, 
100% cotton Beefy-T shirt. $15.00 each, 
M L XL sizes. 

For shipping please include $2.00 for the first 
shirt, and 50g for each additional shirt. Mail 
order form and check or money order to: 4722 
S. 3075 E., Salt Lake City, Utah 84117. 

QTY. SIZE PRICE SHIP 

TOTAL 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

i1014 
19" diameter x 42" length 
18oz. PVC Fabric 
#10 YKK 2-way zipper with 

velcro zipper flap 
2" wide nylon webbing 

continuous handles 

on ly$6995 
shipping included. SUNRISE  CA residents add 6% 
Available at better MOLNtAjNi/I/RIN(, 
mountain shops or 

directly from Sunrise 2835Roosevelt5t. 
Mountaineering. Carlsbad, CA92008 

Catalogue available. (619)434-2445 

The American Mountain Guides 
Association is dedicated to developing 
and maintaining high standards of 
mountain guiding in the United States. 

We are meeting this goal through 
the AMGA's voluntary accreditation 
program, in which the safety proce-

dures of guide services and schools are reviewed by an outside 
team of senior guides. Successful candidates are accredited for 
a period of three years. 

We offer continuing education courses for guides at our an-
nual meeting and at other special workshops held throughout 
the year. And, the AMGA is developing a voluntary certification 
program to enable American guides to be certified by the 
UIAGM, the international guiding federation. 

Promoting communication among guides is an important 
role of the AMGA and it is accomplished through regular 
newsletters, bulletins, and regional meetings. The AMGA meets 
annually in October/November to rededicate itself to serving the 
public with safe and high quality guided experiences. 

If you're a guide or climbing instructor, either working in-
dependently or for a large school, you should consider joining 
the over 250 committed professionals in the AMGA. 

For more information on the AMGA, or on mountain guide 
services available across the country, please contact: 

American Mountain Guides Association, 
P.O. Box 4473, Bellinghain, WA 98227 

(206) 647-1167. 
The following companies are accredited by the AMGA: 

Alpine Skills International Pacific Crest Outward Bound 
American Alpine Institute Rainier Mountaineering, Inc. 
Colorado Mountain School Rocky Mountain Ventures 
Exum Guide Service Seneca Rocks Climbing School 
High Angle Adventures Yosemite Mountaineering School 
International Mountain Climbing School 
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It appears that the state will also permit 
climbing around Minnewaska Lake in 
Minnewaska State Park; however, most 
climbing in the area takes place elsewhere 
in the park. Vamos is interested in devel-
oping a climbing policy for these areas. 
The American Alpine Club Access Com-
mittee is working with New York land 
managers and has made other area man-
agement plans available to them. Until the 
acceptance of such a plan by the state, 
climbing at closed areas could hurt chances 
of working out a deal. 
Finally, Vamos mentioned that the state 

is looking for properties to acquire as addi-
tions to the park system. He specifically 
mentioned climbing areas, including quar 
ries, which could be developed and man-
aged as "climbing parks." Erenzo said that 
he would attempt to identify other areas for 
the state to look at; anyone who knows of 
any should contact the Access Committee. 

New York climbers interested in participat-
ing in any climbing management plans 
should contact Al Rubin, AAC Access Com-
mittee, 135 East Levereu Road, Amherst, 
MA 01002; (413) 549-5872, or Ralph 
Erenzo at (718) 326-1324. 

Locals, officials at odds 
Clifton Gorge, Ohio is a wonderful 

Midwestern climbing area with a 40—year 
climbing history. Long privately owned, 
the land was donated to the state in 1982. 

At that time the Ohio Climbers Associa-
tion, Inc. (0CM) was formed to prevent 
the threatened closure of the area. Local 
climber Phil Ballinger spearheaded efforts 
to convince the Ohio Department of Nat-
ural Resources (ODNR) to permit contin-
ued climbing at Clifton Gorge. OCAT 
climbers also proposed to control erosion, 
install permanent anchors (to prevent 
damage to trees), and make other improve-
ments to allay ODNR officials' concerns 
about adverse user impact. 

Permission to make these improvements 
was denied, but climbing was nevertheless 
permitted for several years. In late 1989 
OCAI member Mike Johnson tried to 
arrange a meeting with the director of the 
ODNR to discuss continued access to 
Clifton Gorge, but Johnson's calls were not 
returned. Then, this winter, the area was 
abruptly closed to climbing. The ODNR 
cited "... damage to rare and endangered 
plants, safety concerns, and general con-
gestion" as reasons for the closure. 
The Ohio climbers have responded by 

forming the Clifton Gorge Climbers Asso-
ciation (CGCA); they have scheduled a 
series of meetings with the ODNR to talk 
about the perceived "damage" caused by 
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climbers and to work out solutions for 
reopening the area. However, so far state 
officials are firm on the closure of Clifton 
Gorge to climbing. 

Climbers interested in helping to save 
Clifton Gorge are urged to contact Mike 
Johnson, 1623 Providence, Springfield, OH 
45503; (513) 390-1624, or Jeff Stafford, 
1916 White River Boulevard, Muncie, IN 
47303; (317) 288-4877. Also, the CGCA 
has a newsletter; for information, contact 
Scott Santangelo (513) 721-7254. In addi-
tion, letters addressing the closure of Clifton 
Gorge to climbing may be sent to Joseph 
Sommer, Director, Ohio Department of 
Natural Resources, 1980 Belcher, Building 
D, Columbus, OH 43224. 

Tennessee tidbits 
Eddie Whitternore reported several 

items of interest to climbers in Tennessee. 
Whittemore's second edition of Heart of 
Stone is due out shortly, and will discuss 
local access issues at length. 

The popular Bee Rock, which sports 
some new high—quality face routes, is open 
until sunset only. Just down the road, Hid-
den Rock's old access road is now blocked 
by a locked gate; climbers must park at the 
Bee Rock lot and walk in via a new trail, 
which starts in the field across the road. 

Rob Robinson's new Tennessee Wall 
guide will hopefully address the parking 
problems at that increasingly popular area. 
The Tennessee Wildlife Management 
Department holds control over the climbing 
area, and has little problem with its use by 
climbers except during well—posted hunting 
seasons. However, climbers now park on pri-
vate land. Fortunately, the landowner hasn't 
complained about the situation. 

The new guide will inevitably bring more 
climbers to the area. If no alternative to the 
present parking lot is found, the landowner 
may object, so please be discreet. 

Skytop reminder 
Shawangunks, New York climbers are 

reminded that Skytop, like the cliffs in 
neighboring Mohonk Preserve, is on pri-
vate property. Skytop is also the location of 
the Mohonk Mountain House, a family 
oriented resort dedicated to providing 
tranquil and quality outdoor pursuits. 

Recently some complaints have been 
made regarding the behavior of climbers 
towards the resort's guests. Climbers using 
this area should keep in mind that their 
actihns could have an effect on continued 
climbing at Skytop. And don't be shy 
about informing others of this fact! 

Also be rcniindcd that climbing routes di 
of the Crevice will be closed on weekends 
beginning Memorial Day weekend and con-
tinuing through Columbus Day weekend. 

Falcon update 
The annual peregrine falcon project that 

has closed portions of the Central Endless 
Wall at New River Gorge, West Virginia 
during the hot months has been a success. 
I.ast year, sightings were reported of ,i 

sub—adult falcon (released in 1988) which 
had returned to the New. The project's coor 
dinator, Craig Stihler of the West Virgini.i 
Wildlife Resources Division, has asked thu 
climbers report any falcon sightings at th 
New River; call (304) 636-1767/636-6487, 
or contact any park ranger. 

Other good news at the New involves 
the tremendous amount of cleanup work 
that has taken place, both by volunteers 
and the National Park Service. The Park 
Service is even rumored to be considering 
cleaning up the Junk Yard Wall's junk.. 
Climbers are encouraged to further these 
efforts by making the New River a 
trash—free area. 
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Reviews 

Mountaineer: Thirty Years of Climbing 
on the World's Great Mountains 

(uris Bonin'ton 
Su'rra Gieb Books 

.',aii Francisco, California, 1990 
Hardback (oversized), $29.95, 192 pp. 

ALo untaineer: Thiriy Years of climbing 
on the World's Greatest Mountains, by the 
English climber Chris Bonington, is a 
wonderful collection of pictures and words 
documenting a lifetime of adventure, from 
the suburbs of London to Europe, Asia, 
and Antarctica. Along with his own 
chronology, Bonington draws readers into 
some of the history of his peers from a col- 

orful, dramatic era: 
Layton Kor, John Har- 

(, ' un, Tom Patey, Don 
Whillans, Nick Est- 

ph.. court, Dougal Haston, 
Doug Scott, Hamish 
Maclnnes, and Joe 
Brown, to name a few. 

In the past 30 years, 
the name of Bonington 
has become nearly syn-
onymous with moun-
taineering. Few have 
remained so involved 
with major moun-
taineering enterprises for 
such a long period of 
rime. Many climbers 
know of Bonington 

I through either his writ- 

______ 

ing or photography. His 
first book, I Chose to 
Climb, published in 
1966, has been the inspi-
ration for many young, 

developing mountain travelers. In many cases 
passages from his books have become touch- 
stones of the climbing experience. 

About 12 years ago, while climbing the 
Great White Icicle in Utah's Little Cotton-
wood Canyon, our party was hit by two 
fairly substantial spindrift avalanches. As the 
white sugary snow sifted into every chink of 
my clothing, the first thing that came to 
mind was Bonington's account, in his book 
Everest the Hard Way, of how Ham ish 
Maclnnes was buried in spindrift on the 
Southwest Face of Everest. Bonington's 
description had been so vivid that in read-
ing I had practically felt it, and now my 
natural response was to "flash back" to it. 

Mountaineer not only follows Boning- 
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ton's life, but records the evolution of 
mountaineering as a whole. It begins with 
accounts of climbs on local crags, and con-
tinues through the birth of extreme alpin-
ism on Europe's big walls, and big 
siege—style Himalayan expeditions. The 
author finally concludes with accounts of 
small alpine—style climbs on large remote 
mountains in China and Tibet. And 
although this book does err on the side of 
assuming familiarity with Bonington's pre-
vious works, gone from it are the some-
times laborious expedition details that 
have appeared in Annapurna South Face 
and Everest the Hard Way. 

The temptation to accuse the autobiog-
rapher of furthering his own cause is 
always there, but most readers will find 
Bonington to be very honest. He deals 
with tragedy as frankly as he does success, 
and the reader feels his sadness for lost 
friends in such passages as an account of 
the 1970 expedition to Annapurna South 
Face. The expedition had been nearly 
through and the mountain cleared when a 
serac wall collapsed onto Ian Clough, 
killing him. "I had enjoyed some of my 
best climbing days with Ian on the 
Grandes Jorasses and the Eiger," writes 
Bonington. "He was ... a selfless, easygo-
ing, yet forceful climber, prepared to take 
on any task." He also takes a realistic 
overview of the mesh of emotions, ironies, 
and even frustration: "We had succeeded 
on a major route against all odds, faced by 
deteriorating weather and the growing 
fatigue of the team, and then, in the 
euphoria of our success, our joy was 
destroyed by the loss of our friend in the 
last moments of the expedition." 

Bonington also conveys his love of and 
respect for the mountain environment and 
for the people of the remote ranges. He 
writes of how three different expeditions 
"covered widely differing terrain, people, 
and cultures, from the forested valleys of 
Kishtwar, with their wooden Swiss peas-
ant—style houses, to the windowless 
mud—clad, fiat—roofed villages, clinging 
above the arid gorges of the Braldu river. 
There were the Hindu villagers of Tap-
pobam, just below the Rishi gorge, the 
gugars who take their flocks each summer 
from the plains to the high mountain val-
leys of the Kishwar, the Shi'ite Baltis of 
Askole at the head of the Braldu Gorge, 
excitable, argumentative, yet warm—heart- 
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ed and hospitable." 
The 400—plus photographs in this book 

come from Bonington's sumptuous collec-
tion of mountain slides, and serve two pur-
poses. They bring the reader closer to the 
people and events of the text showing Tom 
Patey "testing" the author's brand—new hel-
met with a hammer (while it is on the 
author's head), or Hamish Maclnñes hurt 
and dazed after being hit on the head by 
stonefall, or Don Whillans "suggesting to 
the Italians that they climb elsewhere." The 
photos also provide an exceptionally thor-
ough record of the evolution of climbing 
technique and equipment. 

The text is compelling - but the reader 
will have already been drawn in by the 
impact of the book's magnificent pho-
tographs. Mountaineer is a stunner to look 
at, a good read, and an accurate history of 
three decades of mountaineering. 

—Mike Vause 

The Trekking Peaks Of Nepal 
Bill O'Connor 

Clouc/cap Press Seattle, Washington, 1989 
Hare/cover, $24.95, 224 pp. 

When I was in Kathmandu at the office 
of the Nepal Mountaineering Association, 
I remember thinking to myself, why hasn't 
someone written a guidebook about the 
trekking peaks? I had gone to the office 
looking for concise information and pho-
tos of the various peaks but left with only a 
general map of the country and an applica-
tion form. Later, at home, trying to 
research details of these peaks, I was again 
frustrated by the slim coverage available in 
the climbing magazines and journals. 
Recently, I wrote about two of the popular 
Khumbu Himal trekking peaks, Island and 
Lobuche (see Climbing no. 112), with the 
aim of making more specific information 
available. Finally a guide is on the shelves 
that ably illuminates this terra incognita. 

Bill O'Connor has produced a topnotch 
guide to Nepal's 18 official trekking peaks. 
For those not familiar with this nomencla-
ture, don't be mislead by the name. O'Con-
nor proposes in his book the use of the 
term "non—expedition" peaks to differenti-
ate these from the 104 expedition peaks, 
thus providing a more descriptive defini-
tion. The trekking peaks are lower in alti-
tude, require only one hired Nepali staff, 
and permits for them cost very little - 
$150 or $300 - compared to the expedi-
tion summits. They range in elevation 
from Mardi Himal (5587m) to Mera Peak 
(6654). Some have relatively easy snow 
walks, while others are difficult by any 
route; all have potential for new routes. 

The guide devotes a chapter to each 
peak or closely situated groups of peaks. 
The text begins with a historic introduc- 
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"Jon Krakauer takes us to these 
wonderful, awful places—De-

nali, Devils Thumb, K2, Ever-

est—and leads us back safely. 

He's as precious as a sherpa. "  
A David Quammen 

Opening this spring 
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2175 Oveland Avenue 

(208) 678-5869 

iion followed by approach details to base 
camp, then information on the peak's stan-
dard route and other known routes. 
O'Connor often hints about unclimhed 
ridges and faces to fuel the reader's 
exploratory interest. 

Good black and white photos with 
marked routes illustrate each peak, and 
basic but adequate sketch maps are also 
provided. These are extremely valuable for 
areas not covered by the Schneider topo-
graphic maps. The pitiful maps of the 
Annapurna region, the onl ones available 
until recently, kept climbing of the 
trekking peaks there on a virtual •••••••
naissance level into the 1980s.   

The book contains two sections of 
superb color photos; these certainly got mc 
revved up for a Himalayan trip soon. 
Another extremely thoughtful inclusion are 
the Nepal Mountaineering Association's 
rules and regulations and an application 
form that can be photo—copied and sub-
mitted to the Ministry of Tourism. Pre—trip 
planning and logistics are also well covered. 

In addition to the official trekking 
peaks, other lower spires and acclimatiza-
tion scrambles are described. Before read-
ing this guide I was skeptical about hand-
ing over even $150 for the lower "Group 
B" peaks, which range from 5587 meters 
to 5928 meters; they seemed too low to be 
worth bothering with. Paldor (5928 
meters) falls into that category and is the 
only trekking peak in the Ganesh Himal. 
The guide reveals that Paldor has four 
existing routes and numerous other climbs 
in the area; of permit—free summits at the 
5500—meter to 4700—meter elevation, six 
are listed. I now realize that by applying 
for one $150 peak and planning to fully 
explore the surrounding area, a ve••• satis 
fying climbing holiday ofa month or more 
can be made at little cost. 

I noticed a few minor errors - incor-
rectly labeled routes on the photos and 
some photos that are out of place - but 
these are details that the reader can easily 
figure out. A well—conceived book, this is 
currently the best guide of its kind, and 
should prove invaluable to those planning 
a Nepal trek. 

- Gree, Honie 

Why I Climb 
.S'tevc (;ara'incr 
Stackpole Books 

Harrzsburç', Pennsylvania. 1990 
Haivl back, $12.95, 160 pp. 

Why climb? For the thrill, or the peace. 
To fInd oneself, or to escape it. To reaffIrm 
life, or to trick death. To reach the moun-
tain's top, or, as the great British climber 
Chris Bonington says, to see what's on the 
other side. 

"Jon Krakauer writes better 

about mountain climbing than 
anyone else in America to-

day. "  
A David Roberts 

A I'clilable (It 1/001 10(01 bookstore, oi 8'ilc1 Sl7.95 p1/I8 .2.00 postage (111(1 

Il(I1/dli)/q to: LYONS  B(TRFORD, .11 W. 21 St., New Yo)k, NY 10010. 
Free catalog available. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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The answers are as different as the 
motives of each mortal who puts fingers to 
rock and crampons to ice. Some climb for 
work; some for fun; some to fulfill a word-
less compulsion. 

Steve Gardiner searches out such pro-
pelling motives in Why I Climb, a compila-
tion of interviews with 29 top moun-
taineers, ramblers, and rock jocks. What 
they have to say is sometimes moving, 
sometimes mundane, and sometimes 
hopelessly screwy. If there's a reason to all 
their rhymes, it lies between the lines. 

"Climbing is a foolish business," 
declaims Leigh Ortenburger, the 
62—year—old sage of the Tetons and the 
Cordillera Blanca of Peru. "There is no 
earthly reason for doing it." 

He's right, naturally. But there are rea-
sons of the spirit, and they rise up out of 
this book, in its best passages, to shake the 
lapels and enliven the mind. None gives it 
words better than the late T.I.M. Lewis, 
climber and one—time editor of Moun-
tain magazine: "I've read these psychologi-
cal articles that say climbers don't get 
along with their fathers and have a death 
wish," he says. "I always felt this was 
wrong. Most of the climbers I know have 
no death wish at all. They have an enor-
mous life wish." 

That propelling "life wish" is the target 
of Gardiner's work, and the luckiest of his 
subjects sometimes hits it with an almost 
breathless rush of words. "We are born to 
climb," says Glenn Exum. "If you are up 
there and having a beautiful day and every-
thing is clicking and a few cumulus clouds 
are sprinkled around and everyone is mov-
ing and handling the rope right and the air 
is clear and you can see forever, well, I 
think that is really almost an unmatchable 
experience. It is almost sacred." 

More secular views are also expressed, by 
those who see climbing as a means to 
make their mark, to test their mettle, to 
find their place. "Climbing gives you a rea-
son to be," says the Yosemite pioneer Scott 
Heywood. "You make conscious decisions 
to take a chance, and when you take that 
chance you take control of your life," Hey-
wood says. "It's confronting your fears 
head—on ... fear of death, fear of falling; 
confronting things like laziness, inertia, 
and being totally responsible for yourself. 

It gives you a sense of self—worth." 
Elsewhere, of course, we get significantly 

wilder notions. There's Patrick Callis, an 
early master of ice climbing, who calls 
climbing a genetic imperative - sort of a 
biological hangover from the primitive 
hunting and gathering days. "What you 
did then really meant something," he says. 
"I think we are still genetically selective for 
that type of existence." 
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Or try Jack Durrance, first to climb the 
Grand Teton's North Face. "Climbers 
today are crazy. They've got a death wish 
or something," he starts. (Tim Lewis saw 
that comingS but not what follows.) Dur-
rance continues, "I think the threat of the 
atom bomb has something to do with It.
1oday young people look around at th 
world and they say, 'Why not do it? Thii 
damn thing will explode somed,l\ .i nJ 
we'll he killed anyway." 
The reader's response? "Lighicu up 

Jack," seems appropriate. Still, talk oi 
death coasts through these pages, at tirne 
disquietingly. There's the Japanese 
alpinist Naoe Sakashita: "Maybe in th 
future I will die if I continue to climb. I 
realize this now," he says. "I will continue 
to go. I think - my life is just one time 
climbing is best for me. I realize myself." 
There's also Todd Skinner, who has 

climbed countless extreme routes, and 
soloed some 5.1ls: "The climbing and the 
soloing aren't worth dying for," he says, 
"but they are worth risking dying for." 

Skinner will find an argument in these 
pages, mainly from climbers older than his 
31 years. Gardiner has interviewed a range 
of climbers from 29—year—old Lynn Hill to 
88—year—old Finis Mitchell. Unfortunately, 
though, many great climbers are absent - 
Reinhold Messner, John Roskelley, and 
many more come to mind - and the 
selection is overweighted with Americans. 

There are other problems with the work. 
Gardiner's narrative can be flat and 
unimaginative; far too often he dishes out 
porridge like this: "For [Jeff] Lowe, mak-
ing a successful climb alone is a special 
experience." And the author exercises a 
neutrality so abject he ends up endorsing 
his subject's occasional outrages. We learn 
that Sakashita has many friends in the 
States: "This has given him an insight into 
the American people." In one such 
so—called insight, Sakashita says: "Maybe 
American people are scared of loose rock 
and bad weather." 

We need not hold this too much against 
Sakashita. It is a difficult thing to speak 
coherently about abstract thoughts, and 
that is this book's greatest shortcoming. 
Why I Climb too often reads like "What I 
Climbed," its subjects reverting to their 
war stories - with the acquiescence of the 
author - rather than tackling the meatier 
fare we're promised. 

Persevere, though, and the effort pays in 
thoughts like those of Jim Bridwell. 
"Climbing is an art form," he says. "It is 
like gymnastics, dancing, painting - you 
have the rock as a canvas and you express 
your idea in the route. ... It's a chance to do 
something new and creative and beautiful." 

- Gary Langer 
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A Turn of the Cards 

or flies failed, somebody was bound to 
die from exposure. 

In the meantime, unbeknownst to 
a rescue effort was underway down 
below. In the deepening snow Werner 
Braun, Dan McDivet, Sue Bonovich, 
and Tracy Dorton had hiked up the five 
miles to Lost Lake, from which they 
could get the Valley's closest view of the 
South Face, and were trying to commu-
nicate with us through a bullhorn. 

In one of the infrequent lulls in the 
storm, we suddenly 
became alert, hear 
ing muffled noise. 
Instinctively we 
broke out in loud 
shouts to expose our 
position. We were 
able to distinguish 
from below, "Do 
you need a rescue?" 
We looked at each 
other, quickly decid-
ed that we were in 
dire straits, and 
yelled in unison for 
help until we were 
hoarse. We couldn't 
see who we were 
calling to. 

Like turtles, we then retracted back 
into our shelters. As the hours passed, 
the initial hope and excitement of possi-
ble help dwindled and was replaced by 
renewed concentration on survival. We 
knew the top of Half Dome would be 
inaccessible: the hiking—route cables 
were buried and frozen over, and the 
storm would prohibit climbing to the 
top. The uncertainty of our fate made 
our exhausting, freezing misery that 
much harder. Right now, the flames of 
hell didn't seem so bad. 

Inside my ledge, I made constant 
efforts to keep from being completely 
buried. Huge water—saturated snow piles 
would rise in moments; I would use all 
my strength to push them off one end of 
the ledge, then notice that at the other 
end snow was piling up fast. A minute 
of inactivity and the weight of the snow 
would begin to crush me, tearing the fly 
apart at the seams, and become almost 
too heavy to push off. This went on for 
hours. Because of the angle of the wall 

C'ontiiizied fo in pac't' 76 

above, and the distance in which the 
snow could accumulate and slide down, 
the snow was essentially coming down at 
the rate of several feet per minute. 

Towards dusk, exhausted by my vigi-
lant efforts, I dozed off, though I knew 
myself to be on the verge of hypothermia. 
It was pleasant. But then, suddenly, I was 
in a boxing ring, packed full of every vari-
ety of boxer and pro wrestler imaginable, 
each mistaking me for his training bag 
before a big fight. One of them was try- 

ing to crunch my 
skull when I 
snapped awake. 
Steve was stepping 
on my head. 

Mike and Steve, 
seeing that my ledge 
had become com-
pletely buried by 
snow, had yelled for 
me with no response 
and thought maybe 
that I had died. 
Unable to see even 
where my ledge 
hung, Steve had 
kicked steps in the 
frozen layer of snow 
and ice across the 

near—vertical wall to investigate. In my 
stupor and because of the dampening 
effect of the thick snow cover, no sounds 
had penetrated only his foot. "Glad to 
see you're all right, old buddy," he said 
before returning to his and Mike's hovel. 

It was dusk, but sleep, I realized, 
would be fatal. I tried to keep my mind 
busy. I thought about new portaledge 
designs, and shook my head, legs, and 
hands rapidly for warmth in my cramped 
quarters, by now reduced to the size of a 
small doghouse. In sets of 100, I counted 
to 22,000, twitching with each count. 

Eventually I told myself that many 
hours must have passed since darkness 
fell. I looked at my watch. It was 10 p.m. 

Steve and Mike, with the marginal 
benefit of ensolite and double boots, sat 
on a single portaledge, one fly draped 
over their heads, beating on each other 
for warmth and to prevent sleep. 

It occurred to me that we were experi-
encing some of the worst storm condi-
tions to be found anywhere. If the route 

/ was in a boxing ring, 

packed full of every variety 

of boxer and pro wrestler 

imaginable, each mistaking 

me for his training bag 

before a big fight. One of 

them was trying to crunch 

my skull when / snapped 

awake. Steve was stepping 

on my head. 
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was steeper, things might have been OK. 
If the winds weren't accelerated by Little 
Yosemite Valley's venturi effect, things 
wouldn't have been so bad. But mostly, 
if the temperatures had remained either 
above or below freezing, we would have 
been sitting pretty relatively either 
in a wet rainstorm or a blizzard. 

Sometime in the early hours of Sunday 
morning, the storm faded and the stars 
appeared. The absence of the deafening 
wind seemed strange and eerie. Steve and 
Mike were the first to broach the potent 
silence, and we briefly discussed first—light 
retreat plans. It soon became apparent 
that the clearing storm was a mixed bless-
ing; radiation heat ioss into the clear sky 
sucked the last bit of heat from our bod-
ies. The most bitter of bitter cold pre-
vailed. We struggled through each remain-
ing moment of a long night. 
In the morning, the sun finally 

appeared. The comparative warns ih 
stunned us into passiveness for a while. 
We basked in the above—freezing temper-
atures and procrastinated for a few bliss-
ful moments. But we could see another 
storm approaching in the distance, so we 
started hacking out the ropes and made 
ready for what would be a horrendous 
descent. We were all functioning slowly 
and clumsily, but thought we could 
probably make it down alive. Not a bit of 
rock was visible; the entire wall was cov-
ered with a four—inch layer of ice. 
Then came the avalanches. As the 

sun warmed the loosely attached stra-
tum, hundreds of pounds of 
softball—size chunks of ice began to 
crash down on us. Mike and Steve had 
helmets, while I stuffed soggy socks in 
my Peruvian hat for protection. Under 
one barrage, Mike suddenly plummeted 
several feet, when the bolt supporting 
his ledge popped. Luckily, the anchors 
at each side held. From above Steve and 
I stared for a few moments at a 
wide—eyed Mike, still standing upright 
in his ledge. Wordlessly, except for a 
few "Hoo—mans," we resumed our 
descent preparations. 
The ropes were still only partially cut 

out of the ice when we heard it: the 
whop—whop—whop of a helicopter. An 
emotional wave swept through us. In 
silent disbelief, we watched the chopper 
pass and fly almost out of sight. "I sure 
hope that's for us," I thought. Then it 
returned, and amidst continued 
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avalanCheS locked into place hovering 
100 feet above us. An angel in a pilot's 
suit lowered out - Petty Officer Davis 
from the nearby LeMoore Naval Air Sta-
tion. We were saved. 

Mike volunteered for the first ride, 
and was hooped under his armpits with 
a "horse collar" and lifted off. Steve and 
I happily watched Mike and Officer 
Davis dangle from the helicopter as it 
disappeared down the valley. We tossed 
some haulbags and sleep- 
ing bags and endured 
more avalanches. 

Eventually the helicopter 
returned, picked up Steve, 
and took off again. Ten 
years ago, helicopters that 
could lock into a stationary 
flight pattern so close to a 
cliff didn't exist. Despite 
technological advances, I 
was amazed at the pilot's 
ability to counter every 
gust of wind. The spinning 
rotor blades sometimes 

came within a few yards of 
the cliff. The wind was 
whipping up again, and it 
seemed like the pilot had a 
more difficult time locking in place for 
Steve's hoist. Fearing the worst, I imagined 
being stranded on the wall alone, bivy 
gear tossed. 

After what seemed like ages, the heli-
copter returned, but it took a couple of 
tries for the pilot to lock into place. 
Officer Davis, dangling 100 feet below 
the machine, darted to and fro just out 
of my reach, signaling to the pilot for 
positioning. Then, with a thumb's up 
signal to the pilot, he stopped right in 
front of me. I grabbed his outstretched 
hand, slipped into the "horse collar," 
unclipped from the belay, and went for 
the ride of my life. 

As we flew towards the valley, dazed 
by the view, I didn't notice that we were 
being winched up. Unexpectedly, the 
helicopter was directly above us, and I 
clambered into the cabin. 

A huge crowd and several other heli-
copters greeted us in the Ahwahnee 
Meadow. The extent of the rescue 
effort astounded me, with over 30 peo-
ple involved (many of whom had hiked 
all night in waist—deep snow and were 
still near the base of the Half Dome 
cables), and four helicopters ready to 
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go. A sudden feeling of overwhelming 
gratitude intoxicated mc. Th 
LeMoore Station and the Yosemite 
Rescue Team had coordinated the 
effort admirably, and it was thanks to 

them that we were all alive. 
I stepped out of the helicopter and my 

legs buckled; I hadn't walked for a week. 
I staggered towards my friends, Jim and 
Tory, who whisked me away (barely 
escaping the pouncing paramedics) and 

took care of me in Jims 
warm house, where I 
shivered uncontrollahls 
for several hours. Mean 
while, over at thy 
Yosemite Clinic, Mike 
was being poked and 
prodded, given IVs and 
warm oxygen, and a 
splint for his finger. 

At Jim's, I mindlessly 
leafed through the Sunday 
newspaper. I became 
entranced by a particular 
photo in it, nothing register-
ing at first. Then I realized I 
was looking at a picture of 

j Warren Harding in 1970 
standing on The Ledge. He 

seemed to be smiling at me. Coincidentally, 
the newspaper had done a feature article 
about the South Face the same day we were 
fighting for our lives on it. 

Later that evening, an unidentified 
feeling gnawed inside of me. The transi-
tion from one reality to another made 
both seem unreal. I realized that all my 
instincts insisted that I return to a 
soaked sleeping bag, shiver, stay awake, 
and generally fight for my life. It seemed 
we had been up on Half Dome for a life-
time, and I had developed a routine for 
staying alive that I could not shake. 
Instead, I hobbled back to my dry 

VW van, pulled out a dry sleeping bag, 
cranked up the propane heater, and 
passed out not to stand in etriers on a 
big wall again until the fall of 1989. 

During his epic—induced, big—wall hiatus, 
John Middendoef has focused on getting his 
climbing supply business, A5 Adventures, off'the 
ground. He and his skilled staff also do research 
and development of big—wall and rock climbing 
gear. Last fall, after regaining his psyche, "Mid-
dendoifand Valley local Walt Shipley completed 
a difficult new route on the Northu'est Face of 
Half Dome, Kali Yuga (VI 5. 10A4). 
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Troy Mayr on Split Personality (5.11c), paved road going right into the canyon. Walk about 1/4 mile 
Joshua Tree, California. down the road, then down a talus slope just before the road 

turns. Follow a broken trail straight down to the dihedrals. 

New Routes 

CALIFORNIA 
OWENS RIVER GORGE 
Approximately 10 miles north of Bishop on Highway 395, go 
east on Gorge Road, located at the base of the Sherwin 
Grade. Continue 3/4 of a mile on Gorge Road to a T. go left 
for approximately three miles to the southern entrance and 
take the first paved road on the right. Park before the gate 
and tallow the paved road either on toot or bicycle down to 
the bottom. For the northern entrance go three miles beyond 
the south entrance and park just before another (late  on a 

Routes are listed from south to north. All routes have 2-bob anchors: 

20/20 (5.10a) Face on 1st prominent W-facing buttress, 1/2 
mile before Gray Area. 4 bolts. (FA: Sondra Utterback, Tow 
Herbert, 1/90.) 
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Michelin IVian (5.10b) F,io ,iriiijrij t urns: U iii:: 2020 0 
hulls FA Bill McCvcsire. 2 90. 
Sneak Preview (5.10a) Short arete at far R side of Gray Area 
3 bolts. (FA Utterback. Herbert, 1/90.) 
Coming Attractions (5.8) Slab L of Sneak Preview. 7 bolts 
(FA. Dave Focardi. Mike Robinson, Grant Schumacher.) 
The Big Screen (5.10c) Obvious S face on Big Tower where 
road flattens out. 5 bolts. (FA: Bruce Pottenger, Jeff Neer, 10/89 ) 
Exit Stage Left (5.10a) Shares 1st 2 bolts of Big Screen. L on 
arete for 2 more bolts. (FA: Pottenger. Neer, 3/90.) 
Bust a Move (5.12b) Shares last 2 bolts of Exit Stage Left. 3 
bolts over root. (FA: Herbert, Tom Kleinfelter, Sean Greer, 3/90.) 
Held Over (5.10c) N side of Big lower, start ott pedestal. 6 
bolts. (FA: Greer, Focardi, 12/89.) 
Naked Gun (5.11a) Face on R side of short buttress, N of Big 
lower. 2 bolts. )FA: Pottenger, Neer, 11/89.) 
Shell of a Man (5.9) Face L of Naked Gun, 3 bolts. (FA: Pot-
tenger. Neer. 3/90.) 
Whirlpool (5.10d) Face L of Bat's Folly, 4 bolts. (FA: Pot-
tenger, Neer. Kleinfelter, Greer, 3/90.) 
Flash or Splash (5.10b) Broken face L of Whirlpool. 3 bolts. 
(FA: Kleinfelter, Greer, 3/90.) 
Eleven 0 Face (Slid) 50' L of Bob and Eric Crack. 5.9 loose 
crack to gold streak w/3 bolts. (FA: Dave Turner, Stanley Parker.) 
Zig Zag (5.10a( 100' L of Eleven D Face. Hand crack in dihe-
dral. (FA: Sue Farley, Charlie Johnson.) 
Look Out Below (5.11a) Face to thin crack in dihedral. 4 
bolts. (FA: Johnson, Farley.) 
Short Cake (Slid) Short S-facing buttress 30' L of Death by 
Mudhen. 4 bolts. )FA: Herbert, 1/90.) 
Membership Has Its Privileges (5.11a) 50' L of Short Cake. 
5-bolt face. )FA: Greer. Neer, Pottenger, 2/90.) 
Subdivisions (5.10c) 10' L of Membership Has Its Privileges. 
4 bolts. )FA: Pottenger. Neer. 1/90.) 
Land Before Time (5.9) Prominent tower on E side of gorge 
behind the old power house. Face through horizontal. 5 bolts. 
#3 Friend. (FA: Pottenger. Neer, 12/89.) 
Pitstnp (5.11d/5.12a) W face of gorge across from power 
house. 20' off road. 6 bolts. )FA: Herbert, Greer, 1/90.) 
Late for Work (5.10a) R of Pitstop. Crack to face. 2 bolts. 
Pro to 3.5. (FA: Focardi, Greer.) 
Boating Prohibited (5.10b) 150yd5. L of Land Before Time 
Obvious face, 6 bolts. )FA: Greer. Focardi.) 
III Told You, I'd Have In Kill You (5.11a) S side of parking 
lot. Small root. 5 bolts. (FA: Pottenger, Neer, 1/90.) 
Thing That Wouldn't Leave (5.12d) Vertical face, center of 
parking lot. 8 bolts. (FA: Steve Schneider, 3/90.) 
Cement Overshoes (5.12b) Face on S side of Penstock Rock. 
Face w17 bolts. (FA: Schneider, 1/90.) 
O.W.P. (5.11c) L arete on Penstock Rock. 8 bolts. Direct 
start 5.11d. (FA: Schneider, 1/90.) 
Flash Flood (5.12b) Face at center of Penstock Rock. Face 
w/8 bolts (FA: Schneider. 2/90.) 
Pumping Ground Waler (Slid) A of Flash Flood. Finger 
crack to arete. 8 bolts. )FA: Bill Russel, 2/90.) 
Save Mono Lake (5.11d) Arete R of Pumping Ground Water. 
8 bolts. #3 Friend. (FA: Schneider.) 
Funky Cole Patina (5.11d) Face above, R of Penstock Rock. 
6 bolts. )FA: Schneider, Scott Cole, 2/90.) 
Penstock Slab (5.10d) Short slab R of Penstock Rock. 3 
bolts. (FA: Pottenger, Neer, 12/89.) 
Stress Puppet (5.11a) 10' R of Penstock Slab. Roof to slab 
w/3 bolts. )FA: Cole, Mike Strassman, 2/90.) 
Humjob (5.10b) Buttress on E side of gorge across from new 
power plant. R side. 4 bolts. Pro to 1". (FA: Cole, Errett Allen.) 
Approach Pitch (5.10b) Face to slab L of Humlob. 3 bolts. 
Pro to 15 (FA Schneider, Cole.) 
Jell's Route (5.10a) Face L of Approach Pitch. 3 bolts. Pro to 
1.5. )FA: Jeff Schone.) 
Electric Laundryland (5.10a) Dihedral to slab on L side of 
buttress. 2 bolts. Pro to 2". (FA: Unknown.) 
Go Back Where You Came From (5.12a) Thin slab above 
Electric Laundryland. 5 bolts. (FA: Schneider, Herbert, 1/90.) 
Pinch it, Pull it, Pimp it (5.12a) Severely overhanging boul-
der N of new power plant. 2 bolts. (FA: Schneider.) 
Shout Around (5.11d) Overhanging face on big boulder above, 
N of Pinch it, Pull it, Pimp it. 3 bolts. (FA: Schneider, 1/90.) 
Idol Maker (5.12a) Short overhanging face on front of boul-
der in front of Shout Around. 3 bolts. )FA: Schneider.) 
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Events 

June 9-10, College Park, Maryland 
Springstone '90 Climbing Competition. 
Second annual event. Men and women's 
recreational and elite divisions. For 
application and information, send SASE 
to Recreational Equipment, Inc., 9801 
Rhode Island Ave., College Park, MD 
20740. Application deadline May 20. 

July 4-8, Snowbird, Utah 
Danskin U.S. Team 
Sport Climbing Championships. 
Contact LoweCo, 2400 Industrial Lane, 
Suite 1510, Broomfield, CO 80020; 
(303) 466-9119. 

October 1-5, Joshua Tree, California 
Sixth Annual Technical Rescue Seminar. 
Morning lectures and demonstrations; 
afternoon hands-on practice. Technical 
equipment, meals provided. For more 
information contact The American 
Search and Rescue Institute, Inc., P.O. 
Box 2399, Yucca Valley, California, 
92286; (619) 228-9155. 

November 5-9, Centerville, Utah 
International Rope Science Workshop. 
Specialized inquiry into engineering, 
physics, and testing of rope systems. 
Papers, panel discussions, demonstra-
tions. Open to people with test experi-
ence or interest in the field. Immediately 
precedes North American Technical 

Rescue Symposium, to be held Novem-
ber 8-11. Contact: IRSW '90, Amor Lar-
son, Research Section, British Columbia 
Council of Technical Rescue, Box 339, 
Invermere, B.C., Canada VOA 1 KO. 

December 1, Wakefield, England 
4th Fesfival of Mountaineering Literature. 
To be held at Bretton Hall College. Chris 
Bonington, keynote speaker; also 
debates, humor. Boardman/Tasker 
Award, exhibitions, rare books. Contact 
Terry Gifford, Bretton Hall College, 
Wakefield, W. Yorkshire, WF4 4LG, Eng-
land, (0924) 830261. Fax: (0924) 
830521. 

UIAA World Cup Schedule 
7/26-29 Madonna 
di Campiglio, Italy 
8/17-19 Berkeley, California 
8/24-26 (date to be confirmed) 
Boulder, Colorado 
10/10-14 (location to be deter-
mined) Unted Kingdom 
11/2-4 Nuremberg, Germany 
11/16-18 Lyon, France 
11/30-12/2 Barcelona, Spain 
12112-16 Grand Championship, 
Turin or Sestrieres, Italy 

Bloody Pawprints (5.12a) Face 40 R of Hip Pockets. 6 bolts 
(FA McChesney. Cole 
Rim Job (5.11b) Long pocketed face L of Hip Pockets. 8 
bolts TCUs. (FA: Schneider, Strassman.) 
Love Stinks (5.11a) Lot Rim Job. 2-rope rappel. 11 bolts. 2 
:1 Friends. (FA: Gary Slate, Joe Rousek, Tony Puppo, 2190.) 
Hard Copy (5.12a) Overhanging face L of George Bush 5 
bolts. (FA: Herbert, 11/89.) 
Embrace This (5.12a) Arete L of Hard Copy. 6 bolts. #3 
Friend (FA. Herbert.) 
Conquistadors Without Swords (5.13) Overhanging face R of 
Malibu 10 bolts. 80'. (FA: Herbert.) 
Schneider's lid (5.11d) Face R of Bachar's 12.5 bolts. (FA Schneider) 
Fresh Squeezed (5.11c) Vertical arete R of Orange Peel 4 
bolts (FA: Herbert. Pottenger.) 
Pop Tart (5.11b) Obvious short arete 100' L of One Holer. 4 
bolts. (FA: Herbert, TM Herbert, Puppo, Utterback, 11/89.) 
Crybaby (5.12c) Overhanging seam on R wall of Faulty 
Tower. 7 bolts. (FA: Herbert, 11/89.) 
Desire (5.13a/b) Overhanging thin face R of Crybaby. 4 
bolts. Stick-clip 1st bolt. (FA: Herbert, 11/89.) 
Crash Landing (5.10c) Arete R of Desire. 4 bolts. (FA: Her-
bert, Puppo, 11/89.) 
Start Me Up (5.10c) Face around corner from Scrotal Hot-
pack. 4 bolts. (FA: Rousek, Puppo.) 
Flush Twice (5.11a) Overhanging face L of Start Me Up. 4 
bolts. (FA: McChesney, Cole, 2/90.) 
Tiananmen Square (5.10c) Face joining anchors of Beijing. 3 
bolts. )FA: Herbert, Utterback, Greer.) 
Sendero Luminoso (5.10d) Face R of Cobra. 8 bolts. 100'. 
)FA. Rousek.) 
Psmead (5.11c) Vertical face 40' L of Cobra. 8 bolts. (FA: Jay 
Decker, McChesney, 3/90.) 
Fingertip Ledge of Contentment (5.10b) Crack to face R of 
Berlin Wall. 6 bolts. (FA: Focardi. Greer.) 
Brandenburg Gate (5.8) Finger crack R of Precious Route. 
Pro to 2". (FA: Focardi.) 
Pump up the Trust Fund (5.11b/c) Face L of Cobbler's 
Delight. 4 bolts. (FA: Kleinfelter.) 
Excelsior (5.12d) Face lOOyds. R of Cobbler's Delight. 10 
bolts. (FA: Herbert, 3/90.) 
Bird of Prey (5.11d) Obvious arete 40' R of Excelsior. 8 bolts. 
(FA: Rousek, Puppo, 3/90.) 
Missing Link (5.11b) Face A of Destination Oblivion. 8 bolts. 
)FA: Mark Blanchard, Phil Green.) 

Photon Torpedo (5.1od) Face in center of Dilithium Crystal. 5 bolts. 
No Known Cure (5.11b) Face R of Malala Gorge. 4 bolts. (FA: 
Greer. Focardi.) 
Hacking and Spitting (5.12a) Face between No Known Cure 
and Pretty in Pink. 8 bolts. (FA: Cole, 2/90.) 
Please Baby, Baby, Baby, Please (5.12b) Dihedral to face between 
The Upper and Lower Elbow Rooms. 10 bolts. (FA: Schneider) 
Crumb Doughnut (5.10d) Face 50' R of Maltese Flamingo. 6 
bolts. )FA Rousek, Puppo.) 
Shadow Catcher (5.7) Face L of Chuckwalla Wall 3 bolts 
(FA Green, Cindy Phares.) 

JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL MONUMENT 
Stargazer (5.1Db) Comic Book. Obvious arete lOOyds. SW of and 
facing Bottle in Front of Me 3 bolts. )FA: Ron Wolff, Troy Mayr.) 
Moonshadow (5.12c) Arete Lot La Cholla. (FA: Mayr, Rob Mulligan.) 
The Iconoclast (5.13a1b) Arete A of Raging Bull Dike. (FA: Mayr.) 
Illusions (5.13a/b) 2nd pitch of Mamunia. (FA: Mayr, Mulligan.) 
Cosmic Trigger (5.13a/b) Desert Queen Mine. W face of 
Fraggle Rock )FA. Mayr) 
I Have the Touch (5.12c/d) Desert Queen Mine. W face of 
Fraggle Rock. (FA: Mayr, Dave Robinson.) 
Sensory Deprivation (5.12b) Desert Queen Mine. Obvious N-
facing huecoed wall R of I Have the Touch and Cosmic Trig-
ger. (FA: Mayr.) 
Top Guns (5.11a) Punk Rock. On same formation and direct-
ly opposite Bombs Over Libya.(FA: Mayr, Steve Anderson.) 
Cactus Dog (5.9) Pea Brain. L of Joan Jetson. (FA: Mayr, 
Anderson, Beth Anderson, Kelley Penix.) 
Garden Angel (5.10a) 3 bolts L of Lazy Days. (FA: Charles 
Cole, Mayr. Penix.) 
Wish You Were Here (5.11b) Soviet Block. (FA: Mayr, Curt Lyons.) 
Doin Life (5.10a) R of Casual. 3 bolts. (FA: Mayr, Penix, 
Anderson. Bob Wolddorp.) 
Pinnacle Aerobics (5.11b) Back of Saddle Rocks. (FA: Mayr, 
Penix, Stanley Roy.) 
Frisco Knight (5.10b tr) The Blob. Face between Smear Tac-
tics and Berkeley Dyke. (FA: Alan Nelson, 11/89.) 
Too Old to Bolt (5.10b tr) Echo Rock. Face between Team 
Slug and Too Bold to Bolt. (FA: Nelson, 11/89.) 
Funny Money (5.8+) Snickers. Crack L of Rock Shark. (FA: 
Nelson? 12/89.) 
Extra Chunky (5.10b) Snickers. Face L of Grain Death. 2 
bolts. )FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Grain Death (5.9) Snickers. Handcrack L of Toxic Wasteland.  

(FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Ten Years After (5.9) Hunk Rock. OW/chimney R of Death of 
a Decade (FA: Nelson, 1/90.) 
Into the Black (5.8) Junk Clump. A-slanting crack L of Big 
Brother. (FA' Nelson, 1/90.) 
Ronnie and Clyde (Sub tr) Cat Pinnacle. SW arete. Bolt on 
top. (FA: Nelson. 1/90.) 
Big, Dumb, and Ugly (5.7) Desert Queen Dome. Chimney L 
of Get the Balance Right. (FA. Nelson, 1/90.) 
Dweeb (5.7) Desert Queen Dome. Corner L of Face Race 
(FA. Nelson, 1/90.) 
Tweedledee (5.7) Loveland - Heartbreak Gulch (SW of Vec-
tor Rock, N of Tiger Rocks). A of 2 handcracks on S wall at W 
end (FA Nelson. 12189.) 
Tweedledum (5.7) Heartbreak Gulch. Handcrack L of Twee-
dledum. )FA: Nelson, 12189.) 
Spare Me a Dime (5.10a) Heartbreak Gulch. Layback seam 
w/bolt on N wall 100' E of Tweedledum. (FA: Nelson, 12189.) 
Rant (5.10a) Heartbreak Gulch. Handcrack A of Spare Me a 
Dime. End on Rave. (FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Rave (Slob) Heartbreak Gulch. Hand/finger crack A of Rant. 
Move R. over bulge at top. (FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Main Squeeze (5.7) Heartbreak Gulch. Squeeze chimney A of 
Rave. (FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
In n Out Burger (5.9) Heartbreak Gulch. Squeeze A of Main 
Squeeze to arete w/bolt. (FA: Nelson, 12189.) 
Streets of Gold (5.4) Heartbreak Gulch. Gold, A-slanting cor-
ner on S wall, 100' E of Rant. (FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Broadway (5.6) Heartbreak Gulch. Face L of Easy Street. (FA: 
Nelson, 12/89.) 
Easy Street (5.3) Heartbreak Gulch. 150' E of Rant. R side of 
flake to fingercrack on slab on N side. )FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Skid Row (5.8) Heartbreak Gulch. Face between Easy Street 
and Freeway Jam. (FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Freeway Jam (5.7) Heartbreak Gulch. A-slanting crack A of 
Easy Street. (FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 
Cvi de sac (5.10a) Heartbreak Gulch. Fingercrack A of Free-
way Jam. (FA: Nelson. 12/89.) 
Freckleface (5.11a) Stirrup Rock. Bolt added to protect origi-
nal start. (FA: Nelson, 12/89.) 

References. 
Joshua Tree Rock Climbing Guide, by Randy Vogel, 1986; 
Joshua Tree Supplement, by Randy Vogel and Alan Bartlett, 
1989,'Climbingnos. 112, 113. 

The Ascent of Kilimanjaro 

rT: 

Towering over the African plains to a height of 19,340 
feet, Kilimanjaro is the highest peak in the world that 

can be climbed without technical support. 
In 1990, Blyth & Company will again be offering our highly 
regarded 19-day itinerary, climbing Mt. Kilimanjaro and 
then exploring the great game reserves of Tanzania - 
including the Ngorongoro Crater and the Serengeti Plain - 
probably the finest safari in the world and one of the tours 
that has made us famous. No previous experience is 
required but good health and energy are a must! Departures 
throughout the year. 
Please call our office for a copy of our free brochure. 

B1ythCompany 
1 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1712 

New York, N.Y. 10020 
(212) 265-9600, USA: (800) 228-7712 
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cO T H E 9-VVALL 
•••••40+ Foot climbing wall 
weight training instruction retail 

303 680 9441 

" addicted to the 
experience "  
Denver's Premier 
Mountain Shop 
specializing in technical 
rock, high altitude and 
ice climbing equipment. 

COLORADO 
OUTDOOR 
SPORTS 
840 Bannock St. 
Denver Co. 80204 
(303)825-0300 
Mail Orders Welcome! 

SIJ GAR LOAF 
Blue Velvet (5.10b/c) Face L of Farley. 1) 9 bolts; 2) 4 bolts; 
3) 7 bolts. Pro to 2" . (FA: Will Cottrell and party, 8/89.) 
Ethics? (5.10) L of final pitch of Harding Chimney. 4 bolts. 
Pro to 1" . 60'. (FA: Bart O'Brien, Richard Swayze, 12/89.) 
The Naked Edge (5.11c/d) Continue up arete from 1st bolt 
on The Man Who Fell to Earth. 5 bolts. 60'. (FA: Ray York, 
Dave Kennedy, summer/1989.) 
Farley Mowat (5.10c) Headwall directly above 3rd pitch of 
Farley. 2 bolts. 30'. )FA: Gordon Ainsleigh 5/89.) 
Never Cry Wolf (5.10a) R of Farley Mowat. Bolt. 30'. (FA: 
Ainsleigh, 5/89.) 
Direct Start to Fly Trap (5.11a) Sugarbun. 2 bolts. (FA: 
Swanson, Hicks Spring, 1989.) 
Dog Fight (5.11h/c) Sugarbun. L of Dirty Dog. 3 bolts. 40'. 
(FA: Unknown, 1989.) 

IDAHO/WASHINGTON 
THE INLAND NORTHWEST 
SPOKANE AREA 
Body ScarIer (5.12a) Dishman Rocks. Start as for Free 
Installation. Face climb over prominent bulge. Bolts. 70'. )FA: 
Pat Mahoney, et al, fall/1988.) 
Stave Labor (5.12a/b) Dishman Rocks. Face 10' R of Body 
Scarfer. Bolts. 60'. (FA: Mahoney, et al, summer/1989.) 
Southern Exposure (5.5.110.12a) Minihaha Rocks. Face 10' 
L of Smokey Overhang. Start under big roof. Dyno swing on 
thin holds for jugs. Bolts. 40'. (FA: Mahoney, et al, fall/i 989.) 

Reference. 
A Guide to Rock Climbing in the Spokane Area, by Bob Loomis. 

NORTHERN IDAHO - SELKIRK MOUNTAINS 
Black Cat (5.11c) 
Chimney Rock, W Face. Flake system 20' R of Berg's Breeze on 
W side of S Nose. Steep fingertip laybacking. Finish on ledge 
below S Nose Exit. 75'. (FA: L. Peterman, C. Fagen, fall/1988.) 
An Eye in your Eye (5.10+) Chimney Rock, W Face. [side vari-
ation of 1st half Berg's Breeze. Dirty w/new bolt where route 
joins Berg's. 60'. (FA: K. Austin, B. Templeman, summer/1989.) 

GRANITE POINT, LAKE PEND ORIELLE 
Point Special (5.11c) Big Wall. 10' [ of Fingerling. Overhanging 
face/thin finger crack. Bolts. 80'. (FA: R. Green, etal, summer/1989.) 
I n T (5.9, Al) Big Wall. Small buttress 300' R of Finger-
ling, 100' R of obvious gully. Discontinuous cracks/face. 75'. 
(FA: T. Jensen, T. Green, summer/1989.) 

LACLEDE ROCKS, PEND ORIELLE RIVER 
Land Shark (5.11a) The Outback Cliff. 300' [ of Achilles 
Weakness. Prominent clean face, discontinuous thin cracks. 
Bolts. 80'. )FA: G. Klein, K. Berkenkamp, T. Rowe, fall/1988.) 
Attitude Problem ••••••The Outback Cliff. 600' L of [and 
Shark. Clean face/thin incipient crack. 3 bolts. 40'. (FA: R. 
Mathieu, J. Kittle, fall/1989.) 
Edge of Destruction (5.11b) Janitor's Rock. 10' R of Sensi-
tive Dependence. Face split by horizontal cracks/grooves. 3 
bolts. 40'. )FA: Green, spring/1989.) 
Mean Creature (5.11b) Upper Main Cliff, S face. 20' R of 
Weasels Ripped My Flesh, Side 2. Overhanging start to inter-
esting face/crack/groove. 4 bolts. 70'. (FA: Austin, Temple-
man, summer/1989.) 
Down's Syndrome Disco (5.10c) Upper Main Cliff, S face. 10' 
R of Poster Child. Face climb that crosses Poster Child arete, 
finishes on steep face [ of Weasels, Side 2. 5 bolts. 75'. (FA: 
Austin, Templeman, summer/i 989.) 

SCHWEITZER ROCKS 
Planet Dread (5.11c) East Face Start as Eleven-to-Seven 
Direct line on overhanging face to original finish. 5 bolts. 80', MOJAVE RESOLE 
)FA: Austin, fall/1988.) 

Resoles: $35:oo Reference. 
Idaho Rock, by Randall Green, 1987. Guaranteed Work • Absolutely No Delamination 

Rand Repair: $7.00 per shoe 5.10 STEALTH Rubber 
Spoiva + Cocida also available - inquire for prices 

Three-Day Turnaround Standard! 
1090 West Highland Ave. • San Bernardino, CA 92405 

Tuesday through Saturday, 9-5 (714) 886-7741 
Shipping & handling charges: $3.00 

(Second day air available at customer's expense) 

••••
•••••••••••••••



The Next Generation of Climbing Walls 
Introducing JMB Sport Climbing DesignsTM •••••••

The physical and mental challenges of climbing, combined with the 
improved safety of modern climbing systems, has made climbing the fastest 

growing segment of the outdoor/sporting industry over the past five years. 
In 1989, as the schedule of major U.S. competitions grew, Jeff Lowe's Sport 

Climbing ChampionshipsTM team began working with Jean-Marc Blanche, 
architect, artist, and veteran European climbing wall designer, to design 

and build a state-of-the-art competition wall for 1990 U.S. World Cup 

events. 
The new wall is to be unveiled in August, 1990, and the designs and 

technologies that were developed for this wall are now available in the U.S. 
from JMB Sport Climbing DesignsTM, the company that is the result of the 

collaboration of Jeff Lowe and Jean-Marc Blanche. 
An integral feature of the new JMB line of modular walls is the system 

of rotating disks. Inset tiles of 3, 6, and 18 inches, and giant disks of 6 foot 
and 12 foot diameters are interchangeable and infinitely adjustable. The 
surfaces of the tiles and disks are flush . 

with the face of the molded resinous i 
concrete panels, making for more subtle 
and rock-like climbing. Three complete 
series' of external holds, which are also 
available separately, and a unique hinge 
system that allows the angle of large 
sections of wall to be adjusted adds - 

versatility for different types of climbers, 
and adds a new dimension to creative / 
route designing. 

Beautiful, futuristic wall designs, 
longevity, workmanship, and an ongoing 
ability to intrigue and please the climber I 
make JMB Sport Climbing DesignsTM walls 
the finest climbing walls, and the best 

- 

value on the market. JMB sketch of the "Twin Towers" competition wall. 

JMB Sport Climbing DesignsTM 2400 Industrial Lane, Suite 1510 
Broomfield, CO 80020 • Tel (303) 466-9129 • Fax (303) 466-9135 
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Training 

Mental Training for Climbing 

It takes more 
than muscle 

by Eric HUrst 

Climbing is known to take an equal 
mastery of mind and body. Recently, 
though, many climbers have over—empha-
sized physical preparation, and omitted 
training the less tangible mental skills. 
We've whittled down the cognitive aspects 
of our sport to simply planning strategies 
and memorizing sequences, but those will 
gain us only part of our full potential. 

In fact, improbable as it may seem, 
many climbers would be likely to gain 
more in performance from mental train-
ing than from their present physical train-
ing programs. 

The most consistent climbers, such as 
Lynn Hill and Peter Croft, have a 
well—developed integration of mental and 
physical training. Realizing the value of 
such a combination should put you on the 
road to improved performance. 

The first step is to become aware of 
things you may be doing or thinking that 
effect your performance. These thoughts 
or mental barriers can become self—fulfill-
ing prophecies. Even the slightest negative 
or self—defeating thought can generate 
worry, anxiety, and muscular tension. The 
antidote is relaxation. 
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Relaxation Training 
Muscle tension occurs daily in everyone. 

At home or work, in the gym, in the car, 
or on the rock, we all have excessive mus-
cular tensions. We all know what it's like 
to lose our cool on a climb. However, it 
need never happen again if you learn how 
to regulate your tensions. 

Being able to recognize how even slight 
muscular tension reveals itself in your 
everyday life will help. You might over—grip 
a pencil or steering wheel, or have tightness 
in your back and neck or face. Even a 
seemingly harmless motion such as tapping 
your foot or fidgeting your hand signals 
tension. On the rock, tension shows in the 
way you over—grip a hold or needlessly 
muscle through a move, or through a gen-
eral lack of fluidity and balance. Your goal 
is to know how to regulate these tensions 
when they begin, before they snowball. 

You will want to learn two types of 
relaxation: progressive and differential. 
Both will help you lower general muscular 
activity or localized tensions, facilitate 
recovery when you only have a short time 
to rest, and increase your apparent strength 
by reducing over—gripping and muscling. 

Edmund Jacobson, a Harvard physiolo-
gist, developed the training procedures for 
progressive relaxation. He found that relax-
ation could be best "learned" through alter-
nately tensing and relaxing a muscle, and 
developing a keen awareness of the differ-
ence. Regular use of his procedure (see Table) 
will enable you to discriminate between very 
small increases and decreases in muscle ten-
sion. Soon you will be able to eliminate stress 
and tension at their first signs. 

Mastering progressive relaxation, which 
means relaxing all muscle groups as com-
pletely as you can, will aid you in learning 
differential relaxation: relaxing all muscles 
except those needed for the task at hand. 

Test yourself in this skill next time you 
go to the gym. Try to relax all your mus-
cles except those being trained. If you can 
do this, you've accomplished differential 
relaxation! However, most people strain 
their whole bodies while working just one 
muscle group. 

Applying the technique to climbing, 
your focus must be twofold: avoid contrac-
tion (over—gripping) of the muscles being 
used, and relax the muscles antagonistic 
(opposite) to the prime movers. 

Tension in antagonistic muscles can 
interfere with even the simplest move-
ments. Notice how climbers who try too 
hard or get gripped on a route become 
very rigid and stiff, even when performing 
the easiest moves. Instead of using their 
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Increase your Experience Olympic caliber preparation from the professionals at Beyond the Rock. 

- .-. ••••••••• ability • physiological training • sports nutrition • sports medicine 
• climbing technique • sports • sports massage therapy psychology 

and reach beyond 
• climbing competition • motor learning • ergogenic aids 

Beyond the Rock includes professional lectures, personalized counseling, entertaining slide 

your goals! shows, an excellent all-you-can-eat buffet, a drawing for equipment, books, tapes, videos, and 
consulting certificates. In addition, while attending Beyond the Rock and climbing at Smith Rock, 
you will receive personal coaching from the conference's professionals. 

Upon registration, we will send you a packet of self-assessment questionnaires which will 

Be on the cutting 
allow you to track your progress throughout the summer, then integrate your personal 
assessments with each Beyond the Rock presentation and individual consultation. You will 

edge of training finish Beyond the Rock with a comprehensive training program that will improve and maximize 
your climbing performance! 

and climbing 
by attending 
Beyond the Rock! 

This unique conference will be held in Bend, Oregon, October 5-7, 1990.   Air fare and hotel 
discounts available; camping available at Smith Rock. Cost for Beyond the Rock is $95 before 
July 1, $1 25 July 1-September 1. Registration is limited, so send your check or money order to: 

• TM 
'ø. 

Beyond the Rock '/Dimension 5 Inc.' 
P.O. Box 7002 • Bend, OR 97708 • (503) 683-3025 

Sponsored in part by Climbing Magazine 

Quality Affordability 
The Ultimate Trainer Combination 

Fixed Holds $3.15 
Rotatable Holds $4.75 
Training Boards $69.95 
Custom Wall Designs Call 
Quality Resoles and Rerands 

4 ••••••••••
179 Brighifield. St. Louis, MO 63021. (314)391-2876 
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Conference Professionals 

Todd Skinner 
B.S., University of Wyoming. Besides 
making the historic first free ascent of the 
Salathé Wall, Todd has completed 
numerous 5.13 first ascents all over the 
U.S. He is also famous for his entertaining 
slide shows, and will present his latest 
creation at the conference. 

Mark Robinson 
M.D., Orthopedic Surgeon. The 
prevention and treatment of climbing 
injuries is Mark's specialty. He has 
published a number of articles and is 
currently co-authoring a book on the 
subject. Among his many difficult 
climbs was the first free ascent of the 
Lotus Flower Tower. 

Russ Clune 
MS., Teacher's College, Columbia 
University. Russ is one of the world's 
best-travelled climbers, and probably 
the funniest. Among his many epic 
adventures has been his personal 
transformation from climbing bum to 
full-time professional in the climbing 
business. He is also co-authoring a 
book on climbing. 

Alison Osius 
M.S., Columbia graduate School of 
Journalism. A member of the U.S. 
Climbing Team, Alison placed first in 
last year's North American Continental 
Championships. She is also an associate 
editor of Climbing magazine and an 
accomplished freelance writer. 

Alan Watts 
B.S., University of Oregon. Alan has 
been the main force behind the 
development of Smith Rock as well as 
sport climbing throughout the United 
States. In addition, he was the second 
American to climb 5.14, with his ascent 
of To Bolt Or Not To Be. 

Key Arends 
B.S., College of Human Development 
and Performance, University of Oregon. 
President of the Oregon Paragliding 
Association Inc. and Dimension 5 Inc., 
Key integrates the science of exercise 
physiology into practical programs that 
improve performance. A well-rounded 
athlete, he has climbed, skied, 
paraglided, and kayaked throughout 
North America. 

Eric HOrst 
B.S., Penn State. Eric is the owner of 
Peak Performance America, a training 
service for climbers. A top Eastern 
climber best-known for his many first 
ascents in the New River Gorge, he has 
also published a number of articles in 
Climbing and Rock and Ice. 

Mary Ann Kelly 
RD., Sports Nutritionist. Mary Ann is a 
nutritional consultant for athletes. She 
was also a nutritional consultant for and 
team member of the 1986 North 
American K2 Expedition. She has 
climbed throughout North America. 

Scott Pengelly 
Ph.D., Licensed Sports Psychologist. 
Scott has worked with athletes from 
over 20 nations and in an equal 
number of sports, including rock 
climbing. Besides helping to prepare 
athletes for two Olympics and two 
World Championships, he has 
published several articles and appeared 
on CBS and CNN Olympic coverage. 

Rich Phaigh 
L.M.T., R.D.M.T. A practicing sports 
massage therapist for over] 2 years, Rich 
is the founder of the Onsen Technique. He 
is also a popular lecturer on the subject, 
and the author of the book, Athletic 
Massage, and the video, Therapeutic 
Massage for Sports and Rtness. 

Michael Kennedy 
College Dropout, Editor. Best-known as 
the editor of Climbing magazine, 
Michael is also an accomplished alpine 
climber, skier, and photographer. He 
has several major first ascents in Alaska, 
Colorado, and the Himalaya to his 
credit, as well as a number of difficult 
rock climbs in his local areas. 
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I Me MI•R wrusperute stove 
DARTM UTH • Ultra lightweight & compact 

• Fast & fuel-efficient 

Call Toll Free 1-800-634-COOP 
Outdoor experts for over 70 years! 
Ask for our FREE 1990 price list. 27 5outh Maui Street 
Sr NH ref 605-543-3100 Offer expires 8/I oao Hanover, NH 03755 

••••I. 
1/2, 3/4,11/2 SHOWN 

Big Performance 
in Small Units 
7 Sizes, 3/8' to 2 1/2 

Made By 
Colorado Custom Hardware 

Box 5353 
DUrango, CO 81301 

303-247-9385 
VISA M/C Accepted  

Satistactiors Guaranteed • U.S. Pat.4,832,289 Other Pats. Pending 

NO is 
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fflE,•FGw1 FOR POWER AND CONTROL 
Reach for the ultimate high performance experience and 

adrenalin pumping excitement by working out with the FG-I 
High Tech Hydraulic Forearm Machine. 

••••patented 

resistance to the forces 
you apply. Blast your 

4 
- . forearms and achieve 

superior stamina and 

\\ grip you n:edtopullyou 
-• 

--- thru ou er limits of your performance. By 
training with the FG I you are protecting 
vulnerable tendons from action ending 

Used by pro athletes! . 
injury. If you intend 

Exclusively offered by . to attempt the 
••••edlY / k THE FITNESS OROUP for only /, /fQ. awesome uuy 

$39.95 plus $5 shipping and handling. FC.I now. 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee. 1802 
The impact resistant engineering polymer chambers are 'h.-.. / (,.• 
sealed with teflon 0-rings and fitted with tough cushioned grips. 
Call Now To Order - 24 Hours _--- 

18003466134 MC/Visa/AE or CO D's. Send check or M.O.f&L-' 
THE FITNESS OROUP, P.O. Box 251, Edmonds, WA 98020. 206-771-6660 

PROUDLY MADE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Five Ways 

PowerBar 

will help you 
climb better. 
When blood sugar levels fall, per-

formance suffers. PowerBar ••••
tains a blend of simple and complex 
carbohydrates to replace energy 
burned by working muscles, so you 
can sustain your effort longer. 

The fats in most "energy foods" 
place extra demands on the body's 
digestive and oxygen carrying sys-
tems. PowerBar contains no oils or 
added fats (less than 2 grams total 
fat per bar), making it easy to di-
gest, even during intense effort. 

Minerals, like calcium, magnesium, 
iron and zinc are necessary for mus-
cles and organs to function efficient-
ly, yet they are lost through sweat 
and urine. Every PowerBar replenish-
es your body's stores of all the im-
portant minerals. 

The more active you are, the 
more your body needs of vitamins 
like the B complex group. These sub-
stances must be present in the cells 
for energy to be metabolized. Each 
PowerBar contains 100% of the B's 
and other water soluble vitamins. 

Our two delicious flavors, Choco- 
late and Malt-Nut will psych you 
up while preparing you 
to perform at  
your best. 

••••
,--- 

$1 69 each l ' $18/dozen 
Protein: 10g. 

Fat: less than 2g. 
Carbohydrate: 40g. 

Available at climbing, bike and health 
food stores including GNC, or through 

Mountain Tools. 
Call for your nearest dealer 

800-444-5154. 
©1989 Powerfood Inc. 

•
•••
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4'4 dT 
Northern Mzona's 

Outdoor Adventure 
Headquarters 

Climbing Gear & Clothing 
Rescue Equipmenr 

Maps & Guide Books 

Call for information on 
( Northern Arizona & 

Southern Utah Crags 

S 602-526-5795 
or 

1-800-541-8229 
In Mzono only 

Phone Orders Accepted 

Flogsroff, Arizona 

CUMBING 
! IN THE 
ADIRONDACKS 

A Guide to 
Rock and Ice Routes 

by Don Mellor 

All new edition 
Qi 200 new routes 

$24.95 

To order: Send check or M.O. to Adi-
rondack Mtn. Club, Inc., R.R. 3, Box 
3055, Lake George NY 12845. Please 
add $2.50 s/h; NYS residents add sales 
tax. 
VISA/TASTERCARD (518) 668-4447 
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Progressive Relaxation Sequence 6. Tense only the muscles of the upper arm 1. Uninterrupted Breathing: Continue your 
(one at a time), and relax, normal breathing cycle, concentrating on 

Perform the following procedure at least smooth, deep, even breaths. 
once a day. At first it will take about 15 mm- 7. Now tense the muscles of the torso for 
utes, but with practice you'll be able to reach five seconds, then relax. As you get better, 2. Positive Face: Flash a smile, no matter 
the state of complete relaxation in less than try to tense the chest, shoulder, back, and what your mental state. Research shows that 
five minutes. Be sure to flex only the mus- abdominal muscles separately. a positive face "resets" the nervous system 
cle(s) specified in each step. This is a valu- so that it's less reactive to negative stress. 
able skill you will learn very quickly. Finally, 8. Finish by tensing the muscles of the face You'll feel the difference. 
it's a big help to make a tape of these steps and neck. Relax them completely, noting the 
(reading one step per minute), then play it feeling of relaxation in each part. 3. Balanced Posture: Lift your head up; keep 
back as you perform the sequence. shoulders loose, back comfortably straight, 

9. Now concentrate on relaxing all the mus- and abdomen free of tension. A balanced pos- 
Go to a quiet room and sit or lie in a com- des in your body. Mentally scan from head ture makes you feel light, with a sense of no 

fortable position. to toe for any muscles that might still be effort in action. A tense, collapsed posture 
tense. Maintain this state of total relaxation restricts breathing, reduces blood flow, slows 

Close your eyes, take five deep breaths, for at least three minutes. reaction time, and magnifies negative feelings. 
and feel yourself "let go." 

10. Open your eyes, stretch, and feel 4. Wave of Relaxation: In this step you per- 
3. Tense the muscles in your lower leg (one refreshed; or begin visualization and imagery form a "tension check." Scan all your mus- 
leg at a time) for five seconds. Become aware work. Or maybe just crash out. des in a quick sweep to locate unnecessary 
of the feeling, then "let go" and relax the mus- tension. Let go of those tensions, making 
des completely. Be aware of the difference your body calm but keeping your mind alert. 
between feeling "tense" and "relaxed." 

Instant Centering Sequence (ICS)** 5. Mental Control: Be focused, positive, and unin- 
Now perform the same sequence in the hibited about the task at hand. Then go with it. 

muscles of the upper leg. Tense for five sec- Perform the ICS while you're in an upright 
onds, then relax. Compare the difference. position, sitting or standing, almost anytime or 

anywhere, as long as your eyes are open and 
Move to the arms. Start by tensing the mus- you're alert. At first, take a few minutes and go * *Adapted from Health & Fitness Exce/- 

des below the elbow, making a tight fist for five through the steps slowly. With practice, you'll Ience, by Robert Cooper, 1989. Houghton 
seconds. Now relax those muscles completely. eventually be able to do it in a second or two. Mifflin Co., Boston, MA. 

muscles optimally, they end up pitting one 
muscle against another, resulting in more 
stress and fatigue. On the other hand, the 
best climbers move with a grace and fluidity. 
They are masters of differential relaxation. 

Skill in differential relaxation comes 
with increased sensitivity to various 
degrees of relaxation and tension - some-
thing you will learn quickly through daily 
use of progressive relaxation. Practice by 
releasing tensions in unused muscles while 
performing common everyday activities. 
Whether you are in your car, at your desk, 
or even lying down, you can scan your 
body for tensions. Move on to relaxing 
unused muscles during weight training or 
aerobic activity. 

Finally, on the rock, experiment with 
different levels of muscle tension while 
moving and during rests. Try to find the 
minimum level of contraction necessary to 
keep yourself on the rock. Practice often, 
and you'll soon be climbing more smooth-
ly and with less effort. 

Centering 
Centering is a simple, effective means of 

maintaining complete control of your mind 
and body as you head up on a difficult 
climb or into competition. When you're 
centered you feel strong, relaxed, balanced. 

To become centered, deliberately direct 
your thoughts inward for a moment to 
mentally check and adjust your breathing  

and level of muscle tension. By doing this 
regularly, you can consciously counteract 
any involuntary changes that may have 
occurred due to the pressure of the situa-
tion, such as hyperventilating and/or 
hanging on too tightly. Centering will 
allow you to be aware and to make critical 
changes. If you don't center, excessive mus-
cle tension and increased fatigue can inter-
fere with your coordination. 

Centering is a momentary mental clear-
ing and readjustment that places you in 
your most efficient physical state, as well as 
in a calm, conscious mental state. Center 
yourself before every climb to develop a 
base that will lead to consistency of perfor-
mance. On the route, center at every good 
shake—out. With practice, it'll only take a 
second to release unneeded tensions, clear 
your thoughts, and attain control. 

The best means of centering is called the 
"instant calming sequence" or "instant cen-
tering sequence" (ICS), a simple five—step 
method (see Table). The ICS is simple to 
learn and use, especially if you've learned 
progressive and differential relaxation. Ini-
tially it will take five or ten minutes, but 
with practice you'll learn to do it in a mat-
ter of seconds, or even in a single breath. 

Practice the ICS many times each day. 
Use it while waiting at a stop light, or 
before making an important phone call. 
Use it first thing in the morning or as a 
re—energizer in the middle of the day. The  

more you use it the more quickly you'll be 
able to put it to work on the rock. Some 
skilled users claim that the ICS can 
become an involuntary response to stress. 
Imagine the power of having such an auto-
matic, unconscious relaxer. 

Once you've learned centering with the 
ICS, you must then remember to use it - 
this is often the most difficult part! Ideally 
you'd like it to become as automatic as 
chalking up. However, that takes practice. 

After about eight weeks of this type of 
mental training, you should be ready to 
begin work on the more advanced mental 
skills of visual—motor behavior rehearsal 
(visualization), self—talk, and countering. 
These subjects will be discussed in next 
issue's Training Department. 

References 
Mental Toughness Training for Sports, by 
James E. Loehr, 1986 Stephen Green Press, 
Lexington, MA, 1986 

Athlete's Guide to Mental Training, by 
Robert M Nideffer. Human Kinetics Pub- 
lishers, Inc., Champaign, IL 1985. 

Eric Hörst is an East Coast climber best 
known for his pioneering efforts at the New 
River Gorge. At home in Lancaster, Pennsylva-
nia, he is on the science staff at IvIillersville 
University, and runs a training service for 
climbers, Peak Performance America. 
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ALASKA 
Beaver Sports 
3480 College Rd 
Fairbanks, AK 99709 
907-479-2494 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
•••••W Northern 
Lights Blvd 
Anchorage, AK 99503 
907-272-4565 

ARIZONA 
Alpine Ski & Sports 
3320 East Roser Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 83040 
602-268-2942 

Arizona Hiking Shack 
11645 Cave Creek Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85020 
602-944-7723 

Arizona Hiking Shack II 
14036 North Scottsdale 
Rd #2 
Scottsdale, AZ 85254 
602-443-3721 

Bob•s Bargain Barn 
2230 N Country Club 
Tucson, AZ 85716 
602-325-3409 

Desert Mountain Sports 
2824 E. Indian School Rd #4 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 
602-955-2875 

•••••••••
4650 ••••••••••••••••
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
602-526-5795 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
1405 W. Southern 
Tempe, AZ 85282 
602-967-5494 

South Rim Outfitters 
7401 N LaCholla #168 
Tucson, AZ 85741 
602-297-9364 

Adventure 16 
5425 Reseda Blvd 
Tarzana, CA 91356 
818-345-4266 

Adventures Unlimited 
5267 E 2nd St 
Long Beach, CA 90803 
213-433-2204 

Alpenglow Sports 
415 North Lake Blvd 
Tahoe City, CA 95730 
916-583-6917 

Art of Climbing 
10233 Topanga 
Canyon Blvd 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
818-718-7625 

Bigfoot Mountaineering 
2500 New Stine Rd 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 
805-834-4314 

California Outfitters 
6650 N Blackstone 
Fresno, CA 93710 
209-435-2626 

Chain Gang Bike Shop 
2665 Park Marina Or 
Rpdding, CA 96001 
•••••••••••••

Cottonwood 
Camping & Surplus 
6376 Adobe Road 
Twenty-nine Palms 
CA 92277 
619-367-9505 

Far West Mountaineering Co 
357 N Newport Blvd 
Newport Beach, CA 
92663. 714-631-1660 

Granite Stairway 
Mountaineering 
871 Santa Rosa Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
93401. 805-541-1533 

Summit Hut Great Pacific Iron Works 
4044 E Speedway 235 W Santa Clara 
Tucson, AZ 85712 Ventura, CA 93001 
602-325-1 554 805-643-6074 

CALIFORNIA 
Adventure 16 
11161W Pico Blvd 
West Los Angeles CA 
90064. 213-473-4574 

Adventure 16 
1870 Harbor Blvd 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
714-650-3301 

Great Pacific Iron Works 
1114 State St 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
805-966-7370 

Great Pacific Patagonia 
770 North Point 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
415-771-2050 

Gregory Mountain Sports 
Adventure 16 110S El Camino Real 
4620 Alvarado Canyon Rd Encinitas, CA 92024 
San Diego, CA 92120 619-436-1630 
619-283-2374 

High Adventure Sports 
Adventure 16 Yates Gear Inc 
143 South Cedros 1600 E Cypress, Suite 8 
Solana Beach, CA 92075 Redding, CA 96002 
619-755-7662 916-222-4606 

Suppliers 
A special service to help readers find their local suppliers 

For information on having your shop listed Boulder Mountaineer 
in our suppliers section, please call Barb 1335 Broadway 

Mosty at 303-963-9449 (FAX 303-963-9442), Boulder. CO 80302 
or write to CLIMBING/Suppliers, P.O. Box 303-442-8355 

339, Carbondale, CO 81623. 
Chessler 

Huebner Sports Recreational Equipment, Inc Mountaineering Books 
1021 E Herndon Avenue 405 W Torrance Blvd 26030 Hwy 74 
Fresno, CA 93710 Carson, CA 90745 Kittredge, CO 80457 
209-432-0555 213-538-2429 303-670-0093,800-654-8502 

Litilestone's Recreational Equipment, Inc Holubar Mountaineering 
Wilderness Shop 5961 Sunrise Blvd 1776 West Uintah St 
820 E Thousand Oaks Blvd Citrus Heights, CA 95610 Colorado Springs, 
Thousand Oaks, CA 916-965-4343 CO 80904 
91360. 805-479-0040 719-634-5279 

I Recreational Equipment, Inc 
Marmot Mountain Works N 20640 Homestead Rd •••••••••Chalet 
3049 Adeline St Cupertino, CA 95014 226 North Tejon 
Berkeley, CA 94703 408-446-1991 Colorado Springs, 
415-849-0735 CO 80903 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 719-633-0732 
Merced Bike & Mountain 9 City Blvd West. City 
237 W Main St Shopping Center, Orange, Mountain Miser 
Merced, CA 95340 CA 92668. 714-634-2391 2257 5 Broadway 
209-722-7301 , Denver, CO 80210 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 303-761 -7070 
Mountain High Ltd ' 3029 University Ave 
123 Diamond Peak Ave San Diego, CA 92104 The Mountain Shop 
Ridgecrest, CA 93555 619-295-7700 1  632 South Mason 
619-375-2612 Fort Collins, CO 80524 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 303-493-5720 
Mountain Tools 602 W Arrow Hwy 
P0 Box 22788 San Dimas, CA 91773 Neptune Mountaineering 
Carmel, CA 93922 714-592-2095 627 S Broadway 
408-625-6222 Boulder, CO 80303 

Sonoma Outfitters 303-499-8866 
Nomad Ventures •••••- 4th St 
2835 Roosevelt St Santa Rosa, CA 95404 The North Face 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 707-528-1920 629-K So Broadway 
619-434-2445 Boulder, CO 80303 

Sonora Mountaineering 303-499-1731 
Nomad Ventures 173 5 Washington 
54415 North Circle Or Sonora, CA 95370 The North Face 
IdylIwild, CA 92349 209-532-5621 2490 So Colorado Blvd. 
714-659-4853 Denver, CO 80222 

Sports Country Ltd 303-758-6366 
Nomad Ventures 222 North G St 
6132529 Palms Highway San Bernadino, CA 92401 Pine Needle Mountaineering 
Suite E, Joshua Tree, CA 714-884-1273 835 Main Ave #112 
92252. 619-366-4684 Ourango, CO 81301 

Sullivan's Sport Shop 303-247-8728 
The North Face 5323 Geary Blvd 
2804 Telegraph Ave San Francisco, CA 94121 Recreational Equipment, Inc 
Berkeley, CA 94705 415-751-2738 2200 West Alameda Ave 
415-548-1371 Denver, CO 80223 

Sunrise Mountaineering Inc 303-937-0536 
The North Face 2290 First St 
383 University Ave. Livermore, CA 94550 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 415-447-8330 Summit Canyon 
415-327-1563 i Mountaineering 

Sunrise Mountaineering •••• 1001 Grand Ave 
The North Face 490 Ygnacio Valley Blvd Glenwood Springs 
Crystal Court Walnut Creek, CA 94596 CO 81601 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 415-932-8779 303-945-6994 
714-556-0540 

Western Mountaineering Tattered Cover Book Store 
The Pacific Mountaineer 550 5 First St 2955 [First Ave 
200 Hamilton Ave San Jose, CA 95113 Denver, CO 80206 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 408-298-6300 303-322-7727 
415-324-9009 (in CO: 800-821 -2896) 

COLORADO 
Pratt's Sporting Goods Backcountry Experience Ute Mountaineer 
745 [ Citrus Ave 780 Main St 308 5 Mill St 
Redlands, CA 92373 Durango, CO 81301 Aspen, CO 81611 
714-793-3278 800-648-8519 303-925-2849 

Recreational Equipment, Inc Basecamp Mountain Sports Vail Mountaineering 
1338 San Pablo Ave 821 Pearl St 500 Lionshead Mall 
Berkeley, CA 94702 Boulder, CO 80302 Vail, CO 81657 
415-527-4140 303-443-6770 303-476-4223 

CONNECTICUT 
Clapp & Treat 
674 Farmington Ave 
West Hartford, CT 06119 
203-236-0878 

GEORGIA 
'Biners 
858 Oak St NW 
Gainesville GA 30501 
404-287-1 969 

Blue Ridge ••••••••••••••••
Lenox Square Mall 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

Call of the Wild 
425 Market Place 
Roswell, GA 30075 
404-992-5400 

Mountain Ventures 
3040 North Decatur Rd 
Scottdale, GA 30079 
404-299-5254 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
1800 NE Expressway 
Atlanta, GA 30329 

The Outfitters, Ltd 
1490 Baxter St 
Athens, GA 30606 
404-546-7575 

IDAHO 
Elephant's Perch 
280 East Ave 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
208-726-3497 

Joel's Climbing Store 
104 [ Main, Box 81 
Oakley, ID 83346 
208-862-9264 

••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
208-523-7000 

ILLINOIS 
Erewhon Mountain 0utfrtters 
2585 Waukegan Rd 
Bannockburn, IL 60015 
312-948-7250 

•••••••••••••••••Outfitters 
644 N Orleans 
Chicago, IL 60610 
312-337-6400 

•••••••••••••••••Outfitters 
9060 Golf Road 
Des Plaines, IL 60016 
312-298-1840 

•••••••••••••••••Outfitters 
D-1 19 Woodfield Mall 
Schaumberg, IL 60194 
312-884-6300 

Mountain Tops 
Downtown Glen [Ilyn 
476 Forest Ave 
Glen [Ilyn, IL 60137 
708-469-7070 
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THE 

A Climbin 

When Your Life is on the Line 
Gibbs Ascenders 

Gibbs Ascenders work even if your rope is icy or 
muddy. The smooth toothed cam won't damage 
your rope. Ascenders are available with ultimate 
breaking strengths from 2550 to 7000 lbs. Available 
with no cast parts. Ascenders with cast parts are 
individually pull tested. Sizes for ropes up to 1/2" 

(11mm) and 3/4"(19mm). 

Write for Free Brochure 
GIBBS PRODUCTS 

2608 East 3820 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 

Coming soon to the New York area 

LI 
g C e n t e r 

What can The Wall do for you? 
Write and let us know what features you'd like to 
see installed at The Wall. 

For a free introductory discount coupon to The 
Wall, send your name and address to: 

NJL Enterprises 
1423 East 68th St. Brooklyn, NY 11234-5707 

Who Pays For Access? 
WE ALL DO 

such purchases. 
The Access Fund has 

already committed money 
to purchase Peshastin 
Pinnacles, and private hold-

ings at City of 
Rocks. Other 
projects include a 
walk-in camp-
ground at Joshua 
Tree and a park-
ing area at Mt. 
Woodson. Your 
ideas for future 
projects and, of 
course, a tax-

deductable donation will 
help the Access Fund pre-
serve access for all climbers. 

at risk. 
Some climbing and boul •

••••
- 

dering areas will be saved 
only by outright purchase. ACCESS FUND This is why the Access Fund 
was established, to finance P.O. Box 67A25 Los Angeles, CA 90067 

This advertisement was made possible by Patagonia, Inc. 

T he 1980's saw more 
climbing areas 
closed than in the 

entire history of climbing. 
Yet, with more new 
climbers entering 
the sport, we 
now need access 
to more areas, 
not less. 

Although 
many access 
problems have 
been solved, 
access remains 
the most critical 
problem facing climbers 
today. The fate of some of 
our finest climbing areas is 
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The Magnificent 
Mountain Women 
Adventures in the Coorado Rockies 
By Janet Robertson 
Since the Pikes Peak gold rush in the mid-nineteenth 
century, women have gone into the mountains of 
Colorado to hike, climb, ski, homestead, botanize, 
and meet a variety of other challenges. Despite 
their accomplishments, they are virtually ignored 
in the official histories. The Magnificent Moun 

fain Women, a lively, well-illustrated book 
recounts the stories of some three dozen 
women who from the 1 850s to the 
1980s ventured into the mountains not as 
wives or daughters but as women . . 

pursuing fhefr own aims. Available in 

S 

Yosemite 
The Embatted Wilderness 
By Alfred Runte 

Yosemite ranks with Yellowstone as the most visited, 
cherished, and endangered of the malor  national 
parks. Yosemite: The Embattled Wilderness is the 
first to look in depth at the park's environmental 

Available at 
bookstores or from 

Nebraska when President Lincoln signed an act setting aside 

history. Runte chronicles the struggle between pro-

mized use that has been going on since 1864, 

ponents of preservation and proponents of maxi-

Yosemite Valley "for public use, resort, and recrea- Univ. of Nebraska Press 
tion." Yosemite carries enormous implications for the 901 N 17 
future of every protected wilderness. $24.95 cloth Lincoln 685880520 

Shawnee Trails Wilderness Outfitters 
222 West Freeman 333 S Main 
Carbondale, IL 62901 Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
618-529-2313 313-761-8515 

INDIANA 
JL Waters & Co Inc MINNESOTA 
109 N College Midwest Mountaineering 
Bloomington, IN 47401 309 Cedar Ave So 
812-334-1845 Minneapolis, MN 55454 

612-339-3433 
Summit Sports 
311 Cleveland St Recreational Equipment, Inc 
Mishawaka, IN 46544 710 W 98th St 
219-258-0214 Minneapolis, MN 55420 

612-884-4315 
IOWA 
Active Endeavors Sportsmans Headquarters 
138 So Clinton 17 W Superior St 
Iowa City, IA 52240 Duluth, MN 55802 
319-337-9444 218-722-6858 

KENTUCKY 
Search for Adventure MISSOURI 
Rt 11, Slade. KY Alpine Shop Ltd 
(Across from Natural 601 E Lockwood 
Bridge State Park) St Lou is, MO 63119 
606-272-1656 314-962-7715 

Ozark Adventures 
MARYLAND 1457 South Glenstone 
Recreational Equipment, Inc Springfield, MO 65804 
9801 Rhode Island Ave 417-881-7122 
College Park, MD 20740 
301 -982-9681 Smith Sporting Goods 

111 West Lockwood Ave 
The Trail House Webster Groves, MO 63119 
9 South Market St 314-961-4742 
Frederick, MD 21701 
301 -694-8448 MISSISSIPPI 

The Outdoor Place 
Village Cobbler and Outdoor 4085 Northview Or 
7 Tai Lane Jackson, MS 39206 
Bozeman, MT 59715 601-982-1025 
406-585-3031 

MONTANA 
MASSACHUSETTS Northern Lights Trading Co 
Boston Rock Gym 1627 W Main 
149 Highland Ave Bozeman, MT 59715 
Somerville, MA 02143 406-586-2225 
617-776-8703 

Rocky Mountain Outfitter 
Moor & Mountain 135 Main St, Kalispell, 
One Dundee Park MT 59901. 
Andover, MA 01810 406-752-2446 
617-475-3665 

The Trailhead 
Recreational Equipment, Inc 501 SHigginsAve 
279 Salem St Missoula, MT 59801 
Reading, MA 01867 406-543-6966 
617-944-5103 

ØM1 EI a •••••••••••fl •••6 
Climbing, culture, quiet countryside. 

Thousands of routes for all climbing 

levels. Eight days in the forest of 
FONTAINEBLEAU, FRANCE 

including transportation, meals 
••• and lodging. o WRITE FOR BROCHURE: 

A Q FONTAINEBLEAU BOUWERING TOURS 

, 
'f..J . * P 0 Box 307 

k C £ * 
Slate Hill, N.Y. 10973 
C A L L : (914) 344 - ••••••

Wildwater Outfitters 
355 Russell St 
Hadley, MA 01035 
413-586-2323 

MICHIGAN 
Ann Arbor Bivouac Inc 
330 S State St 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
313-761-6207 

Inside Moves 
4384 Air West Dr 
Grand Rapids, MI 49512 
616-698-7449 

The Outpost 
25 E 8th St 
Holland, MI 49423 
616-396-5556 

NEVADA 
Desert Rock Sports 
7012W Charleston Ave 
Las Vegas, NV 89117 
702-254-1143 

Fox Cycles 
131 11th St 
Elko, NV 89801 
702-753-8631 

Ken's Mountaineering 
155 N Edison Way #1 
Reno, NV 89502 
702-786-4824 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
All Outdoors 
195 Elm St 
Manchester, NH 03101 
603-624-1468 
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Access Is The Bottom Line 
NO ROCK, NO CLIMBING. PERIOD! 

- Yvon Chouinard 
of the finest space and companies like M any 

climbing and Patagonia, Inc. design our 
b o u 1 d e r i n g ads. Soon, you will see 

areas in the United States the Access Fund logo on 
are at risk of being per- climbing products. That 
manently lost •.  .......,.,, will mean that 
For some of  the manufac 
these areas ' turer has made 
purchase by the i major finan 
Access Fund is " cml commit 
the only hope ment to help 
of preserving the Fund 
climbing. The Access 

You the Fund s work is 
individual both vital and 
climber,  are the ixpensive Yet 
main source of even a small 
money for the Access financial commitment 
Fund. Through a tax- from every climber will 
deductable donation to provide the support 
the Access Fund, you can needed to ensure success. 
become a partner in the 
Access Fund's efforts. 

Climbing businesses 
mc--q 

. jA.A.C. 
are doing their part too. ACCESS FUND 
Magazines provide ad P.O. Box67A25 Los Angeles, CA9OO67 

This ,d,,tjse,,,,,-,t was ,,,ade possible by Patagoia, inc. 

F•ItE iiIIi 

The 
Rock0huber"s 

Gaine 
TO PLAY,SELECT FROM ROLE 
CLIMBERS WITH VARYING CLIMBING 
ABILITIES & CLIMBING GEAR. THEN, 
CLIMB THREE 160' PITCHES TO THE 
TOP OF A CRAG! 
GAME CONTAINS A 24 X 18' LAMINATED 
ROUTE DIAGRAM,ASCENT CARDS, 
DESCENT CARDS FALL CARDS AND 
WOOD GEAR PIECES.THE GAME IS 
PACKAGED ROLLED IN A RAD NYLON 
STUFF SACK (EASY TO BRING ON 
YOUR NEXT BIVOUAC). 

For agesl2&up,2-7 Players 
$19.95 plus $4.00 P&H 
(Me. res. add 5% sales tax) 
send check or money order to: 

Maine r,̂ \ 
MountainMbrks,  
PO.BOX 412 '--- \ 

WOOLWICH,MAINE 04579 
207 4438888 

a 1b, 'iOIiNI4?N 
••••• VENTUREC  

W - INEERING COURSES' 5- 
day courses in the North Cascades including 
avalanche hazard evaluation, snow shelters, snow 
climbing, and skiing skills for a variety of conditions. 

I :RING COURSES: 
Comprehensive courses covering mountaineering 
and skiing skills. Ski courses for climbers; climbing 
courses for skiers. 

4- to 7-day high routes in the 
North Cascades. 

H-NTS: 2- and 3-day trips. Climb and ski 
Mt Baker, Mt. Shuksan, Ruth Mountain, or dozens of 
others. 

The Ruth Gorge in Alaska, New 
Zealand, and Ecuador. 

 BEG NNING MOUNTAIN-
5-day classes on rock spires or the large 

glaciers of the North Cascades. 

Call or write for a free brochure. 
'iOU TAflt' :3,K1 VENTURES 

Dept. C P.O. Box 2974 
Bellingham, WA 98227 

(206) 647-0656 
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Paragon Sporting Goods OHIO 
871 Broadway The Great White North 
at 18th Street Outdoor Equipment Co 
New York, NY 10003 1309 Ridge Rd 
212-255-8036 Hinckley, OH 44233 

216-278-2449 
Recreational Equipment, Inc 
500 Main St The lrallhead 
New Rochelle, NY 10801 1740 South Union 
914-632-9222 Alliance, OH 44601 

216-823-1849 
Rock and Snow, Inc 
44 Main St OREGON 
New Paltz, NY 12561 Juniper Junction 
914-255-1311 Smith Rock State Park 

9297 NE Crooked River Or 
Tent and Trails Terrebonne, OR 97760 
21 Park Place 503-548-4786 
NYC, NY 10007 
212-227-1760 McKenzie Outfitters 

Mountain Sports, Ltd WISCONSIN 
1021 Commonwealth Ave Adventures Unlimited, Inc 
Bristol, VA 24204 14165 West Capitol Dr 
703-466-8999 Brooktield, WI 53005 

414-781-8892 
Recreational Equipment, Inc 
3509 Carlin Springs Rd Erewhon Mountain Supply 
Bailey's Crossroads, VA 22041 341 State St 

I Madison, WI 53703 
Wilderness Voyagers 608-251-9059 
1544 E Market St 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 Life Sport 
703-434-7234 4917 7th Ave 

Mountain Community Inc 
60 NW Davis St 
Portland. OR 97209 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
1798 Jantzen Beach Ctr 
Portland, OR 97217 
503-283-1300 

Redpoint Climbers Supply 
975 Smith Rock Way 
Terrebonne, OR 97760 
503-923-6207 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Appalachian Outdoors 
324 W College Ave 
State College, PA 16801 
814-234-4284 

Appalachian Trail Outfitters 
Main St & Oakland Ave 
Doylestown, PA 18901 
215-348-8069 

Base Camp 
723 Chestnut St 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
215-592-7956 

Exkursion 
4123 William Penn Hwy 
Monroeville, PA 15146 
412-372-7030 

Nestor's Wilderness Travel 
2510 MacArthur Rd 
Whitehall, PA 18052 
215-433-4060 

J.E. Weinel, Inc 
P0 Box 213 
Valencia, PA 16069 
800-346-7673 
(out of state) 
412-898-2335 (PA)  

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
1525 11th Ave 
Seattle, WA 98122 
206-323-8333 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
N 1125 Monroe St 
Spokane, WA 99204 
509-328-9900 

The North Face 
1023 First Ave 
Seattle, WA 98104 
206-622-4111 

WEST VIRGINIA 
The Gendarme 
Behind Buck 
Harper's Store 
Seneca Rocks, WV 26884 
304-567-2600 

Rim Cyclery 
94 W 1st North 
Moab, UT 84532 
801-259-5333 

VERMONT 
Climb High 
1861 Shelburne Rd 
Shelburne, VT 05482 
802-985-5055 

VIRGINIA 
Alpine Outfitters 
11010 Midlothian Tpk 
Richmond, VA 23235 
804-794-4172 

Blue Ridge Mountain Sports 
Barracks Rd Shopping Ctr 
Charlottesville, VA 22903 

SOUTh CAROUNA 
Adventure Carolina 
1107 State St 
Cayce, SC 29033 
803-796-4505  

Blue Ridge Outdoors 
211 Draper Rd 
Blacksburg, VA 24060 
703-552-9012 

North American River 
Runners, US Rt 60, 1/4 
mile West of US Rt 19 
Hico, WV 25854 

i 1-800-950-2585 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
1112 N Lamar Blvd Mount Constance 
Austin, TX 78703 Mountain Shoppe 
512-474-2393 1550 NE Riddell Rd 

Bremerton, WA 98310 
Wilderness Equipment Inc 206-377-0668 
1977 West Gary 
Houston, TX 77019 Mountain Gear 
713-522-4453 N 2002 Division St 

Spokane, WA 99207 
509-325-9000 

UTAH 
Cheap Sports 
3276 Highland Dr 
Salt Lake City, UT 84106 
801-466-2226 

Hansen 
Mountaineering, Inc 
757 North State St 
Orem, UT 84057 
801 -226-7498 

Olympic Outfitters, Ltd 
I 407 E4th 

Olympic, WA 98504 
206-943-1114 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
15400 NE 20th 
Bellevue, WA 98007 
206-643-3700 

Recreational Equipment, Inc 
Recreational Equipment, Inc 2565 5 Gateway Center P1 
1122 East Brickyard Rd Federal Way, WA 98003 
Salt Lake City, UT 84106 206-941-4994 
801-486-2100 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Adventure Sport 
1705 West Main St 
Rapid City, SD 57702 
605-341 -6707 

TENNESSEE 
Blue Ridge Mountain Sports 
East Towne Mall 
Knoxville, TN 37924 

Rock/Creek Outfitters 
4825 Hixson Pike 
Chattanooga, TN 37443 
615-877-6256 

TEXAS 
Mountain Hideout 
14010 Coil Rd 
Dallas, TX 75240 
214-234-8651 

Mountain Sports 
2025 W Pioneer Parkway 
Arlington, TX 76013 
817-461-4503 

Dartmouth Co-op 
27 S Main St 
Hanover, NH 03755 
603-643-3100 

International 
Mountain Equipment 
Main St. Box 494 
North Conway. NH 03860 
603-356-6316 

Ragged Mountain Equipment 
Rt 16-302, P0 Box 206 
Intervale, NH 03845 
603-356-3042 

Summers 
Backcountry Sports 
16 Ashuelot St 
Keene, NH 03431 
603-352-0151 

Wild River Outfitters, Inc 
111 S Witcliduck Rd 
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 
804-497-4890 

WASHINGTON 
Base Camp Supply 
3730 S Pine 
Tacoma, WA 98409 
206-472-4402 

Marmot Mountain Works 
827 Bellevue Way NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
206-453-1515 

79 W Broadway 
Eugene. OR 97401 
800-289-9292 

McKenzie Outfitters 
309 E Main 
Medlord, OR 97501 
503-773-5145 

Tough Traveler 
Stuyvesant Plaza 

NEW JERSEY Albany. NY 12203 
Campmor, Inc 518-438-1807 
810 Rt 17 North 
Paramus, NJ 07652 Tough Traveler 
800-526-4784.201-445-5000 1012 State St 

Schenectady. NY 12307 
Ramsey Outdoor 518-393-0168 
226Rt17 
Paramus, NJ 07652 NORTH CAROUNA 
201-261-5000 Alanby - Outfitting 

for the Outdoors 
Blue Ridge Mtn Sports South Park Mall & East- 
(formerly The Nickel) land Mall. Charlotte, NC 
s/b 134 Stanhope St 28203. 
Princeton Forrestal Village 704-364-7311,704-568-8048 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
1-609-520-9899 Appalachian Mountain 

Sports 
Packmasters Hwy 105 South 
12 Hardwick St Boone, NC 28607 
Belvidere, NJ 07823 704-264-3170 
204-475-3588 

Black Dome Mountain Shop 
2 Biltmore Plaza 

NEW MEXICO Ashville, NC 28803 
i Bradley Mountain Wear 704-274-4280 

Kenosha, WI 53140 
414-654-3351 

'WYOMING 
Bighorn Mountain Sports 
334 N Main 
Sheridan, WY 82801 
307-672-6866 

Bradley Mountain Wear 
213 5 1st 
Laramie, WY 82070 
307-742-9490 

Crack & Crevice 
500 OrSt 
#7 Southview Plaza 
Gillette, WY 82716 
307-682-5573 

Great Outdoor Shop 
332 West Pine St 
Pinedale, WY 82941 
307-367-2440 

Hunts Mountain Sports 
149 Main St 
Lander, WY 82520 
307-332-6616 

Moosely Seconds 
Mountaineering at Dornan's 
in Grand Teton Nat'l Park 
Moose, WY 83012 
307-733-7176 

Nitros Mountain Sports 
543 5 Center 
Casper,WY 82606 
307-266-1136 

On the Rocks 
305 5 2nd 
Laramie, WY 82070 
307-721-2163 

Skinny Skis 
65 W Deloney 
P0 Box 3610 
Jackson, WY 83001 
307-733-6094 

Sunlight Sports 
1251 Sheridan Ave 
Cody, WY 82414 
307-587-9517 

Teton Mountaineering 
86 E Broadway 
Jackson, WY 83001 
307-733-3595 

AUSTRALIA 
Eastern Mountain Centre 
401 E Riversdale Rd 
Camberwell Junction, 
3123 Victoria, Australia 
03-882-7229 

107 E Marcy St 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 Diamond Brand 
505-982-8079 Camping Center 

Hwy 25, Naples, NC 28760 
Recreational Equipment, Inc 704-684-6262 
1905 Mountain Road NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 Great Outdoor Provision Co 
505-247-1191 4271 B Park Rd, Shop- 

ping Ctr, Charlotte, NC 
Sandia Mountain Outfitters 28209. 919-834-2916 
1560 J uari Tab NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87112 Great Outdoor Provision Co 
505-293-9725 2023 Cameron St 

Cameron Village Shopping Ctr 
Raleigh, NC 27605 

NEW YORK 919-833-1741 
ABC Sport Shop 
185 Norris Or Looking Glass Outfitters 
Rochester, NY 14610 33 New Hendersonville 
716-271-4550 Hwy at the entrance to 

Pisgah Nat'l Park 
Henry's Sport Center Pisgah Forest, NC 28768 
1901 State St 704-884-5854 
Schenectady, NY 12304 
518-346-7273 Southern Outdoor Sports, Ltd 

3114 Hillsborough St 
J & B Enterprises Raleigh, NC 27607 
P0 Box 334 919-821-1120 
Homer, NY 13077 
607-749-2453 Wild Bills 

1210 Ridge Rd 
Nippenose Ridgewood Shopping Ctr 
4505 E Genesee St Raleigh, NC 27607 
DeWitt, NY 12314 919-828-3022 
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Mountain Designs Camp de Base (Basecamp) Northern Outdoors 
862 Hay St, Perth 127 rue SteAnne de 208A Main St 
Western Australia 6000 Bellev, Quebec PQ H9X Whitehorse, Yukon 
09-322-4774 1 M3 Canada Canada Y1A 2A9 

514-457-9131 403-667-4074 
Mountain Designs 
185 Pulteney St Canadian Spirit West Corp 
Adelaide 5000 Australia Mountain Supplies 822-11th Ave SW 
08-232-0690 109 Thomas St Calgary, Alberta 

Oakville, Ontario Canada T2R 0E5 
Mountain Designs Canada L6J 5V6 403-262-00 
7 Lonsdale St, Braddon 416-845-4900 
Canberra, ACT 2601 Track 'N Trail 

Carleton 10139 82nd Ave 
Mountain Designs Recreational Equipment Edmonton, Alberta 
377 Little Bourke St 3201 Kingsway Canada T6E 1Z5 
Melbourne, Victoria 3000 Vancouver, B.C. 403-432-1707 
Australia Canada V5R 5K3 
03-67-3354 604-438-6371 

Wilson Mountain Sports 
Mountain Designs Fresh Air Experience Samson Mall, Box 194 
494 Kent St 8537 - 109 St Lake Louise, Alberta 
Sydney, NSW 2000 Edmonton, Alberta Canada TOL 1 EU 
Australia Canada T6G 1 [4 403-522-3636 
02-267-8238 403-433-5525 

Mountain Hikers Haven Ltd NORWAY 
Equipment Pty Ltd 268 Kerr St Platou Sport 
291 Sussex St, Sydney, Oakville, Ontario Smastrandgaten 8 
NSW 2000 Australia Canada L6K 3B2 Bergen, Norway 5000 
02-264-3146 416-842-3091 47-5-311290 

The Hostel Shop Skandinavisk 
Paddy Pallin 1414 Kensington Rd NW Hoyfjellsutstyr A/S 
11 Lonsdale St, Braddon Calgary, Altbera Scandinavian 
Canberra, ACT 2600 Canada T2N 3P9 Mountaineering 
Australia Equipment 
06-2573-883 Island Alpine Equipment Ltd N-3560 Hemsedal, Nor- 

1231 Broad St way. Tel.067-78177 
Paddy Pallin Victoria, BC 
507 Kent St Canada V8W 2A4 Skandinavisk 
Sydney, NSW 2000 604-382-5222 Hoytjellsutstyr A/S 
Australia Scandinavian 
02-264-2685 Island Alpine Mountaineering 

Equipment (PG) Ltd Equipment 
Paddy Pallin 613 Victoria St Bogstadveien 3 
360 Little Bourke St Prince George, BC N-0355, Oslo 3, Norway 
Melbourne, Victoria 3000 Canada V2L 4X4 02-46-90-75 
Australia 604-562-8445 
03-670-4845 

La Cordee HONG KONG 
2159 East, Ste-Catherine Grade VI Alpine 

CANADA Montreal, Quebec Equipment and Services 
Adventure Centre Canada H2K 2H9 13 Saigon St, 1/f Yau- 
10422 82nd Ave 514-524-1106 matei, Kowloon,Hong 
Edmonton, Alberta Kong. Tel: 3-7820200, 
Canada T6E 2A2 3-7820202 
403-439-6019 Mountain Equipment Co-op Telex: 71947 

1009 4th Ave SW Fax: 852-3-7823661 
Adventure Guide, Inc Calgary, Alberta 
258 King St North Canada T2P 0K8 Hong Kong 
Waterloo, Ontario 403-269-2420 Mountaineering 
Canada N2J 2Y9 Training Centre 
519-886-3121 Mountain Equipment Co-op 1-F, Flat B, On Yip Bldg 

35 Front St East 395-7 Shanghai St 
Toronto, Ontario Monkok, Kowloon 

Blacks Camping Intl Canada MSE 183 Hong Kong 
901 Bank St 416-363-0122 Tel: 3-848190 
Ottawa, Ontario Fax: 7707110 
Canada K1S 3W5 Mountain Equipment Co-op 
613-234-2964 428 West 8th Ave 

Vancouver, BC SOUTH AMERICA 
Blacks Camping Intl Canada VSY 1 N9 Montana Adventure Tours 
16 Carlton St 604-872-7858 Climbing Guides 
Toronto, Ontario Apartado 645 
Canada MSB 1J2 Merida, Venezuela 
416-597-0488 Mountain Magic 074-63-17-40 

Equipment 
Blacks Camping Int'l 224 Bear St 
3525 Queen Mary Rd P0 Box 1901 
Montreal, Quebec Banff, Alberta 
Canada H3V 1 H9 Canada TOL OCO 

Presentations on: 
• Pei'sonalDevel 
• Mountaineerin 
• Photography 

Invest In Climbing 
Every Penny Counts 

E very penny you 
give to the Access 
Fund will go 

directly to acquire and 
manage a climbing area 
or support a 
voluntary 
accesseffort. 
The Access 
Fund does not 
spend money 
to raise money. 

This and 
other ads are Access Fund 
paid for by the window decal 
magazines, . with a $10 
Patagonia, Inc. and mdi- donation or a copy of 
vidual climbers. Admin- Climb with a donation of 
istrative costs are paid by $25 or more. Invest in 
the American Alpine your climbing future. 
Club. What other worth- 
while cause can commit —fls== i-s.Th 

100% of its donations to 
its fundamental purpose? ACCESS FUND 

Your tax-deductable P.O. Box67A25 Los Angeles, CA 90067 
This ,dsest,sem,st was ssade possibis by Patogonia, Inc. 

contribution to the Access 
Fund is the best way for 
you to take control and 
responsibility for your 
sport. Donations of any 

amount are 
needed and 
welcome. Every 
donation is 
important and 
will make a dif-
ference. 

Receive an 
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For all your climbing needs while in 
the Canyonlands area, come in and see 
Rob'em & Bill'em at Rim Cyclery. 

-. 
94 West 1st North 

:. Moab, Utah 84532 
-- . - cyciiiy 

- 

. (801) 259-5333 

LY'1 AARDVARK ENTERPRISES. 
(818) 577-0671 or (818) 568-1284 fax 

NEW Kamet Matador Friction ABC Spider Three Cam Units NEW ABC Jewels 
Euro. Sizes 35-46.5 SizesO-4 Set #045 

S59.95/Pair S29.00/EA S50.00/Set 

NEW Kamet Flash ABC Spider Four Cam Units NEW ABC Gemstones 
Euro. Sizes 35-46.5 Sizes 5-8 Set #1 -#9 

I 
S105.95/Pair S39.00IEA S55.00/Set 

AARDVARK SOUTH Please call or write for your free Aardvark Catalog Today! AARDVARK NORTH 
CA RESIDENTS ADD 675°) SALES TAX ORDERS UNDER S10000 PLEASE ADD $500 SHIPPING/ I 733 NAOMI AVE. #1-207 HANDLING ORDERS OVER $100.00 PLEADE ADD S7 50 SHIPPING AND HANDLING P.O. BOX 2641 

IL ARCADIA, CA 91007 VISA, MASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS WELCOME! LYNNWOOD, WA 98036 
Pk,sc o0tv. AJI .aua vJLA'U to d .l,ojO  sttn,ut nott Ur,ilol to stud, t,.irid 

I 

I!QPE !J 
t.1I4ETWER.YOUgE PLLNMIN4 A 
LOObcIl4 TO WJO U? A FW o' -r&EM POI$ES 0  

TUE c1 r MouPJTAIN i4l I4AS W'AAT VA NIfl. 
c0 LASSO VE4.F A OgAL. L.imN VER 6'oY i 

U? SoME W* 

THERE OUGHTTA BE A LAW AGAINST OUR PRICES: 

Lowe Alpine Systems Holoflex Deluxe packs S283 
Wild Things Andinista packs $225 
Beal Edlinger 10.5 mm x 165 ft dry ropes S131 
Blue Water Rock Serpent 9 mm x 165 ft dry ropes S104 
CMI Ultrascenders, large, pair $86 
Clog Expedition ascenders, pair $84 
Metolius Four-cams $40 
Wild Things 4-step aiders, pair $34 
SMC Light D carabiners $5 
Supertape 11/16 slings (3, 4, 6, 10, 12", 22", 24 and 46) S1.00 to $3.75 

LOTS MORE IN OUR PLAIN JANE CATALOG; FREE SHIPPING OVER $50! 

t

WAuRE '-lo&SfAfJll,E,Z. , .s/HARA YoiJL '.VAuAu 0EA. A 
Dt5cotiI2/.c,j,vc .so TdE Ssti&s ARE ioAT Aj-1 oDy' 
SQ •••• A 5Tioi.R 1-IER 5 Ou'T 

MOUNULM 111G14. LTW. 
J •I2. DIAI".o'.aO PL*1 A.V., 2JDC.aCR.T .CAUO*NIft 933 5

iI ,...N2 OPER Otst YOAu /ISA o,- MC. .EGUEST Out f'LAJNr 197526ji u..EREE1 RCK, N'.o...C.o.G. 

CLIMBING WALLS 
Technical fllustrations • Material Lists 
2 Plans in One • Adjust.tble Overhang 

Complete Personal Wall Plans For - 
Indoor/Outdoor Climbing Exercisers 

Basic Walls . . . $12.95 Pro-Walls . . . $20.95 

WALLS BY DESIGN, designs and builds individ-
ual climbing walls for the ultimate climbing 
workout. Don't limit your workout - climb to 
improve your climbing. 

W 
Send for complete product listing 

TO: P.O.Box 2181 

ALLIS Provo,UT 84603-2181 

6'1DESGN____ 

C LD FEET? 
YOU NEED NEOPRENE OVERBOOTS FROM 

FORTY BELOW LTD. 
Complete lightweight foot protection for 
expeditions, ice climbing, or snowshoeing. 

r . 1 / 4  inch Neoprene around foot, traction sole, nylon 
upper. weight 31 oz. (L) 

lj 

Forty Below Ltd. 

These overboots have been worn on expeditions to 
Everest, McKinley, the Antarctic, and numerous 
other major peaks and hostile environments. 
Price S95.00 plus shippIng Boots sent UPS. - C.O.D. 

Mail Order Only - Not a Store 
Send boot outline and size to: 

0 4419-64th Ave. W. 0 Tacoma, WA 98466 



•••• ••••Guidingllnstruction • 
ANTOINE SAVELLI and TERI KANE invite you to share 
our 'CHAMONIX ALPINE ADVENTURES' from our high 
mountain chalet. Novice Mont Blanc ascents to Dru, 
Grandes Jorasses, Eiger, Matterhorn, Dolomites. Call 
(303) 728-3705, or write to: ANTOINE SAVELLI, C.A.A. 
Chalet "Le Mazot", 32, Route Du Chapeau, Le Levanch-
er, Chamonix 74400, FRANCE. 

LET'S GO CLIMBING! Michael Covington and Fantasy 
Ridge are now accepting reservations for our spring, 
summer, and fall season snow and rock climbing cours-
es in the San Juans of S• W. Colorado and Canyonlands, 
Utah. For details contact: FANTASY RIDGE, P.O. Box 
1679, Telluride, CO 81435 or call (303) 728-3546. 

ADIRONDACK ALPINE ADVENTURES. Instruction and 
guiding for rock climbing, ice climbing, and backcoun-
try skiing. Send for a free Catalog of Courses describ-
ing our extensive offerings. Dept. 211, P.O. Box 179, 
Keene, NY 12942. (518) 576-9881. 

AQUARIUS ADVENTURES offers year round climbing 
instruction in California. Professional guided instruction 
in San Diego, ldyllwild, the Sierras or your destination. 
Catering to your itinerary is our specialty. For more 
information contact Bart Berry at AQUARIUS ADVEN-
TURES, P.O. Box 1189, Del Mar, CA 92014. (619) 755-
6918. Call for free brochure. 

PERU-EQUADOR-AFRICA-MEXICO. International 
climbing expeditions for the novice to expert. Alpa-
mayo, Cotopaxi, Chimborazo, Mt. Kenya, Popocatepetl 
& Orizaba. For details contact: FANTASY RIDGE, P.O. 
Box 1679, Telluride, CO 81435 or call (303) 728-3546. 

SMITH ROCK CLIMBING SCHOOL. Come climb with us 
in this world-class area. Smith Rock is an excellent 
place to learn the basics of rock climbing or for the 
more advanced climber to improve their skills on the 
many easy to moderate routes in the area. Courses and 
climbs, from beginning through advanced, are offered 
daily, March through mid-November. SMITH ROCK 
CLIMBING SCHOOL & GUIDE SERVICE, P.O. Box 464, 
Terrebonne, OR 97760. (503) 548-0749. 

ANTARCTICA: Climb Mt. Vinson, one of the "Seven 
Summits," and other expeditions to the "Last Frontier." 
ADVENTURE NETWORK INTERNATIONAL, #200-1676 
Duranleau Street, Vancouver, B.C., CANADA V6H 3S5. 
Telephone: (604) 683-8033, Fax: (604) 683-6892. 

FIRST ASCENT CLIMBING SCHOOL and guide service 
offers classes ranging from one day to a one week for-
mat. Our rock climbing courses held in southern Cali-
fornia offer the lowest guide/student ratio. This allows 
us tp provide intense personal instruction at a group 
rate. Call (818)347-4011 or write 9855 Topanga 
Canyon, Unit 111, Chatsworth, CA 91311. 

VERTICAL ADVENTURES: Year-round instruction from 
America's top rock climbers. Seminars and guided climbs 
held November-May at Joshua Tree. Summer 1990: Clas-
sic guided climbs in the Alps featuring Zermatt's Matter-
horn and Chamonix's Mont Blanc. Rock climbing tours of 
Great Britain & France. Rock climbing guides include: 
John Bachar, Scott Cosgrove, John Long, Mike Paul. Bob 
Gaines, Director. Free brochure: 511 South Catalina, 
Redondo Beach, CA 90277. (213) 540-6517. 

ARIZONA YEAR-ROUND ROCK CLIMBING & CAVING. 
Mexican Volcanoes, Orizaba Only, Matterhorn & Mont 
Blanc. Since 1983. VENTURE UP, 2503 E. Indian School 
Road, Phoenix, AZ 85016. (602) 957-9351. 

IOWA MOUNTAINEER OUTINGS. European Alps, June 
30th to July 21st or 28th. Mountain Camp, Canadian 
Rockies, August 6th to 16th. East African Safari (Mt. 
Kilimanjaro & Mt. Kenya), June 21st to July 8th or 
15th. One-week rock climbing classes at Devil's Lake, 
Wisconsin, May, June & August. Inquire P.O. Box 163, 
Iowa City, Iowa 52244. Phone: (319) 337-7163. 

Classified 
Classified rates are $1.25 per word, 20-word 

($20) minimum, prepaid. Deadline for the 
August issue is June 15. Send copy and 

payment to CLIMBING/Classified, 
P.O. Box 339, Carbondale, CO 81623. 

DISCOVER THE JOYS OF APPALACHIAN CLIMBING. 
Let the experienced staff of the Nantahala Outdoor Cen-
ter introduce you to the pleasures of climbing in some 
of the Southeast's best areas. We offer two, three, and 
five-day courses of instruction for beginning, interme-
diate, and advanced climbers, as well as private 
instruction. Call or write for information on course 
rates: NANTAHALA OUTDOOR CENTER, US 19W, Box 
41, Bryson City, NC 28713. (704) 488-6737. 

THE ADVENTURERS' COMPANY, the expedition spe-
cialist invites you to climb Denali (May '90), Ama 
Dablam (October '90), Chu oyo (September '91), then 
Kilimanjaro/Mt. Stanley, Aconcagua, Ojo De Salado, 
Broad Peak and the other great summits of the world. 
For the experience of a lifetime. (916) 265-3992, P.O. 
Box 2290, Nevada City, CA 95959, USA. 

CLIMB MOUNT HOOD and the Oregon Cascades with 
Oregon's most experienced guide service. Courses and 
climbs offered year-round for all levels of experience. 
TIMBERLINE MOUNTAIN GUIDES, P.O. Box 464, Terre-
bonne, OR 97760. Phone: (503) 548-0749. 

SOUTHERN FRANCE - The 5.8 climber is not an 
extinct species in Europe. Join our easy-going group to 
some of the finest short climbs in the world. One week 
tours with camping accommodations start at $450. 
ALAN HOTLE, Rhon Str. 17, 8730 Bad Kissingen, West 
Germany. 

CLIMB AUSTRALIA. Guided climbs, all levels, plus 
accommodations in Blue Mountains, or camp and 
climb at Arapiles. Contact GREG CHILD, 317 26th Ave. 
East, Seattle, WA 98112. (206) 329-7320. 

ROCK CLIMB IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA. August 20-
September 18. Climb, tour, and live with Czechs from 
Tatran climbing club. Adventurous climbing, 5.7 to 
extreme. $550 + airfare. ELI HOLMES, Kincaid Hall 
#NJ-15, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195. 

EXTREME ROCK GUIDE SERVICE. Will go anywhere on 
rock, from 5-whatever to 5.12. For info: DEREK 
HERSEY, P.O. Box 7175, Boulder, CO 80306. (303) 443-
0955. EST. 1968. 

EXPEDITIONS IN RUSSIA. Club Vysotnik offers eight 
expeditions yearly. All seasons. All regions of USSR and 
Nepal: difficult, extreme, high altitude, rock climbing; 
simple hiking, ski touring. PAVEL MOROZ, 15-17 Willet 
Street, #4E, New York, NY 10002. (212) 505-2210. 

EVEREST & TREKKING. We are currently organizing the 
International Expedition to EVEREST '90. The team is 
almost complete and ready to leave. So, why not join us 
as one of the trekkers on the expedition? Experienced 
mountain guides will lead you to the base camp in com-
fortable conditions. We'd like to draw your attention to the 
fact that you can experience "live" the climbers ascension 
to the summit. If you really want to share the experience 
of a lifetime, don't wait any longer, contact BERNARD 
MULLER and LAURENCE DE LA FERRIERE at 97, Chemin 
des Sellyres Les Bossons, 74400 CHAMONIX, FRANCE. 
Phone: 50-55-94-26. Fax: 50-53-38-23. 

THE ARETE CLIMBING CENTRE of Mt. Whitney: Open 
All Year. Climbing Instruction, Guided Climbing and 
Equipment Sales. Group Rates. P.O. Box 1008, Lone 
Pine, CA 93545. (619) 872-0294. 

CITY OF ROCKS, IDAHO! Climb with the area's fore-
most guides. The City's only concessioned guide ser-
vice. SAWTOOTH MOUNTAIN GUIDES, Box 18, Stanley, 
ID 83278. (208) 774-3324. 

NEPAL CLIMBING AND TREKKING - Let us expertly 
handle all your arrangements while in Nepal. Ask for 
our scheduled departure dates. Contact: Keshab Lama, 
YANGRIMA TREKKING, P.O. Box 2951, Kathmandu, 
Nepal. Tel. 977-1 -227627. Telex 2474 SUMTRA NP. Fax 
977-1-414184. 

AO MOUNTAIN GUIDES: Rock and ice climbing instruc-
tion, local or worldwide. JIM SHIMBERG, guide. 14 
Badger Street, Concord, NH 03301. (603) 224-8359. 

JACKSON HOLE MOUNTAIN GUIDES CLIMBING 
SCHOOL. Year round opportunities Grand Tetons, Wind 
Rivers, Joshua Tree, Redrocks, Canyonlands, Arches, 
and foreign. One to eight day courses. Two to 30 day 
trips. Expertise training in all aspects of climbing, moun-
taineering, backcountry travel, and skiing-our 20th year! 
Corbet & Glory Teton Huts. AMGA accredited. JHMG-
Box 7477C, Jackson, WY 83001. (307) 733-4979. 

ATTENTION CLIMBERS - DOUG GEETING AVIATION 
now booking for the 1990-91 climbing season to Denali 
and the Alaska Range. Discounts available for early 
reservations. Climbers' bunkhouse, sleds, and over 
flights included. Contact DOUG GEETING at P.O. Box 
42, Talkeetna, AK 99676. Call collect: (907) 733-1000. 

ALPINE ASCENTS UNLIMITED of Seattle offers climb-
ing instruction, and expeditions to Mt. Waddington, 
Peak Communism, the Mexican volcanoes, and 
Aconcagua. AAU; 4013 Stone Way N.; Seattle, WA 
98103. (206) 633-0640. 

• • • • • • Mail Order • • • • • • 
DYNAMIC AND STATIC ROPES. Harnesses by Petzl, 
Forrest, and Weinel. SMC Hardware, climbing, caving, 
and rescue equipment. We have it all. Write today for a 
free. 96 page catalog. J.E. WEINEL, INC., P.O. Box 
213CM, Valencia, PA 16059. 

ROPE: STATIC, DYNAMIC. HARDWARE, SOFTWEAR. 
Fast, friendly service. SPELEOSHOPPE: (800) 626-5877. 

AT LAST - CUSTOM DRIED MEALS! Great taste, easy 
prep and clean-up. From a one night stand to a full-
scale invasion. SEND for inside into: UNCLE JOHN, P.O. 
Box 565, Fairplay, CO 80440. 

REMEMBER WHEN EVERYONE WAS OUT of Marmot 
sleeping bags? We weren't. THE MOUNTAINEER, Keene 
Valley, NY. (518) 576-2281. 

LEATHERCRAFT - PROFITABLE HOBBY. Big 64 page 
WHOLESALE CATALOG features Leather, Tools, Kits, 
Belts, Wallets, Finished Products. Send $2 (Refund-
able!) LEATHER UNLIMITED, CM0390, Belgium, WI 
53004-9990. 

AFFORDABLE MODULAR HOLDS! Superior texture and 
feel. Introductory sampler —8 various sizes $19.50. Add 
$2.50 for 3/8" bolts and T-nuts. Write for free info. PET-
ROGRIPS, 108 E. Cherry Lane, State College, PA 16803. 

FOR THOSE ABOUT TO ROCK! Resoles from the expe-
rienced. Featuring rock shoe half soles, $27.50 pair. Toe 
rand patches, $6.50 per shoe. Full soles, $35, full soles 
and rands, $55 per pair. Telemark resoles, $75. $4.50 
shipping and handling. Call for more information: WIL-
SON'S EASTSIDE SPORTS, formerly Wheeler and Wil-
son, 206 N. Main, Bishop, CA 93514. (619) 873-7520. 

QUALITY ROCK CLIMBING GEAR. Affordable prices. 
Write or call: TEXAS CLIMBSTONE, 40212-D Industrial 
Park Circle, Georgetown, TX 78626. 1-800-444-9046. 

MOCK ROCKS. Ascension climbing holds offer variety 
and versatility at a price that does not deplete your wal-
let. Mock Rocks are composed of high quality materials 
and offer a grippy, yet non-abrasive texture. Write to: 
ASCENSION CLIMBING SYSTEMS, 4819 Brentridge 
Parkway, Greenwood, IN 46143 for a full catalog. 
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STOP SWEAT 
FOR 6 WEEKS 
Sweating of hands and feet can 
cause cold injury and ruin UNDERARMS 
garments, shoes. Treatment 
with electronic DR10N1C 
keeps the hands, feet, under- 
arms dry for 6 week periods. Try 
doctor recommended Drionic 
for unequaled sweat control. 
Thousands prescribed by doc- HANDS 
tors. Send $125. ea. pair 
(specify which). CA res. + 
6 1/4 %. COD send $25. - bal/ 
chgs on receipt. 45 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. FEET 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. CLM-3 
1935 Armacost Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Phone orders-MC/Visa-800 HEAL DOC 

HELP US CLIMB K2! 

Buy our heavy-weight 100% 
cotton T in short or long sleeve. 
Choose from red, white, blue or 

fuchsia in M, L or XL 

$15.00 for short sleeve 
$20.00 for long sleeve 

Please send check or money order to: 

1990 American K2 Expedition 
P.O. Box 4706 

Boulder, CO 80306 

DESIGNED FOR 
ONE-HAND 
••••••••

PIUsS3•••• % 

1'I 

(postage & 
h ann g) 

8�" OPEN 
TAKE DOWN BUTTON 

FOR DISASSEMBLY 
FINEST S/S 
BLADE& PARAtROOPER KNIFE 
MARLIN 011lual West Gei tiiai 
SPIKE (( utreilt i"1i(.) 

HANSEN & COMPANY 
244-246 Old Post Rood, Dept. C-I 

Southport, CI 06490 

USED ALPINE TOURING SKI EQUIPMENT for sale. 
Skis: Fischer Tour Alpin, 180's and 190's, $75/pair. 
Bindings: Salewa Tour $75. Very appropriate as 
climbers approach gear. All equipment in good condi-
tion. Contact: ALPINE SKILLS INTERNATIONAL, P.O. 
Box 8, Norden, CA 95724. (916) 426-9108, FAX (916) 
426-3063. 

COMPARE AND SAVE! 5.10 shoes, Mammut ropes, etc. 
at deal prices. Write MIDNIGHT MOUNTAINEER for FREE 
catalogue. P.O. Box 14268 South Lake Tahoe. CA 95702. 

• • • • Books/Maps/Videos. 
PRIVATE COLLECTOR will buy your used Mountaineer-
ing books. CARL CONKLIN, 1508 North Ontario Street, 
Burbank, CA 91505, (818) 848-2732. Evenings 5 to 9. 

CLIMBING BOOKS, MAPS, VIDEOS! Also skiing, 
kayaking, mountain biking, trekking, 3rd-world travel, 
etc.: 1700 different current titlest Where-to, how-to, lit-
erature. Free 40 page catalog. BACKCOUNTRY BOOK-
STORE, Box 191-CL, Snohomish, WA 98290. 

CATCH THE ACTION ON VIDEO! Vertical News #1, #2, 
#3, & #4 available now. Segments include: Todd Skin-
ner at Hueco Tanks, New England Ice Climbing, Scott 
Franklin climbing "To Bolt or Not to Be," Alpine Climb-
ing in the Sierras, Continental Championships. Available 
at climbing shops or by mail order. VERTICAL NEWS, 
P.O. Box 466, Terrebonne, OR 97760. (503) 548-1888. 

KILIMANJARO, RUWENZDRI, MT. KENYA. Combined 
Map-Guides, $12 each. A. WIELOCHOWSKI, 32 Seamill 
Park Crescent, Worthing, BN11 2PN, England. 

EL CAPITAN VIDEOCASSETTES. "The best climbing 
film I've ever seen," Yvon Chouinard. "EL CAPITAN is 
without peer in poetic beauty," Royal Robbins. VHS, 
Beta, or 16mm film. Film rental includes FREE video 
cassette. To order, or for more information, phone: 
(415) 388-3649 or write: EL CAPITAN, 47 Shell Road, 
Mill Valley, CA 94941. 

EVEREST: THE UNCLIMBED RIDGE ON VIDEO. Also 
included on the same tape is Karakorum and story of a 
1988 Gasherbrum II climb. Produced at NBC affiliate in 
Spokane. Filmed and written by Gary Speer. Music by 
Paul Speer and David Lanz. Send $29.95 to: ADVEN-
TURE VIDEO, P.O. Box 711, Clarkston, WA 99403. 

"IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR BIG WALL THRILLS, high-
tech climbing footage, and exposure to the MAX 
("Whooaa!!"), then this is your film .....- Ed Webster, 
CLIMBING MAGAZINE. OVER THE EDGE, with big wall 
master RANDY LEAVITT on El Capitan, now available on 
VIDEOCASSETTE. WINNER OF 8 INTERNATIONAL 
AWARDS. Also available, 5.13's on film - ON THE 
ROCKS, winner of 16 international awards. Contact OTR, 
Box 93974, Los Angeles, CA 90093. (213) 466-4921. 

Albuquerque Rock Gym 
3300 PrInceton NE - S-30 

-. Albuquerque, NM 87107 
(505) 881-3073 

"Play and Train in the 
Newest Indoor Climbing Facility" 

• Overhangs, Cracks, Face 
• Routes changed weekly 
• Complete Pro shop, Sales 

& Rentals 
--Daily Passes--
--Membership Rates--
--Climbing Classes-- 

FINALLY IT'S HERE! The Illustrated Underground 
Guide to the Tennessee Wall by Rob Robinson. Recent-
ly this incredible crag was included in Mountain Maga-
zine's "Ten Best Crags in America" series. Send $1 2.95, 
check or money order, to ROCK WORKS PUBLISHING, 
424 Georgia Avenue, Chattanooga, TN 37403. 

CLIMBING GUIDES - FREE CATALOGUE. Worldwide, 
also travel, bicycling, hiking, paddling, fishing, and 
more. BARD'S BOOKS, Dept. DA, P.O. Box 855, Boul-
der, CO 80306. (303) 494-9032. 

• • • • • Miscellaneous • • • • 
CITY OF ROCKS CLIMBERS! Pinetree Sports now has 
two stores for your climbing needs. 2175 Overland, 
Burley. ID (208) 678-5869, and now in Almo at the east 
entrance to City of Rocks. (208) 824-5554. 

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs - your area 
$17,840-569,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext. R15232. 

ATTENTION: EASY WORK, EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble 
products at home. Details: 1-602-838-8885. Ext. W15232. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small business. 
Grants/loans to S500,000. Free recorded message: 
(707) 449-8600. (LY2) 

WEST VIRGINIA - NEW RIVER GORGE. 2 unique his-
torical homes. Income opportunities. $146,000 - 
both. (407) 632-5164. 

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHERIES. Earn 
$600+/week in cannery, $8,000-$12,000+ for two 
months on fishing vessel. Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary. MALE or FEMALE. For 68-page 
employment booklet, send $6.95 to M&L RESEARCH, 
Box 84008-AD, Seattle, WA 98124. 30 day, uncondi-
tional 100%  money back guarantee. 

• • • • • • • Personals • • • • • • • 
FEMALE CLIMBING PARTNERS WANTED. 
Evening/weekend/week-long rock or mountaineering 
trips to Colorado/Wyoming/Utah. Call Mark at 303-
945-0948. 

MOUNTAIN CLIMBER IN SOVIET UNION interested in 
sharing climbing experiences with American pen pal. 
Possible Soviet climb together, if interested. Please 
write to: IGOR SCRINNIKOV, g. 14, KB44, yn. P. Pon-
naha, r. K4EB (KIEV), cccp (USSR) 252146. Intermedi-
ary contact: J. Regal, 333 E. 30th St., NY, NY 10016. 
(212) 683-1940. 

GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL CLIMBERS: Join oth-
ers for rock and ice climbs throughout the world. Write 
to get on our newsletter list: STONEWALL CLIMBERS, 
Box 445, Boston, MA 02124. Annual meeting in Boul-
der this summer. Be there or be straight! 

SCARPA ROCK SHOES 

Pro Star $162.50 ppd 

Rock Master $142.50 ppd 

Fiamma $115.00 ppd 

Rock Stars $106.00 ppd 

Spiders 3 Cam $33.00 
10.5mm x 165 ft. std. $124.00 

Independence Mountaineering, Inc. 
215 S. Main, Independence, OR 97351 

(503) 838-6475 
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AtUnitedFeather&  Down, we 
can tell you many ways that feather 
& down fill can help your business 
grow and your profits soar. We're 
recognized around the world for the 
rigorous standards we've developed 
during our six generations in the 
business. We use fully computerized 
state-of-the-art equipment to process 
our feathers & down to your exact 
specifications - and to your ship-
ping schedule.  We'd love to tell you 
more... Just write, or give us a call. 

UNITED FEATHER & 
DOWN 

Joel Gabel 
Marketing Rep. 
Dept. F967 
(718) 389-6464 
FAX (718) 383-8926 
77 Commercial St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11222-9990 

I 

In modern climbing, express slings play 
a vital role. Climbers demand thatdespi-
te repeated high intensity loading, a 
sling must never fail. To guarantee this 
essential strength in every sling is im- j 
possible without resort to computerised / 
pattern stitching. MAMMUT slings are 1 ••,  
sewn using only the most modern tech- 
nology, ensuring a consistency other ••••••-
wise unobtainable. 
In innumerable tests needle size, thread 
thickness, tension and stitch count are 
matched to the particular webbing. 
Laboratory tests determine the optimum 
stitch pattern for maximum strength, 
which is then recorded on diskette. These I. 
are then used to program sewing auto-
mats which identically reproduce the 
optimal stitch pattern in every sling. 
MA MMUT Express slings carry the 
Mammut Logo and guarantee a 
breaking strength of 2500 daN. 

MAMMUT 
Peak Security and Peak Performance 

Everest: Kangshung Face 
by Steven Venables 

The gripping narrative of the 
smallest expedition to climb 

W V Everest by a new route: the 
if. Kangshung Face from Tibet. 

Color photos, hardcover. $28.95 
, plus $1.50 postage 

N 
I 

Chessler Books 
America's largest mountaineering bookstore 

New, Used and Rare Books 
Send for FREE CATALOG 

Other current bestsellers: 
Art of Adventure by Galen Rowell Reduced from $45 to $22.50 
The Everest Years by Chris Bonington Reduced from $24.95 to $12.50 
Touching the Void by Joe Simpson $8.95 paperback, $17.95 hardcover 
Snowcaps on the Equator by lain Allan $39.95 
Pat Ament's Climbing Films VHS Video $30 
Why I Climb by Steve Gardiner $17.50 
Eiger Dreams by Jon Krakauer $17.95 

CHESSLER BOOKS 
Box 4267, Dept. 72 

Evergreen, CO 80439 
(800) 654-8502 (303) 670-0093 

Toll Free Ordering 
Credit Cards Accepted 

Fast Service and Guaranteed Satisfaction 
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o BOOKS 
o GUIDES 
o MAPS 
o VIDEOS 

Mountain N'Air Books offers the best 
Selection of books, guidebooks, 
maps and videos in North America, 
but please do not call us. 
Drop by your local climbing shop. 
If you can't find what you're looking 
for, kindly ask the manager to give us 
a call. We probably have it and will be 
glad to rush it for you! 

MOUNTAIN N'AIR BOOKS 
P.O.BOX 12540 

La Crescenta, CA.91224 
(818) 9514150 

Dealer inquiries are welcome. 

DO YOU KNOW NUTS AND BOLTS? 
••••••••K •••••••••••••••••

HAS A JOB OPENING 

The leading climbing equipment company in 
North America is looking for an energetic and ex-
perienced person to Eli the position of Machine 
Shop Production and Quality Assurance Manager. 
The ideal candidate for this key position will meet 
the following qualifications: 

• 3 years experience in manufactur- 
ing  & QA at a small manufactur- 
ing facility 

• Creativity with equipment & 
fixture updating 

• Management skills (capable of 
keeping 30 people motivated and 

committed) 
• Ability to speak Spanish 
• A "do it right the first time' 

attitude 
• Familiarity with Lotus and dBASE 

software 
(;ompensation commensurate with experience. 

Potential stock ownership possibilities. 
For more information contact: 

Mr. Hong Kyu Kwak 
Black Diamond Equipment, Ltd. 

P.O. Box 110 
Ventura, CA 93002 

(805) 650-1 395 FAX (805) 643-2304 

(Please mention this ad when inquiring.)  
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jected to persecution. Sympathizers are 
frowned upon. 
Foreign climbers in Nepal have been 

subjected to harassment as well. During 
a climbing expedition to Nepal several 
years ago, Jeff Long, a climber and 
author from Boulder, Colorado, spent 
four months in jail for allegedly smug-
gling watches. He was innocent, a "fall 
guy" for an ousted member of his expe-
dition, who was indeed responsible (a 
person who then disappeared quite 
rapidly). In jail, Long befriended many 
Nepali and Tibetan prisoners. "I've seen 
people who have been tortured," Long 
later told the Boulder Daily ('amera. "I 
can tell you what human rights abuse 
looks like. It looks like a car accident. It's 
grave and horrible and humbling." 

Long has since become an activist for 
human—rights issues. He worked dili-
gently, writing articles and letters to edi-
tors to question the Boulder—Lhasa Sister 
City Project, whose interest in Lhasa is 
seen as entreprenurial rather than cultur-
al. The project has since been suspended. 

More recently, Dr. Blake Kerr and 
John Ackerly, American climbers who 
were in Lhasa after an attempt on Ever-
est, were arrested for having Tibetan 
flags sewn to their packs and possessing 
postcards of the Dalai Lama. The two 
were interrogated, accused of "endanger-
ing national security," and ordered to 
leave the country within 10 days. Several 
days later, they watched as the army shot 
down Tibetan citizens and monks who 
had been holding peaceful demonstra-
tions in the streets of Lhasa. Kerr, with 
few medical supplies at hand, did his 
best to help. At least 15 Tibetans died 
that day, he says. Among the people he 
treated were 14 with gunshot wounds, 
20 who had been badly beaten, and two 
with severe burns. 

Back in the United States, Ackerly and 
Kerr resolved to pursue rightful treat-
ment for the citizens of Tibet. Ackerly 
became legal counsel for the Internation-
al Campaign for Tibet, and he and Kerr 
have made several trips to India to inter-
view 'I'ibetans in exile and document the 
conditions under which they had been 
forced to live in their own country. 
The world is continually witness to the 

ways in which many governments attempt 
to appease the powerful Chinese  

adn1inistration. Soncho\v China man-
ages to dictate the United States' and 
other countries' foreign policies. This 
influence affects relations not only 
between the United States and China, but 
also the relations between United States 
and many other countries: currently Tibet 
and Cambodia, and perhaps Hong Kong 
and Taiwan in the future. 

A stronger stance needs to be taken by 
all, and individuals and organizations 
can apply international pressure and cre-
ate change. During this dynamic politi-
cal era, the moment is ideal to denounce 
repressive policies throughout the world. 

It is time to transform 
outrage into action: for 
human rights concerns to 
be placed above economic 
interests; for tyrannical 
administrations to be 
denounced, not appeased 
for climbing perm its. 

Galen Rowell, an acclaimed adventure 
photographer who has been to China 
and Tibet repeatedly, has recently begun 
to speak out. In the March/April issue of 
the environmental magazine Green-
peace, in an article called "The Agony of 
Tibet," he wrote, "If I had to do it all 
over again, there's one thing I would 
have done differently. I wouldn't have 
compromised the story of Tibet's envi-
ronmental destruction as much as I did. 
Then, I was worried about going back. 
Now I simply want to tell the story." 

He once went to document wildlife in 
Tibet, to an area where Chinese authori-
ties had said there were sheep, wolves, 
hears, and dense virgin forests. He found 
only overgrazed land, and neither forests 
nor wildlife; one shot among the various 
photos he published contained a caption 
saying as much. The next time Rowell 
tried to get back into the country, he was 
informed that there had been a formal 
complaint from the Chinese Embassy 
about his work. In order to stay he had 
to write a letter of "self—criticism" saying 
that he had been wrong. 

Now Rowell is working for political 
and cultural sensitivity toward Tibet 
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A woman in tears prays for jailed Tibetans. 

with such organizations as the National 
Geographic Society. He has also turned 
down a chance to publish images in A 
Day in the Life of China because he did 
not want his images of Tibet included in 
a book on China. 

Many people have shared Rowell's 
concern that activism may prevent one 
from being allowed back 
into the country, and feel 
that the ability to move in 
and out of Tibet may be 
the only way to get and 
spread information. At this 
point, however, the situa-
tion is clear: Tibet is the 
victim of systematic geno-
cide, its culture on the 
verge of extinction. 

Climbers, who have 
spent a great deal of money 
in the Himalaya, bear 
responsibility to the inhabi-
tants. In the 1950s Nepal 
reopencd its borders after a 
century of seclusion, rapidly 
altering both the geography 
and culture of the region. 
The Sherpa people adapted their lifestyle 
to accommodate mountain tourism, and 
the amount of money brought into the 
Khumbu region replaced the amount 
made by the tradition of trading. A 
healthy mountain culture became 
dependent on mountain travel. 

During the period between 1965 and 
1969, various areas of Nepal were closed 
to climbing, and many Sherpas went 
hungry due to the lack of expedition 
currency. Their lifestyle had come to 
depend on the climbing/trekking traffic. 

Although expedition currency often 
benefits individuals within the commu-
nities, large expeditions tend to disrupt 
the local economy. Their wages are high-
er, and therefore many natives come out 
of the woodwork to be involved. Food 
prices escalate because of supply and 
demand, and local people suffer due to 
the inability to pay the inflated prices, 
according to Gary McCue of Mountain 
Travel, who is working on a "responsible 
travel" book for Tibet. 

Perhaps the quintessential over—inflat-
ed expedition is Jim Whittaker's "Mount 
Everest International Peace Climb" with 
its million—dollar—plus budget. The 
expedition unfortunately came at the 
worst possible time, given that this year  

the world has finally understood China's 
oppressive policies. Whittaker's group 
has received a great deal of press, and 
Whittaker has publicly lauded China's 
thoughtfulness at allowing Tibetans to 
climb. What he does not seem to recog-
nize is that the Chinese government 
would want an American to portray its 

regime as congenial, and is using the 
Tibetans for that purpose. 

Whittaker's praise is terribly damaging; 
it encourages the already short attention 
spans most Americans maintain concern-
ng foreign affairs. As Elie Wiesel stated in 
his 1986 acceptance speech for the Nobel 
Peace Prize, "I have tried to fight those 
who would forget. Because if we forget, 
we are guilty, we are accomplices. The 
world did know, and remained silent." 

Virtually all sovereign nations have 
recognized China's belligerence as a fla-
grant violation of international law. The 
Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political 
leader of the Tibetan people, now living 
in exile, has said, "though the Tibetans 
have lost their freedom, under interna-
tional law Tibet today is still an inde-
pendent state under illegal occupation." 

China asserts that such attention is 
interference in its internal affairs. But 
human rights are internationally recog-
nized. China is a member of the United 
Nations, is one of the five permanent 
members of the Security Council, and 
is an active participant in the interna-
tional community. China is therefore 
bound to observe the standards set 
forth in the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. 

What can you, as an individual, do? One 
mountain guide living in Nepal recommends 
that all climbers boycott travel in Tibet. If 
you do go to Tibet or Nepal, express your 
concern to people in repressive straits. Know-
ing that the rest of the world is behind them 
can help raise their spirits. If you would like 
to make donations to monasteries, give 

money, food, or clothing dis-
creetly to monks. 

When you return home, 
give slide shows, write arti-
cles; talk, act. Lobby the 
Bush administration and 
Congress; support H.R. Bill 
3705, the Tibetan Immi-
grant Act of 1990, which 
would give visas to 1000 
Tibetans. Ask that the U.S. 
government maintain eco-
nomic sanctions and a harder 
diplomatic line with China. 

Climbers are a community 
steeped in ethics. Now, it is 
unethical to remain apoliti-
cal. It is time to transform 
outrage into action: for 
human rights concerns to be 

placed above economic interests; for tyran- 
nical administrations to be denounced, not 
appeased for climbing permits. 

For more information contact: 
Amnesty International 
322 8th Avenue, 
New York, NY 10001; (212) 807-8400 
Asia Watch 
739 Eighth Street SE, 
Washington DC 20003; (202) 546-9336 
The International Campaign for Tibet 
1511 K Street NW, Suite 739, 
Washington DC 20005; (202) 628-4123 

Martha Be/lisle is 
a human—rights 
activist studying 
international 
affairs and politi-
cal science at the 
University of 
Colorado, Boul- 
der. The former 
owner of Dante 

Sports Apparel in Boulder, she is now moving 
to Ventura, California, to work in research and 
design for Patagonia, Inc. 

The opinions expressed in "Perspective" are personah 
and do not necessarily represent those of Climbing. 
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The China syndrome 
by Martha Bellisle 
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In an unusual act of charity, the queen of Nepal recent-

ly visited a woman who was hospitalized after being 
arrested and then raped by police. The distraught woman, 
a student, spat at the queen, and cried out her contempt 
of the government responsible for the oppression in 
Nepal. The queen walked out and handed down an order 
for the woman's execution. 

The report citing this incident, which appeared in the 
Christian Science Monitor, did not say whether or not the 
young woman, in the end, was killed. But under the Trea-
son Act, the death penalty may be imposed on anyone 
who "disrupts the sovereignty of Nepal." Persecution, 
abuse, and callousness underlie the splendor of this 
Himalayan nation. 

On the other side of Mount Everest lies another blatant-
ly oppressive government. China's aggression threatens the 
entire Tibetan culture with complete destruction. In the 
past few years China has also taken a more aggressive atti-
tude in an effort to influence the government of Nepal. 
Tibetans wishing to cross the border into Nepal have not 
had the freedom to do so since 1959. In the past three 
years b9rdcr control has become even stricter. If caught in 
His face covered to hide his identity, a Tibetan monk protests 
the Chinese occupation, at the Jokhang Temple, Lhasa, Tibet. 

an attempt to cross, Tibetans may be sent back to authori-
ties in Tibet, often for imprisonment and severe torture. 

Both China and Nepal have undergone far—reaching 
changes in the past year. June 4 is the anniversary of the 
Tiananmen Square massacres, when troops and tanks 
crushed thousands of Chinese who were demonstrating 
for democracy. In March 1989 the Chinese placed Lhasa, 
Tibet, under a state of martial law. 

April saw the culmination of months of upheaval in 
Nepal. As more than 200,000 people demonstrated in 
Kathmandu for political change and a multi—party sys-
tem, the army opened fire on protesters, killing hundreds. 

Kathmandu literally shut down. By April 6, electricity 
had stopped, airlines were paralyzed and vehicles immobi-
lized. In the first curfew in the country's history, citizens 
were not allowed outside their homes, and troops were 
ordered to shoot violators on sight. Among the people 
shot for curfew violation was a woman on her way to a 
temple to pray. 

As a result of the turmoil, the King of Nepal opened up 
the country's political process by negotiating for a 
multi—party system to be established. 

Political activists have not been the only victims of 
police brutality. Many religious organizations are also sub- 

Continued on page 142 
Photo; Jeffrey Aaronson 
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